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BREAKING THE LOGARITHMIC BARRIER IN ROTH’S
THEOREM ON ARITHMETIC PROGRESSIONS
THOMAS F. BLOOM AND OLOF SISASK
Abstract. We show that if A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} contains no non-trivial three-term
arithmetic progressions then |A| ≪ N/(logN)1+c for some absolute constant
c > 0. In particular, this proves the first non-trivial case of a conjecture of
Erdo˝s on arithmetic progressions.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we improve the upper bound for Roth’s theorem on three-term
arithmetic progressions in the integers.
Theorem 1.1. Let N > 2 and A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} be a set with no non-trivial three-
term arithmetic progressions, i.e. solutions to x+ y = 2z with x 6= y. Then
|A| ≪
N
(logN)1+c
,
where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
The best bound previously available was N/(logN)1−o(1), of which there are now
three different proofs in the literature (with slightly different behaviour in the o(1)
term). The first is due to Sanders [20], the second due to the first author [4], and
the third due to both authors [5]. Recently Schoen [22] has combined the result
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of [4] with some of the ideas of Bateman and Katz [1], which we discuss later, to
obtain a further slight improvement in the o(1) term.
The constant c is in principle effective, but computing this would be an arduous
task, and any c produced by the method in this paper would certainly be very
small.1 The main value of the bound in Theorem 1.1 is that it is o(N/ logN), and
so pushes past the previous density barrier of N/ logN that all other approaches
have encountered. We defer further discussion of what the correct bounds in this
problem should be to Section 13.
A well-known conjecture of Erdo˝s states that if A is a set of positive integers such
that
∑
n∈A 1/n diverges then A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions.
As a corollary of Theorem 1.1 we obtain the first non-trivial case of this conjecture.
Corollary 1.2. If A ⊂ N is such that
∑
n∈A
1
n = ∞ then A contains infinitely
many non-trivial three-term arithmetic progressions.
Proof. Suppose that A ⊂ N contains only finitely many three-term arithmetic pro-
gressions. Then, for all N ,
F (N) := |A ∩ {1, . . . , N}| ≪
N
(logN)1+c
+ 1,
where c > 0 is the constant from Theorem 1.1. By partial summation,∑
n6N
n∈A
1
n
=
F (N)
N
+
∫ N
1
F (t)
t2
dt≪
∫ N
1
1
t(log t)1+c
dt+ 1≪ 1.
Taking N →∞ shows that
∑
n∈A
1
n converges. 
Moving past the density barrier of 1/ logN also allows us to find three-term
arithmetic progressions in the primes using nothing stronger than Chebyshev’s es-
timate that the number of primes in {1, . . . , N} is ≫ N/ logN . For example, we
immediately obtain a strong form of a theorem originally due to Green [13]: every
subset of the primes of positive relative density contains infinitely many non-trivial
three-term arithmetic progressions. Indeed, using nothing more than Chebyshev’s
estimate, we have the following quantitative result.
Corollary 1.3. Let P denote the set of primes and suppose A ⊂ P∩{1, . . . , N}. If
A has no non-trivial three-term arithmetic progressions then A has relative density
|A|
|P ∩ {1, . . . , N}|
≪
1
(logN)c
for some absolute constant c > 0.
The best bound previously known here, due to Naslund [18], was (log logN)−1+o(1).
Bateman and Katz [1] have proved a bound analogous to that in Theorem 1.1
for the cap set problem – namely, they showed that if A ⊂ Fn3 contains no non-
trivial three-term arithmetic progressions then |A| ≪ 3n/n1+c. Our proof builds
upon many of their ideas, and in particular uses a detailed analysis of the additive
structure of spectra (sets of large Fourier coefficients). We also introduce the new
technique of ‘spectral boosting’ which allows us to convert this structural informa-
tion about spectra into structural information about A. We will also make crucial
1A back of the envelope calculation suggests that c ≈ 2−2
21000
should be achievable, for
example.
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use of almost-periodicity, a purely physical technique introduced by Croot and the
second author [10].
A new polynomial method introduced by Croot, Lev, and Pach [9] has since
superseded the result of Bateman and Katz. Indeed, when studying three-term
arithmetic progressions in Fn3 the polynomial method is both much simpler and
gives far superior quantitative bounds (namely an upper bound of |A| 6 cn for
some c < 3), as shown by Ellenberg and Gijswijt [12]. Such algebraic methods have
not been successfully adapted to the integers, for which Fourier analytic methods
(as used in this paper) remain the most effective.
In Section 2 we will introduce the notation and basic conventions that we will
hold to in the rest of the paper. In Section 3 we give a sketch of the proof in the
model setting of Fn3 , to help the reader understand the main ideas and overall strat-
egy of the proof. The rest of the paper is taken up with the proof of Theorem 1.1,
until Section 13, which contains some speculation on the correct bounds for Roth’s
theorem, and how further progress might be achieved.
This proof uses, and would not be possible without, almost all of the ideas used
in previous improvements of the quantitative bounds for Roth’s theorem. While we
have given complete proofs of almost all of the subsidiary results used in this paper,
both to keep it as self-contained as possible and because often the precise versions
we need have not appeared in the literature before, we have endeavoured to indicate
the origin of the relevant ideas. We would like to acknowledge in general the huge
debt we owe both to the work of Bateman and Katz on the cap set problem, and
to the papers of Bourgain and Sanders, which created much of the modern theory
of Bohr sets and quantitative additive combinatorial results in the integers.
Acknowledgements. The first author was supported by both the Heilbronn In-
stitute for Mathematical Research and a postdoctoral grant funded by the Royal
Society. The second author was supported by the Swedish Research Council grant
2013-4896. Part of this work was carried out while the authors were visiting the
Simons Institute for the Pseudorandomness 2017 programme. We thank all these
institutions for their generous support.
2. Basic notation
In this section we introduce our notation, some of which is standard, and some
of which is unusual but chosen for a more streamlined presentation.
Asymptotic notation. We will frequently use the Vinogradov notation, where
X ≪ Y means that |X | 6 C |Y | for some absolute constant C > 0. If the constant
C depends (in some unspecified fashion) on some parameters C1, . . . , Cr then we
write X ≪C1,...,Cr Y .
There will also be many logarithmic factors which we suppress for clarity; to
this end we write X .α Y to mean that |X | 6 C1 log(2/α)C2Y for some constants
C1, C2 > 0. Related to these, we use the notation O(Y ) to denote a quantity that
is ≪ Y , and we use the notation O˜α(Y ) to indicate a quantity that is .α Y . The
notation X ≍ Y is shorthand for X ≪ Y ≪ X .
Many of our lemmas have some unspecified absolute constant in the hypotheses.
We stress that these are all computable, effective constants (and, indeed, often quite
reasonable in size). They have been left unspecified for clarity of exposition.
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Normalisations. We fix G to be a finite abelian group of odd order N (which
for our application will be Z/NZ). The dual group Ĝ is the group of additive
characters on G, which is a finite abelian group isomorphic to G. We use addition
to denote the group operation on both G and Ĝ. For example, if γ1, γ2 : G → C
are two characters in Ĝ then
(γ1 + γ2)(x) = γ1(x)γ2(x).
For any function f : G → C and non-empty X ⊂ G we write Ex∈X f(x) for the
average |X |−1
∑
x∈X f(x). This is usually used with X = G, and in such cases we
abbreviate Ex∈G by Ex. Our L
p norms on G will be taken with respect to this
compact normalisation, and on Ĝ with respect to the discrete normalisation. In
particular, for 1 6 p <∞, if f : G→ C then
‖f‖p =
(
E
x
|f(x)|p
)1/p
and ‖f‖∞ = sup
x∈G
|f(x)| ,
and if ω : Ĝ→ C then
‖ω‖p =
∑
γ∈Ĝ
|ω(γ)|p
1/p and ‖ω‖∞ = sup
γ∈Ĝ
|ω(γ)| .
Similarly, our inner products and convolutions will also use the appropriate nor-
malisations, according as the functions are supported on G or Ĝ. For example, if
f, g : G→ C then
〈f, g〉 =E
x
f(x)g(x).
In particular, if f : G→ C then the Fourier transform f̂ : Ĝ→ C is defined by
f̂(γ) =E
x
f(x)γ(x).
By these normalisations, Parseval’s identity states that for any f, g : G→ C
〈f, g〉 = 〈f̂ , ĝ〉.
We will frequently use the convenient notation f ◦g to denote f ∗g−, where g−(x) =
g(−x). This operation is not associative in general, but it satisfies that (f ◦g)◦h =
f ◦ (g ◦h−), so if h is symmetric then associativity holds, and in such cases we omit
brackets. We use f (n) to denote the n-fold repeated convolution. The elementary
properties
f̂ ∗ g = f̂ · ĝ and f̂ ◦ g = f̂ · ĝ
will be used often in what follows. A probability measure is a non-negative function
µ : G→ R+ such that ‖µ‖1 = 1.
We will also sometimes use the inverse Fourier transform, defined for functions
ω : Ĝ→ C by
qω(x) =
∑
γ∈Ĝ
ω(γ)γ(x).
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Densities and balanced functions. If A ⊂ B, then we call the ratio |A| / |B| the
density of A with respect to (or in) B. When the enveloping set is clear from the
context, we generally use the corresponding lower-case Greek character to denote
a set’s relative density, so that if A ⊂ B ⊂ G we write α = |A| / |B|.
Unless otherwise specified, µ will denote the uniform measure on G, so that, for
example, µ(B) = ‖1B‖1 = |B| /N . We shall write µB for two related things: as a
function on G, it is the normalised indicator function µ(B)−11B, and as a measure
on subsets of G it is given by µB(A) = |A ∩B| / |B| = Ex∈B 1A(x). When A ⊂ B,
we shall often be interested in the (relative) balanced function of A, which we define
as
µA/B = µA − µB = (α
−11A − 1B)µ(B)
−1.
It is straightforward to calculate the Lp norms of balanced functions. For example,∥∥µA/B∥∥1 = 2(1− α) and ∥∥µA/B∥∥22 = µ(B)−1(α−1 − 1).
In particular, provided α ∈ (0, 1/2] we have
∥∥µA/B∥∥1 ≍ 1 and ∥∥µA/B∥∥22 ≍ α−1µ(B)−1.
These estimates will be used frequently in what follows.
Dyadic pigeonholing. We will make frequent use of dyadic pigeonholing. This
technique, while elementary, may not be familiar to some, and since it is essential
for many of the proofs in this paper we will give some examples here.
We will give exact statements of dyadic pigeonholing in both L1 and L2 forms.
We do not refer to these exact statements in the sequel, but they will often be used
implicitly, and we hope that any confusion about what is meant by an invocation
of ‘dyadic pigeonholing’ is dispelled by consulting the statements and proof below.
Lemma 2.1. If f : X → [0,M ] and δ ∈ (0, 1] are such that∑
x∈X
f(x) > δM |X |
then there exists some 1 > η > δ/2 and X ′ ⊂ X of size |X ′| &δ δη−1 |X | such that
if x ∈ X ′ then 2ηM > f(x) > ηM .
Proof. Let X˜ = {x ∈ X : f(x) > 12δM}. By assumption,∑
x∈X˜
f(x) =
∑
x∈X
f(x)−
∑
x 6∈X˜
f(x) > 12δM |X | .
We now let
Xi = {x ∈ X˜ : 2
i−1δM 6 f(x) < 2iδM}.
Clearly the Xi are disjoint and Xi is empty for i > log2(2δ
−1) or i < 0. By the
pigeonhole principle there exists some 0 6 i 6 log2(2δ
−1) such that∑
x∈Xi
f(x) >
δ
2⌈log2(2δ
−1) + 1⌉
M |X | .
The conclusion now follows letting X ′ = Xi and η = 2
i−1δ. 
A very similar argument delivers the following alternative form.
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Lemma 2.2. If f : X → [0,M ] and δ ∈ (0, 1] are such that∑
x∈X
f(x)2 > δM
∑
x∈X
f(x)
then there exists some 1 > η > δ/2 and X ′ ⊂ X of size
|X ′| &δ δη
−2M−1
∑
x∈X
f(x)
such that if x ∈ X ′ then 2ηM > f(x) > ηM .
3. Sketch of the proof
Our goal is to give an upper bound on the size of sets A with few solutions to
x + y = 2z (e.g. those with only the trivial |A|-many solutions where x = y = z).
As is common with analytic techniques, we will achieve this by proving a lower
bound for the number of solutions in an arbitrary set of a given density. We will
consider the normalised count of three-term arithmetic progressions (including the
trivial ones) given by
T (A) =E
x,d
1A(x)1A(x+ d)1A(x+ 2d) =E
x,y
1A(x)1A(y)12·A(x + y).
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 3.1. If G is a finite abelian group of odd order and A ⊂ G has density
α then
T (A) > exp(−O(α−1+c)),
where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
Since a set A with only trivial three-term arithmetic progressions has T (A) =
α/N , we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. If G is a finite abelian group of odd order N and A ⊂ G is a set
with no non-trivial three-term arithmetic progressions then
|A| ≪
N
(logN)1+c
,
where c > 0 is an absolute constant.
Theorem 1.1 is an easy consequence of this, and follows immediately after embed-
ding {1, . . . , N} into Z/N ′Z for N ′ = 2N+1, say, so that any three-term arithmetic
progressions in the image of {1, . . . , N} are genuine ones, without any wrap-around
issues.
In this section we give a sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the model case
of G = Fn3 . The result thus obtained is the same as that of Bateman and Katz [1]
(with a slightly better, though still tiny, value of c). The proof is similar in much of
its structure to that of [1], but is different in several key respects. These differences
have little impact when G = Fn3 , but are vital to our aim when G = Z/NZ. The
value of this setting is that the technical obstacles are significantly reduced, but
many of the main concepts are still present, and so we hope that this section will
help the reader navigate through what may otherwise seem unmotivated technical
statements in the remainder of the paper.
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3.3. Density increment. Let A ⊂ Fn3 be a set of density α = |A| /3
n. Our
goal is to give a lower bound for T (A). The overall approach, just like Roth’s
original argument, uses a density increment argument. If the count of three-term
progressions differs significantly from what we expect in a random set of that density,
then there must be some subspace V 6 Fn3 of small codimension on which some
translate of A has increased density: |(A+ x) ∩ V | / |V | > (1 + δ)α for some δ >
0. Observing that a lower bound for the number of three-term progressions in
(A + x) ∩ V gives the same lower bound for the number of progressions in A, we
now repeat the same argument, using V in place of Fn3 . Since the density can never
exceed 1, this argument must halt in O˜α(δ
−1) many steps, and provided the final
subspace still has reasonable dimension, we may deduce a respectable lower bound
for T (A′), where A′ is some subset of a translate of A, and hence for T (A).
Let us be slightly more precise. Let V 6 Fn3 and suppose that A is a subset of
V with density α. We say that A has a density increment of strength [δ, d] relative
to V if there is some V ′ 6 V of codimension at most Cd such that
‖1A ∗ µV ′‖∞ = sup
x
|(A+ x) ∩ V ′|
|V ′|
> (1 + C−1δ)α,
where C = O˜α(1). It is important to note that, despite the use of the letter δ, the
density increment may be significantly larger than 1 (and sometimes significantly
smaller).
Let K = K(α) > 1 be some decreasing function of α which we will choose later,
but which will be fixed throughout the proof. We will show that if V 6 Fn3 and
A ⊂ V has density α then one of the following must hold:
(1) (many progressions) T (A)≫ α3µ(V )2, or
(2) A has an increment relative to V of strength
(a) (small increment) [K−O(1),KO(1)] or
(b) (large increment) [K,K−1α−1].
As well as this density increment result, we will also need to use a weaker lower
bound for T (A) as a black box; namely, that if A ⊂ V 6 Fn3 with relative density
α then
T (A)≫ exp(−O(α−1))µ(V )2.
This bound, due to Meshulam [17], has a simple Fourier analytic proof, but for this
application we do not need to know anything about the proof.
We now explain how to deduce the bound of Theorem 3.1 from this density
increment dichotomy. We begin with a subset A of V = Fn3 with density α, and
repeatedly apply this dichotomy (replacing A with some appropriate subset of a
translate and V with an appropriate subspace each time). Since a small increment
can occur at most O˜α(K
O(1)) many times, each time increasing the codimension
by O˜α(K
O(1)), we must eventually arrive at some subspace V ′ with codimension
O˜α(K
O(1)) and some A′ ⊂ V ′ of relative density at least α, which is a subset of a
translate of A, such that either we are in the first case and T (A′) ≫ α3µ(V ′)2, or
else we have a large increment and hence some V ′′ 6 V ′ of codimension O˜α(K
O(1)+
K−1α−1) and some A′′ ⊂ V ′′, which is a subset of a translate of A, with relative
density &α Kα. In the latter case we may apply Meshulam’s bound to yield
T (A) > T (A′′)≫ exp(−O˜α(K
−1α−1))µ(V ′′)2.
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In either case, we have
T (A)≫ exp(−O˜α(K
O(1) +K−1α−1)).
Choosing K = α−c
′
for some sufficiently small constant c′ > 0, therefore,
T (A) > exp(−O(α−1+c))
as required. The rest of this proof sketch will explain how these density increments
are obtained. For simplicity we will assume that V = Fn3 .
3.4. From progressions to large spectra. Our starting point, as in the orig-
inal proof of Roth, is to write T (A) using Fourier analysis and deduce spectral
information about 1̂A. We first note the identity
2
T (A) =
∑
γ
1̂A(γ)
3 = α3 +
∑
γ 6=0
1̂A(γ)
3.
In particular, if T (A) 6 α3/2, say, then∑
γ 6=0
∣∣∣1̂A(γ)∣∣∣3 ≫ α3.
Furthermore, by Parseval’s identity, we have
∑
|1̂A|2 = α. Together, these imply
that there is some γ 6= 0 such that |1̂A(γ)| ≫ α2. This is already non-trivial
information, and it can be deduced from this that A has a density increment of
strength [α, 1], which would give a bound of T (A) > exp(−O(α−1)). This was the
strategy of Meshulam [17].
An application of the dyadic pigeonhole principle, however, allows us to deduce
something even stronger. We define the η-level spectrum of a set A to be
∆η(A) = {γ :
∣∣∣1̂A(γ)∣∣∣ > ηα}.
By the dyadic pigeonhole principle, for some 1 > η ≫ α,∑
γ 6=0
γ∈∆η(A)\∆2η(A)
∣∣∣1̂A(γ)∣∣∣3 &α α3,
whence
|∆η(A)\{0}| &α η
−3.
This should be compared to the trivial upper bound of |∆η(A)| 6 η−2α−1 from
Parseval’s identity. We will obtain our density increments by finding large subsets
of the spectrum with relatively small dimension (with dimension meaning ‘the size
of the smallest spanning subset’). The best way to capture this is by a standard
L2 increment argument, which shows that if
there exists ∆ ⊂ ∆η(A)\{0} with |∆| > δη
−2 and dim∆ 6 d
then
A has a density increment of strength [δ, d].
To see why this is true, observe that if
V = {x ∈ Fn3 : γ(x) = 1 for all γ ∈ ∆}
2This identity only holds when G = Fn3 , but a similar identity holds for arbitrary finite abelian
groups.
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is the subspace which annihilates all characters in ∆, then V has codimension at
most d, and
α ‖1A ∗ µV ‖∞ > 〈1A ∗ µV , 1A ∗ µV 〉
= 〈1A ◦ 1A, µV ◦ µV 〉
=
∑
γ
∣∣∣1̂A(γ)∣∣∣2 |µ̂V (γ)|2
>
∑
∆∪{0}
∣∣∣1̂A(γ)∣∣∣2
> α2 + η2α2 |∆| ,
using the fact that |µ̂V |
2
> 1∆∪{0}.
Our discussion so far is enough to show that either T (A)≫ α3 or A has an incre-
ment of strength [1, α−3], which would lead to the bound T (A) > exp(−O˜α(α−1/3))
– worse than the bound of Meshulam mentioned above, which only uses a single char-
acter! To improve upon this, we need more information than just the size of the
spectrum.
3.5. Additive structure of spectra. We will now fix some η such that |∆η(A)| &α
η−3. Our task then is to find a large subset ∆ ⊂ ∆η(A) of small dimension.
A fundamental result in additive combinatorics, proved by Chang [8], states that
∆η(A) itself has dimension O˜α(η
−2). This already would yield an improvement to
the above, giving a density increment of strength [1, α−2], and thence T (A) >
exp(−O˜α(α−1/2)). Chang’s lemma has played an important role in many previous
approaches to Roth’s theorem, and was the first result to show that there is some
non-trivial amount of additive structure within spectra. Although we do not require
Chang’s lemma itself explicitly in this paper, the underlying ideas are related to
what follows.
Our principal method of studying the additive structure of spectra will be using
higher additive energies. For m > 1 we define
E2m(∆) = |{γ1 + · · ·+ γm = γ
′
1 + · · ·+ γ
′
m : γi, γ
′
i ∈ ∆}| =E
x
∣∣∣|1∆(x)∣∣∣2m .
This is trivially bounded between |∆|m and |∆|2m−1. When ∆ ⊂ ∆η(A) we have
the extremely useful lower bound
E2m(∆) > αη
2m |∆|2m .
This follows from a simple application of Ho¨lder’s inequality to the inequality
〈|1̂A|, 1∆〉 > ηα |∆|. This inequality first seems to have been observed by Shkredov
[24], who introduced it to provide a variant proof of Chang’s lemma.
To exploit this lower bound, we will use that a set with large higher additive
energy contains a large subset with small dimension. This can be proved using
random sampling, where the large subset in question is generated by a small number
of random elements. This technique was introduced in the paper of Bateman and
Katz [1], and in [4] it was used to prove that if E2m(∆) > d
−2m |∆|2m then ∆ has
a subset ∆′ ⊂ ∆ of size |∆′| ≫ m−O(1) |∆|d and dimension dim∆
′ ≪ mO(1)d. In
particular, if we choose m = C⌈log(2/α)⌉ for some large constant C and d ≈ η−1
then the large spectrum ∆η(A) satisfies the required lower bound on the energy,
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whence we have some ∆ ⊂ ∆η(A) of size |∆| &α η−2 and dim∆ .α η−1. This
produces a density increment of strength [1, η−1], which at worst is of strength
[1, α−1], and hence produces T (A)≫ exp(−O˜α(α−1)). It was precisely this strategy,
carried out in Z/NZ, which the first author used in [4] to obtain logarithmic bounds.
To do better, we first bootstrap this dimension bound using a simple ‘remove
and repeat’ procedure. Before proceeding, we recall that our objective is to obtain
a density increment either of strength [K−O(1),KO(1)] or [K,K−1α−1], where K is
a fixed parameter, from the fact that |∆η(A)| &α η−3 for some 1 > η ≫ α.
We first use the above random sampling argument to find some ∆1 ⊂ ∆η(A)
of size ≈ η−2 and dimension .α η
−1. We then remove this ∆1 from ∆η(A) and,
provided at least half of ∆η(A) remains, apply the argument again. Repeating
this ≈ K times and taking the union of all the pieces, and using the trivial upper
bound on dimension dim(∆1 ∪ · · · ∪∆K) 6
∑
dim∆i, yields a set ∆ ⊂ ∆η(A) of
size |∆| & Kη−2 and dimension dim∆ . Kη−1. This iterative argument is valid
provided K−1 &α η, say. If we further suppose that η ≫ K2α then the dimension
bound is .α K
−1α−1, and the L2 method discussed above produces an increment
of strength [K,K−1α−1], and so we have produced a large increment as required.
The regime where 1 > η &α K
−1 is even simpler, since taking a single character
from ∆η(A)\{0} produces a small increment of strength [K−1, 1]. The hardest case
is when K2α ≫ η ≫ α. For the remainder of this sketch, then, we will suppose
that η = α, and that we have a spectrum ∆α(A) of size |∆α(A)| &α α
−3.
3.6. Structure of non-smoothing sets. The only case remaining is when we
have a large spectrum at level α. With ∆ = ∆α(A), the energy bounds discussed
above show that E4(∆) > α
5 |∆|4 &α α2 |∆|
3
. Moreover, we can assume that
the lower bound for E8(∆) of α
9 |∆|8 is actually approximately sharp. Indeed,
if E8(∆) > K
6α9 |∆|8 then we can apply Ho¨lder’s inequality to find some large
m ≍ log(2/α) such that E2m(∆) ≫ (mKα)2m |∆|
2m, and hence there exists a
∆′ ⊂ ∆ of size &α Kα−2 and dimension .α K−1α−1 by the method of the previous
section, and hence we have a density increment of strength [K,K−1α−1].
We therefore deduce that ∆ satisfies
E4(∆) ≈ α
2 |∆|3 and E8(∆) ≈ α
6 |∆|7 ,
up to polynomial losses in K (for the rest of this proof sketch we suppress errors
that are KO(1)). If we consider the normalised energies e4(∆) = E4(∆)/ |∆|
3 and
e8(∆) = E8(∆)/ |∆|
7
, then the above states that e8 ≈ e34. A simple application
of Ho¨lder’s inequality shows that, for any set, e8 > e
3
4, so this shows that the
E8 energy of ∆ is very small – almost as small as possible given E4(∆). The
key insight of Bateman and Katz [1] was that this can be leveraged to produce
structural information about ∆.
They call sets ∆ with such a property (e8 ≈ e34) additively non-smoothing sets,
and proved a structural theorem for such sets in certain regimes. In a rough sense,
∆ being non-smoothing forces either
∆ ≈ H ⊕X where |X | ≈ α−2, |H | ≈ α−1, and dimH ≪ 1,
or
∆ ≈
L⊔
i=1
Hi where |Hi| ≈ α
−2, L ≈ α−1, and dimHi ≪ 1.
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A structural decomposition of this type was proved by Bateman and Katz [1, The-
orem 6.13]. When G = Fn3 , as is the case for this sketch proof, we can use this
decomposition, but for G = Z/NZ we require a more refined structural result,
which we will discuss later.
In the second case, we immediately have a set ∆′ ⊂ ∆α(A) of size |∆
′| ≈ α−2
and dimension dim∆′ ≪ 1, and hence a density increment of strength [1, 1]. The
difficult case is the first, when a naive application of the L2 increment method
results in either an increment of strength [α, 1] (if we just consider H ⊂ ∆) or
[1, α−1] (if we consider H⊕X ′ ⊂ ∆ where |X ′| ≈ α−1), neither of which are strong
enough for our purposes.
3.7. Spectral boosting. The final, and most difficult, case, therefore, is when
∆α(A) has the form ∆α(A) ≈ H ⊕ X , where |H | ≈ α−1, |X | ≈ α−2, and H
has dimension O˜α(1). In the work of Bateman and Katz this case was dealt with
by finding a single character γ such that |1̂A(γ)| ≫ Kα2, resulting in a density
increment of strength [Kα, 1]. When G = Fn3 this is sufficient to prove the result we
require. In the case of the integers, however, since we have to work with approximate
subgroups rather than actual subgroups, this increment is too weak. This is because
each time we iterate the argument we incur an overhead cost to deal with the fact
that the subgroups are only approximate. These costs quickly build up, and so we
would like an increment [δ, d] with a larger value of δ (so that the total number of
iterations required is smaller) even if this comes at the cost of increasing d.3
This means that we need to produce not an increment of strength [Kα, 1] from
a single large Fourier coefficient, but instead one of strength [1, 1], from a large
collection of Fourier coefficients with small dimension (which, recalling that we are
suppressing errors polynomial in K, is actually of strength [K−O(1),KO(1)]).
We therefore require a new technique, which we call spectral boosting. The
philosophy of spectral boosting is that, just as subsets of spectra are additively
structured, a subset of a spectrum with an unusually large amount of additive
structure is forced to have some translate lie in a spectrum of a higher level. That
is, the ‘spectral level’ of a set is automatically ‘boosted’ by its inherent additive
structure.
To see why this is useful, note that (some translate of) H lies in ∆α(A), and
|H | ≈ α−1. Since dimH .α 1, the L
2 increment method naively produces an
increment of strength [α2 |H | , 1] = [α, 1]. This just uses the fact that H is a subset
of ∆α(A). Spectral boosting allows us to exploit the fact that H is very additively
structured to find a translate of H which behaves like a subset of ∆α1/2(A). This
means that the L2 increment method now produces a very strong density increment
of [α |H | , 1] = [1, 1] as required. We stress that the assumptions needed for spectral
boosting to work are quite strict, but fortunately for our application, if they do not
hold, then the methods previously discussed can be used instead.
It remains to give a sketch of how spectral boosting works. Suppose then that
∆ = ∆α(A) has near-maximal size, |∆| ≈ α−3, and there is a set H ⊂ ∆ such that
|H | ≈ α−1 and 〈1∆ ◦ 1∆, 1H ◦ 1H〉 ≈ |∆| |H |
2
.
3Roughly speaking, a density increment of quality [δ, d] results in the bound T (A) ≫
exp(−O˜α(δ−1d)) in Fn3 but only T (A)≫ exp(−O˜α(δ
−2d)) in Z/NZ.
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This is the type of ‘additive structure’ for H we require, and it is easily checked
that this is present when ∆ ≈ H ⊕X as above. The idea is to combine this addi-
tive information with the fact that ∆ = ∆α(A) by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality and converting between both physical and frequency space.
The first step is to use the spectral information 1∆ ≪ α−4|1̂A|2 to obtain the
bound 〈
|1̂A|
2 ∗ 1H ◦ 1H , 1∆
〉
≫ α4 |∆| |H |2 .
If we try to trivially bound this inner product using L1 and L∞ norms, we only
obtain that
∥∥∥|1̂A|2 ∗ 1H∥∥∥
∞
≫ α4 |H | – that is, there is some translate of H on
which the average of |1̂A| is ≫ α2, which already followed from the fact that H
is a subset of the α-level spectrum. We will now show that, assuming a couple of
further reasonable conditions, we can in fact show that H (or a translate) behaves
like a subset of the α1/2-level spectrum.
We first convert the previous inequality to physical space, which gives
E
x
1A ◦ 1A(x)||1H(x)|
2
∑
γ
1∆(γ)γ(x)≫ α
4 |∆| |H |2 .
After applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and converting back to frequency
space, we have〈
|1̂A|
2, 1H ◦ 1H
〉〈
|1̂A|
2 ∗ 1H ◦ 1H , 1∆ ◦ 1∆
〉
≫ α8 |∆|2 |H |4 .
The second inner product we can bound using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, again
after converting to physical space, and bounding trivially ||1H | 6 |H |,〈
|1̂A|
2 ∗ 1H ◦ 1H , 1∆ ◦ 1∆
〉2
6
∑
|1̂A|
4 |H |4E4(∆).
Suppose for now that we can ignore the trivial character in the sum on the right-
hand side. We may assume that most of the Fourier mass of A (apart from the trivial
character) is concentrated on ∆ (or else we may perform the entire argument at
some spectral level η much larger than α, which is a case already dealt with above).
It follows that
∑
γ 6=0|1̂A(γ)|
4 ≪ α8 |∆|. Furthermore, as above we may assume
an upper bound of E4(∆) ≪ α
5 |∆|4, or else we may find a large subset of small
dimension and we are done. Combining these bounds with the above now gives∥∥∥|1̂A|2 ∗ 1H∥∥∥
∞
≫ α3/2 |∆|−1/2 |H | ≫ α3 |H | .
In particular, we have gained a factor of α over the previous trivial bound, so that
on average |1̂A| ≫ α3/2 over H as required.
There is one serious obstacle to employing this strategy, which is the presence of
the trivial character, which needs to be removed (or else we trivially have
∑
|1̂A|
4 >
α4). For this we employ the standard trick of replacing 1A at the beginning by its
balanced function f = 1A − α, which has a zero Fourier coefficient at the trivial
character. The above sketch can be repeated with the balanced function instead,
but we now face the problem that the first use of Cauchy-Schwarz above replaces
f ◦f with |f ◦ f |. We therefore finally face the problem of turning a discrepancy for
the absolute value of the balanced function of A into a genuine density increment
for A. This is accomplished using physical methods, namely the almost-periodicity
technique introduced by Croot and the second author. This produces a density
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increment of strength [1, 1] (which is actually [K−O(1),KO(1)], since we have been
suppressing polynomial dependence on K), and we are done.
3.8. An overview of what follows. The remainder of the paper is taken up
with carrying out the above strategy in Z/NZ. The principal source of technical
difficulties is that, since there are no subspaces to iterate over, we must perform
all of the preceding analysis with respect to sets which are only approximately
group-like. These are known as Bohr sets, which were first used in this context by
Bourgain [6].
Some of the ideas in this sketch have already been adapted to Bohr sets in
previous work, in particular the additive energy and dimension ideas of Section 3.5,
which were used in [4]. For the most part, however, we have developed the tools
that we need from scratch in this paper, highlighting where they are repackaged
versions of tools that have come before.
Sections 4 and 5 introduce Bohr sets and density increments, and give a rigorous
demonstration of how Theorem 3.1 follows from strong enough density increments.
Section 6 introduces the new concept of an ‘additive framework’, which is required
for both the statement and proof of the kind of structural result for additively non-
smoothing sets that we require. Sections 7 and 8 implement the ideas of Section 3.5.
Perhaps the most technically demanding parts of the paper are Sections 9 and
10, which carry out the proof of the required structural result for additively non-
smoothing sets. The original proof by Bateman and Katz of a result of this kind was
already quite complicated, and an extra dimension of complexity is here introduced
owing to the need to produce a structural result which works ‘relative’ to the spectra
of some Bohr sets. We present a sketch of our approach in the non-relative case
(which is different to, although has much in common with, the approach used by
Bateman and Katz) at the beginning of Section 9, before proving the full relative
statement.
In Section 11 we use spectral boosting, along with almost-periodicity, to leverage
the structure of additively non-smoothing sets to obtain a suitable density incre-
ment. Section 12 brings together the results of the previous sections to conclude
the proof of Theorem 3.1. Finally, Section 13 speculates on how the methods of
this paper could be improved.
4. Bohr sets
Our overall argument structure is one of density increment, which means that
we pass from considering a subset of the group G to a (denser) subset of some
subgroup-like structure. When the ambient group is Fn3 we can take these sub-
structures to be genuine subgroups, the rigidity of which simplifies much of the
analysis. Unfortunately, due to the paucity of subgroups of Z/NZ, we need to be
perform all arguments relative to structures which are only approximately group-
like. The appropriate objects are approximate level sets of characters, known as
Bohr sets, whose importance within density increment arguments was first realised
by Bourgain [6].
Definition 4.1 (Bohr sets). For a non-empty Γ ⊂ Ĝ and ν : Γ → [0, 2] we define
the Bohr set B = Bohrν(Γ) as
Bohrν(Γ) = {x ∈ G : |1− γ(x)| 6 ν(γ)} .
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We call Γ the frequency set of B and ν the width, and define the rank of B to be
the size of Γ, denoted by rk(B). We note here that all Bohr sets are symmetric and
contain 0.
When we speak of a Bohr set we implicitly refer to the triple (Γ, ν,Bohrν(Γ)),
since the set Bohrν(Γ) alone does not uniquely determine the frequency set nor the
width. When we use subset notation, such as B′ ⊂ B, this refers only to the set
inclusion (and does not, in particular, imply any particular relation between the
associated frequency sets or width functions). Furthermore, if B = Bohrν(Γ) and
ρ ∈ (0, 1] then we write Bρ for the same Bohr set with the width dilated by ρ, i.e.
Bohrρν(Γ), which is known as a dilate of B.
Given two width functions ν : Γ → [0, 2] and ν′ : Γ′ → [0, 2] we extend them
both to Γ ∪ Γ′ by setting their value as 2 if not otherwise defined, and define their
join to be
ν ∧ ν′(γ) = min(ν(γ), ν′(γ)).
Bohr sets are, in general, not even approximately group-like, and may grow
exponentially under addition. Bourgain [6] observed that certain Bohr sets are
approximately closed under addition in a weak sense which is suitable for our ap-
plications.
Definition 4.2 (Regularity4). A Bohr set B of rank d is regular if for all |κ| 6
1/100d we have
(1− 100d |κ|) |B| 6 |B1+κ| 6 (1 + 100d |κ|) |B| .
For further introductory discussion of Bohr sets see, for example, [27, Chapter
4], in which the following basic lemmas are established.5
Lemma 4.3. For any Bohr set B there exists ρ ∈ [ 12 , 1] such that Bρ is regular.
Lemma 4.4. If ν′ : Γ′ → [0, 2] then
|Bohrν∧ν′(Γ ∪ Γ
′)| >
∏
γ∈Γ′
ν′(γ)
4
 |Bohrν(Γ)| .
Furthermore, if ρ ∈ (0, 1) and B is a Bohr set of rank d then |Bρ| > (ρ/4)d |B|.
The following lemmas indicate how regularity of Bohr sets will be exploited.
Using regularity in this way is a recurring feature in the works of Bourgain [6, 7]
and Sanders [20, 21].
Lemma 4.5. If B is a regular Bohr set of rank d and µ is a probability measure
supported on Bρ, with ρ ∈ (0, 1), then
‖µB ∗ µ− µB‖1 ≪ ρd.
4The constant 100 here is fairly arbitrary. Smaller constants are permissible, but this has no
significant effect on our arguments.
5Technically, these lemmas are proved in [27] only when the width function ν is constant, but
the adaptation to our definition is routine. This is done explicitly in, for example, [3, Lemma 2.12,
Lemma 2.14].
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Proof. By the triangle inequality,
E
x∈G
|µB ∗ µ(x) − µB(x)| 6E
y∈G
µ(y)E
x∈G
|µB(x − y)− µB(x)|
=E
y∈G
µ(y)
|(y +B)△B|
|B|
.
Since B1−ρ ⊂ y+B ⊂ B1+ρ for each y ∈ suppµ, the definition of regularity implies
that this is O(ρd) provided ρ 6 1/100d. For ρ > 1/100d the statement is trivial. 
Lemma 4.6. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B be a
regular Bohr set of rank d and L > 1 be any integer. If B′ ⊂ Bρ where ρ 6 c/Ld
then
µB 6 2µB1+Lρ ∗ µ
(L)
B′ .
Proof. We write
1B1+Lρ ∗ µ
(L)
B′ (x) = E
y1,...,yL∈B′
1B1+Lρ(x− y1 − · · · − yL).
If x ∈ B and yi ∈ Bρ for 1 6 i 6 L, the containment x − y1 − · · · − yL ∈ B1+Lρ is
immediate from the definition of a Bohr set and the triangle inequality. It follows
that for x ∈ B
1B1+Lρ ∗ µ
(L)
B′ (x) = 1.
The lemma then follows using the regularity of B, which implies that
|B1+Lρ|
|B|
6 1 +O(dLρ) 6 2
provided ρ 6 c/Ld for some sufficiently small constant c > 0. 
We will be working with Bohr sets on both the physical and frequency side – for
the latter, this entails working with spectra of Bohr sets. We recall the definition
of a spectrum, which is a set of large Fourier coefficients.
Definition 4.7 (Spectra). Let f : G → C and η ∈ [0, 1]. The η-large spectrum is
defined to be
∆η(f) = {γ ∈ Ĝ : |f̂(γ)| > η ‖f‖1}.
If f = 1A then we write ∆η(A) for ∆η(1A). Note that if f takes on only real values
then ∆η(f) is a symmetric set.
The following lemma collects some useful properties of the spectra of Bohr sets.
Similar properties were first observed by Green and Konyagin [14, Lemma 3.6].
Lemma 4.8. Let B be a regular Bohr set of rank d and ρ ∈ (0, 1). For any δ ∈ (0, 1)
and any B′ ⊂ Bρ
(1) if γ ∈ ∆δ(B) then
|1− γ(x)| ≪ ρd/δ for all x ∈ Bρ,
(2)
∆δ(B) ⊂ ∆1−O(ρd/δ)(B
′),
(3) for any k > 1
k∆1/2(B) ⊂ ∆1−O(ρdk)(B
′),
where the left-hand side is the k-fold iterated sumset of ∆1/2(B), and
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(4) for any ε ∈ (0, 12 )
∆1/2(B) + ∆1−ε(B
′) ⊂ ∆1−ε−O(ρd)(B
′).
Proof. By definition, for any x, if γ ∈ ∆δ(B),
δ |1− γ(x)| 6 |µ̂B(γ)| |1− γ(x)| = |〈µB, γ〉 − 〈µB−x, γ〉| 6 ‖µB − µB−x‖1 .
In particular, if x ∈ Bρ then, by the regularity of B, the right-hand side is O(ρd),
and the first property follows. The second property follows from the first by the
triangle inequality and the fact that, if |1− γ(x)| 6 ε for all x ∈ B′, then
|1− µ̂B′(γ)| 6 E
x∈B′
|1− γ(x)| 6 ε.
The third property also follows from the first property in a similar way, since by
the triangle inequality if |1− γi(x)| 6 ε for 1 6 i 6 k then
|1− (γ1 + · · ·+ γk)(x)| 6 kε.
Finally, by the regularity of B, for any γ, λ ∈ Ĝ,
|µ̂B(γ)| |µ̂B′(λ) − µ̂B′(γ + λ)|
=
∣∣∣∣∣E
x,y
µB(x)µB′ (y)γ(x)λ(y) −E
z,y
µB(z)µB′(y)γ(z)(γ + λ)(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣E
x,y
(µB(x)− µB(x − y))µB′(y)γ(x − y)(γ + λ)(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
6 E
y∈B′
E
x
|µB(x) − µB(x− y)|
≪ ρd.
It follows that if γ ∈ ∆1/2(B) then for any λ ∈ Ĝ
µ̂B′(λ) = µ̂B′(γ + λ) +O(ρd),
and the fourth property follows. 
When working with Bohr sets of different widths the following technical lemma
is useful. It allows us to ‘quotient out’ by the spectrum of a narrower Bohr set
without losing too much.
Lemma 4.9. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B and
B′ be regular Bohr sets, both of rank d, and suppose that A ⊂ B has density α.
Let δ > 0 and suppose B′′ ⊂ Bρ ∩ B′ρ where ρ 6 cα
2δ/d. Let ω : Ĝ → R>0 be a
non-negative function. If
〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ |µ̂B′ |2 , ω〉 > δµ(B)−1 ‖ω‖1
then
〈|f̂ ′|2, ω〉 ≫ δ ‖ω‖1 ,
where f ′ = (α−11A − 1B)µ
′ and µ′ is either
µB′+w−v or µB′′+w
for some v ∈ B′ and w ∈ B.
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Proof. By Parseval’s identity
〈(µA/B ◦ µA/B)qω, µB′ ◦ µB′〉 > δµ(B)
−1 ‖ω‖1 .
Averaging over B′ there is some v ∈ B′ such that∣∣〈µA/B , (qωµB′+v) ∗ µA/B〉∣∣ = ∣∣∣〈(µA/B ◦ µA/B)qω, µB′+v〉∣∣∣ > δµ(B)−1 ‖ω‖1 .
We will now replace µA/B, which is supported on B, by some function supported
on a translate of B′′. To this end, we use the regularity of B and Lemma 4.5 to
bound the error∣∣〈µA/B , (qωµB′+v) ∗ µA/B〉 − 〈µA/B(1B ∗ µB′′), (qωµB′+v) ∗ µA/B〉∣∣
by
≪ ρdµ(B)
∥∥µA/B((qωµB′+v) ∗ µA/B)∥∥∞ ≪ ρdα−2µ(B)−1 ‖ω‖1
using the bounds
∥∥µA/B∥∥∞ ≪ α−1µ(B)−1 and∥∥qωµB′+v ∗ µA/B∥∥∞ 6 ∥∥µA/B∥∥∞ ‖qω‖∞
≪ α−1µ(B)−1 ‖ω‖1 .
In particular, provided ρ 6 cα2δ/d for some sufficiently small c, this error is negli-
gible, so that∣∣〈µA/B(1B ∗ µB′′), (qωµB′+v) ∗ µA/B〉∣∣ > 12δµ(B)−1 ‖ω‖1 .
Averaging over B and recalling µA/B = (α
−11A − 1B)µ(B)
−1, we deduce there is
some w ∈ B such that∣∣〈(α−11A − 1B)µB′′+w ◦ µA/B , qωµB′+v〉∣∣ > 12δµ(B)−1 ‖ω‖1 .
It follows that, if f = α−11A − 1B, then
µ(B′)−1 |〈fµB′′+w ◦ f1B′+B′′+w−v, qω1B′+v〉| >
1
2δ ‖ω‖1 .
Observe that fµB′′+w ◦ f1B′+B′′+w−v is supported on B′ + 2B′′ + v. By the
regularity of B′, we can replace the 1B′+v by 1B′+2B′′+v in the inner product with
error bounded by
µ(B′)ρd ‖qω(fµB′′+w ◦ f1B′+B′′+w−v)‖∞ ≪ ρdα
−2µ(B′) ‖ω‖1 ,
using ‖f‖∞ ≪ α
−1. Again, provided ρ is small enough this error is negligible, and
so
µ(B′)−1 |〈fµB′′+w ◦ f1B′+B′′+w−v, qω〉| >
1
4δ ‖ω‖1 .
Finally, by one more application of regularity, we can replace 1B′+B′′+w−v by
1B′+w−v, and so
|〈fµB′′+w ◦ fµB′+w−v, qω〉| >
1
8δ ‖ω‖1 ,
and the result follows from Parseval’s identity and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

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5. Density increments
In this section we introduce the precise types of density increment that our
argument will employ.
Definition 5.1 (Increments). Let B be a regular Bohr set, and let B′ ⊂ B be
a regular Bohr set of rank d. We say that A ⊂ B of relative density α has an
increment of strength [δ, d′;C] relative to B′ if there is a regular Bohr set B′′ ⊂ B′
of rank
rk(B′′) 6 d+ Cd′
and size
|B′′| > (2d(d′ + 1))−C(d+d
′) |B′|
such that ‖1A ∗ µB′′‖∞ > (1 + C
−1δ)α. That is, some translate of A has relative
density within B′′ at least (1 +C−1δ)α. The parameter C should be thought of as
a constant factor, and in our applications will always be O˜α(1).
Although A is a subset of B, where B rarely changes in the proof, we will be
taking our density increments relative to many different B′. To simplify some of
these, the following lemma is useful.
Lemma 5.2. Let B be a regular Bohr set and B′ ⊂ B be a regular Bohr set of
rank d. If A ⊂ B has a density increment of strength [δ, d′;C] relative to B′ρ/d then
A has a density increment of strength [δ, d′; O˜ρ(C)] relative to B
′.
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of density increment, after not-
ing that, by Lemma 4.4
|B′ρ/d| > (ρ/4d)
d |B′| ,
and that the rank of B′ρ/d is the same as the rank of B
′. 
We will use the following density increment lemma as a black box. By itself
it is sufficient to prove that a set A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} free of non-trivial three-term
arithmetic progressions has size |A| ≪ N/(logN)1−o(1). It is present (although
not in this language) in the work of Sanders [20, Lemma 6.2], the first author [4,
Theorem 7.1], and the authors [5, Proposition 5.7].
Lemma 5.3 ([20, 4, 5]). Let B be a regular Bohr set of rank d and A ⊂ B have
density α. Then either T (A) > exp(−O˜α(d log 2d))µ(B)2 or A has an increment of
strength [1, α−1; O˜α(1)] relative to B.
Iterating this increment yields the following result, implicit in [20, 4, 5], stated
here in a suitably relative form.
Theorem 5.4 ([20, 4, 5]). Let B be a regular Bohr set of rank d and A ⊂ B have
density α. Then
T (A)≫ exp(−O˜α(d log 2d+ α
−1))µ(B)2.
This result will be used in our arguments when we obtain large density incre-
ments. Roughly speaking, these are when our density increment [δ, d] has δ much
larger than 1, so that we move to a much denser set. Once we have done so, we
immediately apply Theorem 5.4 to bound T (A).
The technical heart of this paper is the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.5. There is a constant C > 0 such that the following holds. Let B
be a regular Bohr set of rank d and suppose that A ⊂ B has density α. Let k > C
be some parameter. Then either
(1) α > 2−O(k
2),
(2)
T (A)≫ exp(−O˜α(d log 2d))µ(B)
2,
or
(3) A has an increment of one of the following strengths relative to B:
(a) (small increment) [αO(
log log log k
log log k ), α−O(
log log log k
log log k ); O˜α(1)], or
(b) (large increment) [α−1/k, α−1+1/k; O˜α(1)].
Given this proposition, a routine iterative argument delivers Theorem 3.1. The
precise nature of the factor log log log k/ log log k is not particularly relevant – any
function that → 0 as k → ∞ would suffice (with correspondingly worse values for
the final value of c as the decay rate of f decreased).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In this proof we regard α as some fixed parameter. Let
1 6 C′ = O(1) be some fixed quantity, chosen in particular larger than the implied
constants in the exponents of the small increment case of Proposition 5.5. Let k be
some constant large enough such that Proposition 5.5 holds and
10C′
log log log k
log log k
6
1
2
.
Let 1 6 C = O˜α(1) be some fixed quantity, chosen in particular larger than the
implicit constants of Proposition 5.5 hidden in the ≫, O(·), and O˜α(·) notations.
We note that we may assume that α 6 1/2C2, or else we are done by an application
of Theorem 5.4 with B = G. We may similarly suppose that
α 6 2−Ck
2
,
and
log(1/α) 6 α−C
′ log log log k
log log k .
Let B(0) = G, which we regard as a regular Bohr set of rank 1. Let ℓ > 0 be
maximal such that there exists a sequence of regular Bohr sets
B(0) ⊃ B(1) · · · ⊃ B(ℓ)
with ranks
d(i) 6 1 + i · Cα−C
′ log log log k
log log k ,
sizes
|B(i)| > exp
(
−20C3α−4C
′ log log log k
log log k
)
|B(i−1)|,
for 1 6 i 6 ℓ and associated sets A(i) ⊂ B(i) such that A(0) = A and A(i+1) is a
subset of a translate of A(i), and furthermore, if A(i) has relative density α(i) inside
B(i) then
(1) α(i) > (1 + C−1αC
′ log log log k
log log k )iα.
Note that an ℓ certainly exists satisfying all the requirements except maximality,
since we could then take ℓ = 0. Furthermore, a maximal such ℓ exists and is finite
since by (1), and the fact that relative density can never exceed 1, we have that
any such ℓ satisfies
ℓ 6 2Cα−2C
′ log log log k
log log k ,
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say.
We now apply Proposition 5.5 to A(ℓ) ⊂ B(ℓ). Note that the rank of B(ℓ) is at
most
Cα−C
′ log log log k
log log k ℓ+ 1 6 2C2α−3C
′ log log log k
log log k + 1 6 2C2α−2 + 1 6 2α−3.
Furthermore, although we have applied it with α replaced by α(ℓ), all the implicit
constants in the O˜α(·) notation remain bounded by our choice of C, since log(1/α)
is decreasing as α increases, and α(ℓ) > α.
Suppose first that we are in the small increment case, so that there is a density
increment of strength [αC
′ log log log k
log log k , α−C
′ log log log k
log log k ;C] relative to B(ℓ). By definition,
there exists a regular Bohr set B′ ⊂ B(ℓ) of rank
rk(B′) 6 d(ℓ) + Cα−C
′ log log log k
log log k 6 1 + (ℓ+ 1)Cα−C
′ log log log k
log log k ,
size at least (after some simplification, using that d(ℓ) 6 2α−3)
|B′| > exp
(
−20C3α−4C
′ log log log k
log log k
)
|B(ℓ)|.
and such that there exists some translate A′ of A(ℓ) such that
µB′(A
′) > (1 + C−1αC
′ log log log k
log log k )α(ℓ).
In particular, choosing B(ℓ+1) = B′ and A(ℓ+1) = A′ ∩ B′, this contradicts the
maximality of ℓ, and so the small increment case of Proposition 5.5 cannot occur.
Suppose that the first case occurs, so that α(ℓ) > 2−Ck
2
. In this case we apply
Theorem 5.4 for the bound
T (A) > T (A(ℓ))≫ exp
(
−O˜α
(
α−3C
′ log log log k
log log k + 2Ck
2
))
µ(B(ℓ))2.
In the second case, we directly obtain
T (A) > T (A(ℓ))≫ exp
(
−O˜α
(
α−3C
′ log log log k
log log k
))
µ(B(ℓ))2.
Finally, in the large increment case, we have some regular Bohr set B′ ⊂ B(ℓ)
with rank
rk(B′) 6 d(ℓ) + Cα−1+1/k,
size at least
|B′| > exp
(
−O˜α
(
α−3C
′ log log log k
log log k + α−1+1/k
))
|B(ℓ)|,
and some translate A, say A′, such that µB′(A
′) &α α
1−1/k. We now apply Theo-
rem 5.4 once again.
In any of these three cases, we have obtained a lower bound of at least
T (A)≫ exp
(
−O˜α
(
α−6C
′ log log log k
log log k + α−1+1/k + 2−Ck
2
))
.
The result follows with c = 1/2k, say. 
It remains to prove Proposition 5.5, which will be the goal of the rest of this paper.
In the remainder of this section we will prove three different lemmas which we will
use in obtaining density increments. The most common method will be using L2
Fourier concentration on a ‘low-dimensional’ set of characters. The precise notion
of being low-dimensional that we use is captured by the following.
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Definition 5.6 (Covering). We say that ∆ is d-covered by Γ if there is a set Λ of
size |Λ| 6 d such that
∆ ⊂ 〈Λ〉+ Γ− Γ,
where
〈Λ〉 =
{∑
λ∈Λ
cλλ : cλ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
}
.
We now show that a large L2 Fourier mass on a set of small dimension can be
converted into a good density increment. The idea of obtaining a density increment
from L2 information (rather than the L∞ approach of Roth [19]) first appeared in
the work of Heath-Brown [16] and Szemere´di [26].
Lemma 5.7. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B ⊂ G
be a regular Bohr set of rank d and suppose that A ⊂ B has relative density α. Let
δ > 0 be some parameter. Suppose B′ ⊂ Bρ is a regular Bohr set, where ρ 6 cδα/d.
If there is a set ∆ which is d′-covered by ∆1/2(B
′) such that∑
γ∈∆
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 > δµ(B)−1
then A has an increment of strength [δ, d′;O(1)] relative to B′.
Proof. Let Λ be a set of size |Λ| 6 d′ as given by the definition of covering. If
B′ = Bohrν′(Γ) then let B
′′ = Bohrν′′(Γ ∪ Λ) ⊂ B′κ, where
ν′′(γ) =
{
κν′(γ) if γ ∈ Γ and
κ
d′ if γ ∈ Λ,
where we take the minimum of these widths if γ lies in Γ∩Λ, and κ 6 1/4 is to be
specified later but is chosen so that B′′ is regular, and will satisfy κ ≫ 1/rk(B′).
This B′′ will be the Bohr set on which we have an increment; for the strength of
the increment note that rk(B′′) 6 rk(B′) + d′, and that by Lemma 4.4
|B′′| > (κ/4d′)O(rk(B
′)+d′) |B′| .
We now show that |µ̂B′′(λ)| > 1/2 for every λ ∈ ∆. Indeed, we show the stronger
property that |1− λ(x)| 6 1/2 for every λ ∈ ∆ and x ∈ B′′. Fix x ∈ B′′. Every
λ ∈ ∆ can be written as the sum or difference6 of at most d elements from Λ and 2
elements from ∆1/2(B
′). For λ ∈ Λ we have, by construction, |1− λ(x)| 6 κ/d′ 6
1/4d′. For γ ∈ ∆1/2(B
′) we have, by Lemma 4.8, |1− γ(x)| 6 1/8 provided κ
is a sufficiently small constant multiple of 1/rk(B′). Thus, for an arbitrary λ =
γ1 − γ2 ± λ1 ± · · · ± λj ∈ ∆ (j 6 d′) and any x ∈ B′′,
|1− λ(x)| 6 |1− γ1(x)| + |1− γ2(x)| +
∑
j
|1− λj(x)| 6 1/2,
as we wished to show.
Thus ∥∥µA/B ∗ µB′′∥∥22 =∑
γ
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 |µ̂B′′(γ)|2 > 14δµ(B)−1.
6Recall that we are using additive notation for the group operation on the dual group; thus
(γ1 + γ2)(x) = γ1(x)γ2(x)
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Expanding out the left hand side using µA/B = µA − µB yields
‖µA ∗ µB′′‖
2
2 + ‖µB ∗ µB′′‖
2
2 − 2〈µB ∗ µB′′ , µA ∗ µB′′〉 >
1
4δµ(B)
−1.
By the regularity of B, and since µB′′ ∗ µB′′ is supported on B′′ + B′′ ⊂ B′ ⊂ Bρ,
by Lemma 4.5,∣∣〈µB ∗ µB′′ , µA ∗ µB′′〉 − µ(B)−1∣∣ = |〈µB ∗ µB′′ ∗ µB′′ − µB, µA〉| ≪ ρdα−1µ(B)−1,
and so provided ρ 6 cδα/d where c is a small enough constant,
〈µB ∗ µB′′ , µA ∗ µB′′〉 > µ(B)
−1 − 116δµ(B)
−1.
Using the trivial bound ‖µB ∗ µB′′‖
2
2 6 µ(B)
−1, it follows that
‖µA ∗ µB′′‖
2
2 > (1 +
1
8δ)µ(B)
−1,
whence ‖µA ∗ µB′′‖∞ > (1 +
1
8δ)µ(B)
−1, providing a density increment of the
required strength. 
The following lemma is a variant of Lemma 5.7 which is useful when we have some
kind of spectral information on a set which is possibly quite small (e.g. ≪ α−O(1)),
but which is in some sense ‘orthogonal’ to the spectrum of a Bohr set.
Lemma 5.8. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B be a
regular Bohr set of rank d and suppose that A ⊂ B has density α. Let ∆ ⊂ Ĝ be
some set and K > 1 be some parameter.
Suppose that B′ ⊂ Bρ is a regular Bohr set, where ρ 6 cα3/d |∆|K. Suppose
further that B′′ = B′ρ′ is another regular Bohr set (for some dilate ρ
′ > 0). Fur-
thermore, suppose that
(1) ∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ |µ̂B′ |2 (γ) > K−1α2µ(B)−1
for all γ ∈ ∆,
(2) ∥∥∥1∆ ∗ |µ̂B′ |2∥∥∥
∞
6 2,
and
(3) ∆ is d′-covered by ∆1/2(B
′′).
Then A has a density increment of strength [ 1Kα
2 |∆| , d′; O˜α/K(1)] relative to B
′′.
Proof. We have
〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 , 1∆ ∗ |µ̂B′ |2〉 > K−1α2µ(B)−1 |∆| .
Let
∆0 = {γ : 1∆ ∗ |µ̂B′ |
2
(γ) > 12Kα
3 |∆|}.
Since
∥∥µA/B∥∥22 6 α−1µ(B)−1, we have
〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 , 1∆0〉 > 14Kα2µ(B)−1 |∆| .
We will apply Lemma 5.7 to obtain our density increment, for which we require
∆0 to be covered efficiently. Although ∆ itself is covered efficiently by ∆1/2(B
′′) by
assumption, it does not follow that ∆0 is, and we will instead cover it by ∆1/2(B
′′′)
for some appropriate B′′′ ⊂ B′′.
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If γ ∈ ∆0, then by averaging there exists some λ ∈ ∆ such that
|µ̂B′(γ − λ)|
2
> 12Kα
3.
By assumption, there exists a set Λ of size at most d′ such that ∆ ⊂ 〈Λ〉+2∆1/2(B
′′).
We therefore have
∆0 ⊂ 〈Λ〉+ 2∆1/2(B
′′) + ∆α3/2K(B
′).
Let B′′′ = B′′cα3/Krk(B′), where c > 0 is some small absolute constant, chosen in
particular such that B′′′ is regular. By two applications of Lemma 4.8 we have
(assuming c is chosen sufficiently small) first that
2∆1/2(B
′′) ⊂ ∆1/2(B
′′′)
and secondly
∆α3/2K(B
′) ⊂ ∆1/2(B
′′′).
It follows that ∆0 is d
′-covered by ∆1/2(B
′′′), so by Lemma 5.7 we have a density
increment of strength [ 1Kα
2 |∆| , d′;O(1)] relative to B′′′. The required density
increment relative to B′′ follows by Lemma 5.2. 
Finally, there is a third method we will use to produce a density increment.
Unlike the previous two lemmas, which work on the spectral side, the proof of this
density increment uses physical methods. We will use the following form of almost-
periodicity, a straightforward consequence of [5, Theorem 6.7], recast into a form
suited to our application.
Lemma 5.9. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let δ, ε ∈
(0, 1) and m > 1 be some parameters. Let A,L ⊂ G with η = |A| / |L| 6 1, let B
and B′ be regular Bohr sets of rank d such that B′ ⊂ Bρ, where ρ 6 c/d. Suppose
that A ⊂ B has density α. There is a regular Bohr set B′′ ⊂ B′ of rank at most
d+ d′ and size
|B′′| > (δη/2dd′)O(d+d
′) |B′| ,
where
d′ .δηα mε
−2.
such that
〈|µA ∗ 1L ∗ µB′′ − µA ∗ 1L|
2m
, µB′ ∗ µB′〉
1/2m
is at most
ε〈(µA ∗ 1L)
m, µB′ ∗ µB′〉
1/2m + ε2−1/m〈µA ∗ 1L, µB′ ∗ µB′〉
1/2m + δ.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 6.7 of [5] with the Bohr set B′ρ′ , where ρ
′
will be chosen later, but in particular chosen such that B′ρ′ is regular. We first note
that, by regularity, if we let S = B′ρ′ ⊂ Bρ, then provided ρ is sufficiently small,
|A+ S| 6 |B +B′| 6 2 |B| 6 2α−1 |A| ,
so the K parameter can be chosen to be 2α−1.
We will use the pair of measures (ν, µ) = (µB′
1−rρ′
∗ µB′ , 2µB′ ∗ µB′). We need
to check that this pair is rB′ρ′ -invariant, in the language of [5]. That is, if t ∈ rB
′
ρ′
and x ∈ G, then
µB′
1−rρ′
∗ µB′(x+ t) 6 2µB′ ∗ µB′(x).
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To this end, we observe that for such t and x, if rρ′ 6 c′/d for some sufficiently
small c′ > 0, then
µB′
1−rρ′
∗ µB′(x+ t) =
N
|B′1−rρ′ | |B
′|
∣∣(B′1−rρ′ − t) ∩ (B′ + x)∣∣
6
N
|B′1−rρ′ | |B
′|
|B′ ∩ (B′ + x)|
=
|B′|
|B′1−rρ′ |
µB′ ∗ µB′(x)
6 2µB′ ∗ µB′(x)
as required.
The lemma now almost follows from Theorem 6.7 of [5], except that the left-hand
side is relative to µB′
1−rρ′
∗ µB′ rather than the required µB′ ∗ µB′ . To finish the
proof, therefore, we note that for any function F : G→ R>0, by regularity,
|B′|
|B′1−rρ′ |
〈F, µB′ ∗ µB′〉 − 〈F, µB′
1−rρ′
∗ µB′〉 =
N
|B′1−rρ′ |
〈F ◦ µB′ , 1B′\B′
1−rρ′
〉
≪
|B′\B′1−rρ′ |
|B′1−rρ′ |
‖F‖∞
≪ δ ‖F‖∞ ,
provided rρ′ 6 c′δ/d for some sufficiently small c′ > 0. In particular, if ‖F‖∞ 6 1
(as is the case here), again by regularity,
〈F, µB′ ∗ µB′〉 ≪ 〈F, µB′
1−rρ′
∗ µB′〉+ δ.
The lemma now follows, choosing r = C⌈log(2/δη)⌉ for some sufficiently large
C > 0. 
We now use Lemma 5.9 to obtain a density increment. Unlike Lemmas 5.7 and
5.8, which begin with a large L2 Fourier mass, the following lemma instead uses a
large L2m physical mass, where m is large. This is a similar density increment to
that used in [5, Proposition 5.1], which is roughly the case K = 10 of the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.10. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let K > 8
be some parameter. Let B be a regular Bohr set of rank d, and B′ ⊂ Bρ is a regular
Bohr set, also of rank d, with ρ 6 cα2/d. Let m > 1 and suppose that A ⊂ B has
density α 6 1/K such that
〈
∣∣µA/B ◦ µA/B∣∣2m , µB′ ◦ µB′〉1/2m > Kµ(B)−1.
Then A has a density increment relative to B′ of strength either
(1) [1, 0;O(1)] or
(2) [K,K−1α−1;C]
for some C .α mα
−O(1/m).
Proof. We first convert the balanced function µA/B into the unbalanced µA. This
is straightforward, since
µA/B ◦ µA/B = µA ◦ µA − µA ◦ µB − µB ◦ µA + µB ◦ µB
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and, for example,
〈|µA ◦ µB|
2m , µB′ ◦ µB′〉
1/2m 6 ‖µA ◦ µB‖∞ 6 µ(B)
−1.
Therefore by the triangle inequality for the L2m norm, and recalling that µA =
α−1µ(B)−11A,
〈|µA ◦ 1A|
2m , µB′ ◦ µB′〉
1/2m > 12Kα.
We now apply Lemma 5.9 with L = −A and ε = c′(Kα)1/2+
1
4m−2 for some small
constant c′ > 0 (note that our assumptions ensure that Kα 6 1), and also δ = α.
We can assume that
〈µA ◦ 1A, µB′ ∗ µB′〉 6 2,
say, or else we have a density increment of the first type. LetX = 〈|µA ◦ 1A|
2m
, µB′◦
µB′〉1/2m. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the upper bound obtained from
Lemma 5.9 is at most
6 εX1/2 + 2ε2−1/m + α
and so, by the triangle inequality,
〈|µA ◦ 1A ∗ µB′′ |
2m
, µB′ ◦ µB′〉
1/2m > X(1− εX−1/2)− 2ε2−1/m − α
> 12X − 2ε
2−1/m − α
> 18Kα,
supposing we choose the constant in the choice of ε sufficiently small. The conclu-
sion follows, since the left-hand side is at most ‖1A ∗ µB′′‖∞. 
6. Additive frameworks
For the proof of our relative structure theorem for additively non-smoothing sets
we will need to perform a delicate iteration between different ‘scales’, in some kind
of structure where translations from lower scales do not perturb higher scales too
much. The kind of structure that we require is captured by the following definition.
Definition 6.1 (Additive framework). An additive framework Γ˜ of height h and
tolerance t is a collection of h+2 symmetric sets, all containing 0, arranged so that
ΓT ⊃ Γ
(1) ⊃ Γ(2) ⊃ · · · ⊃ Γ(h) ⊃ Γ(h+1) = ΓB
(we picture this framework vertically, so that the T and B stand for ‘top’ and
‘bottom’) such that 2Γ(1) − 2Γ(1) ⊂ ΓT , and for 1 6 i < h,
tΓ(i+1) ⊂ Γ(i),
|Γ(i) + tΓ(i+1)| 6 2|Γ(i)|
and, for all 1 6 i 6 h, if x ∈ Γ(i+1) − Γ(i+1) then
1Γ(i) ◦ 1Γ(i)(x) >
1
2 |Γ
(i)|.
The final condition is actually slightly stronger than we need for the proof of the
structural result, but producing a framework satisfying this stronger condition is
slightly more natural.
To digest this definition it may help to observe that if Γ is an additive subgroup
then Γ = ΓT = · · · = ΓB span an additive framework of arbitrary height and toler-
ance. A less rigid example in Z is the collection of centred arithmetic progressions
Γ(i) = [−(2t)h+1−iL, (2t)h+1−iL]∩Z, which forms an additive framework of height
h and tolerance t between ΓB = [−L,L] and ΓT = [−(2t)
h+1L, (2t)h+1L].
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One should think of ΓT and ΓB as being two sets that are given, on which we have
certain desirable properties, and an additive framework is then constructed between
them; a scaffold on which the iterative structure argument will be performed.
For our application, both ΓT and ΓB will be spectra of Bohr sets, between which
an additive framework can be constructed provided there is enough ‘room’ between
them, as in the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds for any
h, t > 1.
If B is a regular Bohr set of rank d and ρ 6 (c/td)4h then there exists an
additive framework Γ˜ of height h and tolerance t such that ΓT = ∆1/2(Bρ) and
ΓB = ∆1/2(B).
Before explaining the construction required for Lemma 6.2 we will establish a
useful auxiliary lemma. In some sense, this is a Fourier analogue of the regularity
of Bohr sets, and the argument is similar to that which Bourgain used in physical
space.
Lemma 6.3. There are constants c1, c2 > 0 such that the following holds. Let B
be a regular Bohr set of rank d, let t ∈ N and let ρ 6 c1/t2d3. There exist ε, ε′
satisfying c2/td log(1/ρ) 6 ε
′ 6 ε and ε+ 4tε′ 6 1/2 such that
(2) ∆1/2(B) + ∆1−ε−jε′ (Bρ) ⊂ ∆1−ε−(j+1)ε′ (Bρ)
for j > 0, and
|∆1−ε−4tε′(Bρ)| 6 2 |∆1−ε(Bρ)| .
Proof. Let Γν = ∆1−ν(Bρ), so that by Parseval’s identity, |Γν | 6 4µ(Bρ)−1 for all
0 6 ν 6 1/2. Let m > 1 be an integer to be chosen later. By regularity there is an
absolute constant C > 0 such that
µ(B)−1(1 − Cmρd) 6 〈µB ∗ µB, µ
(2m)
Bρ
〉,
whence ∑
|µ̂B(γ)|
2 ∣∣µ̂Bρ(γ)∣∣2m > 12µ(B)−1
provided ρ 6 1/2Cmd. For any ν > 0, the contribution from γ 6∈ Γν is bounded
above by (1 − ν)2mµ(B)−1 6 e−2νmµ(B)−1, which is at most 14µ(B)
−1 provided
ν > 1/m. Hence, for such ν,
|Γν | >
∑
γ∈Γν
|µ̂B(γ)|
2 ∣∣µ̂Bρ(γ)∣∣2m > 14µ(B)−1.
Choosing m = ⌊1/2Cρd⌋ (which is > 1 provided ρ is sufficiently small), it follows
that if 4Cρd 6 ν 6 1/2 then |Γν | >
1
4µ(B)
−1.
We have, for any K > 2, and 12K > ν > 4Cρd,
K−1∏
i=1
|Γiν |∣∣Γ(i+1)ν∣∣ = |Γν ||ΓKν | > 2−4µ(B)−1µ(Bρ) > 2−2d−4ρd
using the fact that µB(Bρ) > (ρ/4)
d, as given by Lemma 4.4. In particular, there
exists some 1 6 i < K such that
|Γiν |∣∣Γ(i+1)ν ∣∣ > (2−6ρ)d/(K−1).
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Thus, if we choose K = 10⌈d log(26/ρ)⌉ then, for any ν as above, there is some
1 6 i < K such that |Γiν | >
1
2
∣∣Γ(i+1)ν ∣∣.
We now pick ν = 1/2K, take the corresponding i and write ε = iν, ε′ = ν/4t.
Note that we choose the constant c1 in the statement of the lemma small enough
to ensure that 1/2K > 4Cρd, so that this choice of ν is valid. The final part of
the conclusion is then immediate. For (2), by Lemma 4.8 there exists an absolute
constant C′ > 0 such that
∆1/2(B) + ∆1−δ(Bρ) ⊂ ∆1−(δ+C′ρd)(Bρ)
for any δ > 0. We choose δ = ε+ jε′, and choosing c1 a small enough constant, we
have ε′ > C′ρd, and thus property (2) holds. 
We are now able to construct the additive framework promised by Lemma 6.2.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. We begin at the bottom level, with ΓB = Γ
(h+1) = ∆1/2(B).
We then build up the additive framework one level at a time: each Γ(h−i+1) will be
of the form ∆1−εi(B
(i)) where B(i) = Bρi for some suitably chosen εi 6 1/2 and
ρi, for which B
(i) is regular.
We have already chosen Γ(h+1). Suppose in general that, with 0 6 i < h, we
have constructed Γ(h−i+1) = ∆1−εi(B
(i)). We will now construct Γ(h−i). Applying
Lemma 6.3 to B(i), with parameters t and ρ = c3/t
3d3, we let εi+1 = ε+2ε
′, these
values being as given by the conclusion of that lemma. We pick the constant c3
here so that, in particular, the hypothesis of Lemma 6.3 is satisfied, and so that
B(i+1) = B
(i)
ρ = Bρi+1 is regular. Note that ρi+1 = c3ρi/t
3d3. It remains to verify
that
Γ(h−i) = ∆1−εi+1(B
(i+1))
satisfies the requirements for the next level of the additive framework, namely that
tΓ(h−i+1) ⊂ Γ(h−i),
|Γ(h−i) + tΓ(h−i+1)| 6 2|Γ(h−i)|,
and that, for all x ∈ Γ(h−i+1) − Γ(h−i+1),
1Γ(h−i) ◦ 1Γ(h−i)(x) >
1
2 |Γ
(h−i)|.
We begin with the first property. Here we have, by Lemma 4.8,
tΓ(h−i+1) ⊂ t∆1/2(B
(i)) ⊂ ∆1−Cρdt(B
(i)
ρ )
for some absolute constant C > 0. Provided Cρdt 6 εi+1, this is contained in
Γ(h−i), and our choice of ρ ensures this for a small enough constant c3.
For the second property, we have, by the conclusion (2) of Lemma 6.3,
Γ(h−i) + tΓ(h−i+1) ⊂ t∆1/2(B
(i)) + ∆1−ε−2ε′(B
(i+1))
⊂ (t− 1)∆1/2(B
(i)) + ∆1−ε−3ε′ (B
(i+1))
⊂ · · ·
⊂ ∆1−ε−(t+2)ε′ (B
(i+1)).
Since this is contained in ∆1−ε−4tε′(B
(i+1)), Lemma 6.3 ensures that it has size at
most 2|Γ(h−i)|.
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For the third property, note that if x ∈ Γ(h−i+1) − Γ(h−i+1) ⊂ 2∆1/2(B
(i)) then,
by Lemma 6.3,
x+∆1−ε(B
(i+1)) ⊂ ∆1−ε−2ε′ (B
(i+1)) = Γ(h−i),
whence ∣∣∣∆1−ε(B(i+1))∣∣∣ 6 1∆1−ε(B(i+1)) ◦ 1Γ(h−i)(x)
6 1Γ(h−i) ◦ 1Γ(h−i)(x),
and hence 1Γ(h−i) ◦ 1Γ(h−i)(x) >
1
2 |Γ
(h−i)| as required.
We continue this procedure until we have built h levels of the framework. It
remains to check that 2Γ(1) − 2Γ(1) ⊂ ΓT . We note that Γ(1) ⊂ ∆1/2(B
(h)) where
B(h) = Bρh and ρh > (c/t
3d3)h for some absolute constant c > 0. The required
inclusion therefore follows from Lemma 4.8. 
7. Additive properties of spectra and symmetry sets
In this section we introduce various useful measures of additive structure, and
examine how they behave in both spectra and so-called ‘symmetry sets’, which are
sets of large values of convolutions.
Orthogonality. The first concept that we require is an appropriate notion of or-
thogonality. For our purposes, a relatively crude notion will suffice.
Definition 7.1 (Orthogonality). A set ∆ is Γ-orthogonal if the translates (γ +
Γ)γ∈∆ are all disjoint.
The following trivial lemma will be used frequently in what follows.
Lemma 7.2. If ∆′ ⊂ ∆ is a maximal Γ-orthogonal subset then ∆ ⊂ ∆′ + Γ− Γ.
Proof. If γ ∈ ∆\∆′ then there must exist some γ′ ∈ ∆′ such that (γ+Γ)∩(γ′+Γ) 6=
∅, and hence γ ∈ γ′ + Γ− Γ. 
We will show that spectra cannot contain orthogonal sets which are too large.
This result is related to Bessel’s inequality, and is similar to [20, Lemma 4.2], al-
though we use a simpler definition of orthogonality. In parsing the following lemma,
it may be helpful to note that
‖f‖21
‖f‖22
µ(B)−1 =
‖f‖2
L1(B)
‖f‖2
L2(B)
is a natural quantity for func-
tions supported on B.
Lemma 7.3. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B be a
regular Bohr set of rank d and f : B → C, with δ =
‖f‖21
‖f‖22
µ(B)−1. Let B′ ⊂ Bρ for
some ρ 6 c/d log(2/δη). If ∆ ⊂ ∆η(f) is ∆1/2(B
′)-orthogonal then
|∆| ≪ η−2δ−1.
Proof. By definition of the spectrum,
η ‖f‖1 |∆| 6
∑
∆
∣∣∣f̂(λ)∣∣∣ =E
x
f(x)
∑
λ∈∆
cλλ(x)
for some choice of signs cλ ∈ C. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
η2 ‖f‖21 |∆|
2
6 ‖f‖22E
x
1B(x)
∑
λ1,λ2∈∆
cλ1cλ2(λ1 − λ2)(x),
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and so
η2 |∆|2 6 δ−1E
x
µB(x)
∑
λ1,λ2∈∆
cλ1cλ2(λ1 − λ2)(x).
By Lemma 4.6, if L is some parameter to be chosen later, and µ = µB1+Lρ ∗ µ
(L)
B′ ,
where B′ ⊂ Bc′/Ld for some sufficiently small absolute constant c
′ > 0 (which will
be guaranteed by our upper bound on ρ), then µB 6 2µ, and so by the triangle
inequality,
1
2η
2 |∆|2 6 δ−1
∑
λ1,λ2∈∆
|µ̂(λ1 − λ2)| .
Since |µ̂| 6 |µ̂B′ |
L the contribution from λ1 − λ2 6∈ ∆1/2(B
′) is negligible provided
L = C⌈log(2/δη)⌉, for some large constant C > 0, and hence
1
4η
2δ |∆|2 6 〈1∆ ◦ 1∆, 1∆1/2(B′)〉.
By orthogonality, the right-hand side is |∆|, and the lemma follows. 
Additive energy. The notion of additive energy is ubiquitous in additive com-
binatorics, as it offers a ‘smooth’ way to measure additive structure, particularly
amenable to analytic techniques. The classical definition is
E4(∆) = {(γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4) ∈ ∆
4 : γ1 + γ2 = γ3 + γ4}.
We need to generalise this definition in two ways, extending the number of sum-
mands involved, and weakening the notion of equality.
Definition 7.4 (Relative additive energy). Let m > 1 be any integer and ν : Ĝ→
C. For any function ω : Ĝ→ C we define the 2m-fold additive energy with respect
to ν as
E2m(ω; ν) =
∑
γ
ν(γ)ω(m) ◦ ω(m)(γ)
=
∑
γ1,...,γm,γ′1,...,γ
′
m
ω(γ1) · · ·ω(γm)ω(γ′1) · · ·ω(γ
′
m)ν(γ1 + · · · − γ
′
m).
Note that by the triangle inequality
|E2m(ω; ν)| 6 E2m(|ω| ; |ν|),
and that
E2m(ω; ν) =E
x
qν(x) |qω(x)|2m .
If ∆,Γ ⊂ Ĝ then we write E2m(∆; Γ) = E2m(1∆; 1Γ). For example, when Γ = {0},
this is just the conventional higher additive energy, which counts the number of
(γ1, . . . , γ
′
m) ∈ ∆
2m such that γ1 + · · ·+ γm = γ′1 + · · · γ
′
m.
We now introduce a notion of dissociativity. Intuitively, a dissociated set is one
which has no non-trivial additive relations between its elements. There are many
different ways to make this precise. The following (rather unusual) definition of
dissociativity is taken from [4]. The more usual definition is that
∑
γ∈∆ cγγ = 0
with cγ ∈ {−1, 0, 1} if and only if all cγ = 0. We firstly need to make this definition
relative to some Γ. The most natural way to do this would be to replace = 0 with
∈ Γ. This does not seem to be enough, however, as our main tool used for studying
dissociated sets will be the additive energy, and it is still possible for such a set to
have a large additive energy.
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Some experimentation results in the following, stronger, definition, which also
allows us to control the additive energy. There are alternative ways one could pro-
ceed (most notably through a more analytic argument invoking Rudin’s inequality),
but this path seems the most straightforward.
Definition 7.5 (Dissociativity). We say that Λ is Γ-dissociated if for all k > 1
and γ ∈ Ĝ there are at most 2k many pairs (Λ1,Λ2) of disjoint subsets of Λ with
|Λ1 ∪ Λ2| = k such that ∑
λ∈Λ1
λ−
∑
λ′∈Λ2
λ′ ∈ Γ + γ.
We say that ∆ has Γ-dimension at most d (also written dim(∆; Γ) 6 d) if every
Γ-dissociated subset of ∆ has size at most d.
We will use the following crude bound on the dimension of unions often.
Lemma 7.6. For any ∆1, ∆2, and Γ,
dim(∆1 ∪∆2; Γ) 6 dim(∆1; Γ) + dim(∆2; Γ).
Proof. Let Λ ⊂ ∆1∪∆2 be a Γ-dissociated subset. Suppose that |Λ| > dim(∆1; Γ)+
dim(∆2; Γ). By the pigeonhole principle, either |Λ ∩∆1| > dim(∆1; Γ) or |Λ ∩∆2| >
dim(∆2; Γ). In either case we we have a contradiction, since any subset of a Γ-
dissociated set remains Γ-dissociated. 
The two important properties that we require are that dissociated sets have small
(almost minimal) additive energy, and that sets with small dimension are efficiently
covered. The first property is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 from
[4], which yield the following.
Lemma 7.7. If Λ is Γ-dissociated then for any m > 2
E2m(Λ; Γ) 6 2
7m(m+ 1)! |Λ|m .
The most important feature of dimension is that it allows us to create a small
spanning set (relative to Γ).
Lemma 7.8. If ∆ has Γ-dimension at most d then ∆ is 2d-covered by Γ.
Proof. Let Λ ⊂ ∆ be a maximal Γ-dissociated subset, so that |Λ| 6 d. Suppose
γ ∈ ∆\Λ. Since Λ ∪ {γ} is not Γ-dissociated there exists k > 1 and λ ∈ Ĝ such
that there are more than 2k many triples (s,∆′1,∆
′
2) such that s ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, the
sets ∆′1 and ∆
′
2 are disjoint, with |∆
′
1|+ |∆
′
2|+ |s| = k, and further
sγ +
∑
γ′1∈∆
′
1
γ′1 −
∑
γ′2∈∆
′
2
γ′2 ∈ Γ + λ.
If there exists at least one such triple with s = 0 and at least one with s 6= 0 then
γ ∈ 〈Λ〉 − 〈Λ〉+Γ− Γ, and the conclusion follows. If s = 0 for all such triples then
this contradicts the Γ-dissociativity of Λ.
Suppose finally that s ∈ {−1, 1} for all such triples. This is impossible for k = 1,
and for k > 1 by the pigeonhole principle there are strictly more than 2k−1 many
triples with identical s. This is another contradiction to Γ-dissociativity, considering
the translate Γ + λ− sγ. 
The following result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 in [4], and is our
main direct link between energies and sets with small dimension.
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Lemma 7.9. Let Γ ⊂ Ĝ be a symmetric set and ω : Ĝ → [0, 1]. For any m > 2
and ‖ω‖1 > 2ℓ > 8m either
(1) there is ∆ ⊂ Ĝ such that
∑
γ∈∆ ω(γ) >
m
ℓ ‖ω‖1 and dim(∆; Γ)≪ ℓ, or
(2) E2m(ω; Γ) 6 (Cmℓ
−1)2m ‖ω‖2m1 for some constant C > 0.
Proof. This is Theorem 3.1 from [4] (which is stated in terms of covering rather than
dimension, but the proof also gives the dimension bound), except that there the
extra condition ‖ω‖22 6 mℓ
−2 ‖ω‖21 is imposed. This condition follows easily from
the assumption that ‖ω‖1 > 2ℓ and ‖ω‖∞ 6 1. For if there are 2ℓ characters γ such
that ω(γ) > 12mℓ
−2 ‖ω‖1 then we are trivially in the first case. Otherwise, the con-
tribution to ‖ω‖22 from all such large characters is at most
m
ℓ ‖ω‖1 6
1
2mℓ
−2 ‖ω‖21,
whence ‖ω‖22 6 mℓ
−2 ‖ω‖21. 
Dimension of spectra. We shall couple this with the following lemma, which
says that the relative energy of a weight function on a spectrum is always quite
large. That such a general lower bound for the energy of subsets of a spectrum is
possible was first observed by Shkredov in [24].
Lemma 7.10. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B
be a regular Bohr set of rank d and let f : B → C be supported on B with α =
‖f‖21 ‖f‖
−2
2 µ(B)
−1. Let m > 1 be some parameter and suppose B′ ⊂ Bρ for some
ρ 6 c(md log(2/αη))−1. For any ω : ∆η(f)→ R>0 we have the lower bound
E2m(ω; ∆1/2(B
′))≫ η2mα ‖ω‖2m1 .
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that ‖f‖1 = 1. By the definition of the
spectrum
η ‖ω‖1 6
∑
ω(γ)
∣∣∣f̂(γ)∣∣∣ =E
x
f(x)
∑
cγω(γ)γ(x)
for some choice of signs cγ ∈ C. Ho¨lder’s inequality then implies that
(η ‖ω‖1)
m 6E
x
|f(x)|
∣∣∣∑ cγω(γ)γ(x)∣∣∣m ,
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality then implies that
(η ‖ω‖1)
2m 6 µ(B) ‖f‖22E
x
µB(x)
∣∣∣∣∣∑
γ
cγω(γ)γ(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
2m
.
If we let µ = µB1+Lρ ∗µ
(L)
B′ then by Lemma 4.6 we have µB 6 2µ, provided ρ 6 c/Ld
for some sufficiently small c > 0, and so by the triangle inequality,
η2m ‖ω‖2m1 µ(B)
−1 ‖f‖−22 6 2E2m(ω; |µ̂B′ |
L
).
Since
∥∥ω(m) ◦ ω(m)∥∥
1
= ‖ω‖2m1 the contribution to the energy where |µ̂B′ | < 1/2
is negligible, provided we choose L to be a sufficiently large constant multiple of
m⌈log(2/αη)⌉. 
We note that replacing Lemma 4.1 of [4] with this more efficient lemma allows
the method of [4] to show that if A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} has no non-trivial three-term
arithmetic progressions then |A| ≪ (log logN)
3
logN N , already an improvement on the
(log logN)4
logN N bound presented there.
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Combining the previous two lemmas implies immediately that spectra contain
large subsets with relatively low dimension, a fact that was the driving force behind
[4].
Corollary 7.11. There exists a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let
B be a regular Bohr set of rank d, let f : B → C be supported on B with α =
‖f‖21 ‖f‖
−2
2 µ(B)
−1. Let η ∈ (0, 1] and let B′ ⊂ Bρ where ρ 6 c/d log
2(2/αη). For
any ω : ∆η(f)→ [0, 1] with ‖ω‖1 > c
−1 log(2/α)η−1 there is a set ∆ such that∑
γ∈∆
ω(γ) &α η ‖ω‖1 and dim(∆;∆1/2(B
′)) .α η
−1.
Proof. Fix m = C1⌈log(2/α)⌉ and ℓ = C2m⌈η−1⌉, with precise constants to be
determined later, but certainly picked so that ℓ > 4m > 8. Applying Lemma 7.10
to ω, and writing Γ = ∆1/2(B
′), we see that
E2m(ω; Γ)≫ η
2mα ‖ω‖2m1 .
For suitable values of the constants in the definitions of m and ℓ, this ensures that
we cannot be in case (2) of Lemma 7.9, and hence we are in case (1), as claimed. 
One can increase the ℓ1 mass of ω on ∆ at the expense of dimension by a crude
‘remove and repeat’ procedure as follows.
Corollary 7.12. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let
B be a regular Bohr set of rank d, let f : B → C be supported on B with α =
‖f‖21 ‖f‖
−2
2 µ(B)
−1. Let η ∈ (0, 1] and let B′ ⊂ Bρ where ρ 6 c/d log
2(2/αη). For
any 0 6 δ 6 1/2 and any ω : ∆η(f) → [0, 1] with ‖ω‖1 > c
−1 log(2/α)η−1 there is
a set ∆ such that∑
γ∈∆
ω(γ) > δ ‖ω‖1 and dim(∆;∆1/2(B
′)) .α max(1, δη
−1)η−1.
Proof. We iteratively apply the previous corollary to produce a sequence of sets
∆1,∆2, . . . whose union will be the set ∆ of the conclusion. Write Γ = ∆1/2(B
′)
throughout. At the first stage, apply Corollary 7.11 to ω to obtain a set ∆1 such
that ∑
γ∈∆1
ω(γ) &α η ‖ω‖1 and dim(∆1; Γ) .α η
−1.
If
∑
γ∈∆1
ω(γ) > δ ‖ω‖1 we are done, so assume that∑
γ∈∆1
ω(γ) < δ ‖ω‖1 6
1
2 ‖ω‖1 .
Applying Corollary 7.11 to ω · 1∆c1, noting that
∥∥ω · 1∆c1∥∥ > 12 ‖ω‖1, we obtain a set
∆2 ⊂ Ĝ \∆1 such that∑
γ∈∆2
ω(γ) &α η ‖ω‖1 and dim(∆2; Γ) .α η
−1.
If ∆1 ∪∆2 has ∑
γ∈∆1∪∆2
ω(γ) > δ ‖ω‖1
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then we are done; otherwise we repeat the argument with ω · 1(∆1∪∆2)c (whose
ℓ1-norm is then still at least 12 ‖ω‖1). Carrying on in this way, we obtain at each
stage a set ∆i+1 ⊂ (∆1 ∪ · · · ∪∆i)c with∑
γ∈∆i+1
ω(γ) &α η ‖ω‖1 and dim(∆i+1; Γ) .α η
−1,
and we break the iteration as soon as∑
γ∈∆1∪···∪∆k
ω(γ) > δ ‖ω‖1 .
At this point, by Lemma 7.6,
dim(∆1 ∪ · · · ∪∆k; Γ) 6 dim(∆1; Γ) + · · ·+ dim(∆k; Γ) .α kη
−1.
Since
∑
γ∈∆i
ω(γ) &α η ‖ω‖1 for each i, the iteration must halt after at most
k .α δη
−1 steps, and so we are done. 
Dimension of symmetry sets. We will also need an upper bound for the dimen-
sion of symmetry sets, which are sets of large values of convolutions. A result of this
type was proved by Shkredov and Yekhanin in [25] by an ingenious combinatorial
argument. Their method does not seem to adapt well to the notion of dimension
that we use here, and we also need to work with ‘relative’ symmetry sets, and so we
employ an alternative argument using Ho¨lder’s inequality, similar to the argument
used to prove Lemma 7.10.
Lemma 7.13. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B be
a regular Bohr set of rank d. Suppose that X,Y ⊂ Ĝ are sets with |X | > |Y | such
that ∥∥∥1X ◦ |µ̂B|2∥∥∥
∞
6 2 and
∥∥∥1Y ◦ |µ̂B|2∥∥∥
∞
6 2.
Let δ > 0 be some parameter, and suppose B′ ⊂ Bρ is a regular Bohr set where
ρ 6 c(d log(2/δ) log |X |)−1. Then the set
S = {γ : 1X ◦ 1Y ◦ 1∆1/2(B)(γ) > δ |X |}
has ∆1/2(B
′)-dimension O(δ−2 log |X |).
It may be possible to improve this bound to O(δ−1 log |X |), which is the bound
obtained in [25] in the non-relative case, but this would have little effect on our
final result, since we will apply this lemma only in the regime where δ &α 1.
Proof. For brevity, let Γ = ∆1/2(B) and Γ
′ = ∆1/2(B
′). Let Λ ⊂ S be a maximal
Γ′-dissociated subset – we will show that |Λ| ≪ δ−2 log |X |.
We begin by noting
δ |X | |Λ| 6 〈1Λ, 1X ◦ 1Y ◦ 1Γ〉.
Since 141Γ 6 |µ̂B|
2
, by writing the right-hand side in physical space and applying
the triangle inequality, we deduce that
1
4δ |X | |Λ| 6E
x
µB ◦ µB(x)
∣∣∣|1Λ(x)|1Y (x)|1X(x)∣∣∣ .
In particular, applying Ho¨lder’s inequality, for any m > 1,(
E
x
µB ◦ µB(x)
∣∣∣|1Λ(x)∣∣∣2m ∣∣∣|1Y (x)|1X(x)∣∣∣)(E
x
µB ◦ µB(x)
∣∣∣|1Y (x)|1X(x)∣∣∣)2m−1
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is at least (14δ |X | |Λ|)
2m. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and applying the
Fourier transform,∣∣∣∣∣E
x
µB ◦ µB(x)
∣∣∣|1Y (x)|1X(x)∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
6 〈1Y ◦ 1Y , |µ̂B|
2〉〈1X ◦ 1X , |µ̂B|
2〉 6 4 |X | |Y | .
Trivially bounding
∣∣∣|1Y |1X ∣∣∣ 6 |X | |Y | and using |Y | 6 |X | we therefore obtain the
lower bound
|X |−1 (18δ |Λ|)
2m 6E
x
µB ◦ µB(x)
∣∣∣|1Λ(x)∣∣∣2m = 〈1(m)Λ ◦ 1(m)Λ , |µ̂B|2〉.
By Lemma 4.6 if we let µ = µB1+Lρ ∗ µ
(L)
B′ then µB 6 2µ, provided ρ 6 c/Ld for
some sufficiently small constant c > 0, and hence
|X |−1 (18δ |Λ|)
2m ≪ 〈1
(m)
Λ ◦ 1
(m)
Λ , |µ̂B′ |
2L〉.
We can discard the contribution to this inner product from where |µ̂B′ | < 1/2,
provided we choose L > C(m log(2/δ) + log |X |) for some large C > 0, so that
E2m(Λ; Γ
′) >
1
2 |X |
(18δ |Λ|)
2m.
By the Γ′-dissociativity of Λ and Lemma 7.7, however, the left-hand side is at most
(C′m |Λ|)m for some large constant C′ > 0. If we choose m = ⌈C log |X |⌉ for some
sufficiently large C, then this in particular implies that |Λ| ≪ δ−2 log |X |, and the
lemma follows.

7.14. Additive non-smoothing. We conclude this section by giving the formal
definition of what it means for a set to be additively non-smoothing, as discussed
in Section 3. For a greater discussion of this concept, and some examples of non-
smoothing sets, see Section 9.
Definition 7.15 (Additively non-smoothing). We say that ∆ is (τ, k)-additively
non-smoothing relative to an additive framework Γ˜ if
(1) ∆ is ΓT -orthogonal,
(2) if ∆′ ⊂ ∆ then
E4(∆
′; ΓB) >
τ
|∆|
|∆′|
4
,
(3) ∥∥∥1(2)∆ ◦ 1(2)∆ ◦ 1ΓT ∥∥∥
∞
6 τ1−1/k |∆|3 ,
(4) ∥∥∥1(3)∆ ◦ 1(3)∆ ◦ 1ΓT ∥∥∥
∞
6 τ2−1/k |∆|5 ,
(5) ∥∥∥1(4)∆ ◦ 1(4)∆ ◦ 1ΓT ∥∥∥
∞
6 τ3−1/k |∆|7 ,
and, furthermore, log(τ−1) 6 τ−1/k.7
7This last condition is not at all essential; it just makes for less technical statements elsewhere.
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In some sense this definition is already robust, in that large subsets of additively
non-smoothing sets remain additively non-smoothing with only a small change in
the parameters. To allow for particularly clean statements and proofs later on,
however, it is convenient to introduce the following definition.
Definition 7.16 (Robustly additively non-smoothing). We say that ∆ is κ-robustly
(τ, k)-additively non-smoothing relative to an additive framework Γ˜ if every subset
∆′ ⊂ ∆ of size |∆′| > κ |∆| is (τ, k)-additively non-smoothing relative to Γ˜.
8. From lack of progressions to large spectra
We now have assembled enough tools to begin our proof in earnest. Recall that
our goal is to show that either a set of a given density has many progressions, or
else it has a suitable density increment. For technical reasons, we are unable to give
a lower bound for T (A) directly, and instead must assume that one of the elements
of our progression lies inside some narrower Bohr set. To this end, let
T (A,A′, A) =E
x,y
1A(x)1A(y)12·A′(x+ y).
We will address the question of how to pass from such a count to T (A) itself
in Section 12. We now show that few progressions implies many large Fourier
coefficients. Note in particular that, unlike in the model case of Fn3 , we are unable
to say directly that the set ∆η(2 · A′) is large, but only that it supports a large
proportion of the L2 mass of the Fourier transform of the balanced function µA/B.
Lemma 8.1. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B be a
regular Bohr set of rank d and let A ⊂ B have relative density α. Let B′ ⊂ Bρ be
a regular Bohr set with ρ 6 cα/d, and assume that A′ ⊂ B′ has relative density α′.
Then either
(1) (many progressions) T (A,A′, A) > 12α
2α′µ(B)µ(B′), or
(2) (large L2 mass on a spectrum) there is some η ≫ α such that∑
γ∈∆η(2·A′)
|µ̂A/B(γ)|
2 &α η
−1µ(B)−1.
Proof. We have
T (A,A′, A) = 〈1A ∗ 1A, 12·A′〉 = 〈µA ∗ µA, µ2·A′〉α
2α′µ(B)2µ(B′).
Replacing these copies of µA with their balanced functions µA/B = µA − µB, we
have
〈µA ∗ µA, µ2·A′〉 = 〈µA/B ∗ µA/B, µ2·A′〉+ 2〈µA ∗ µB, µ2·A′〉 − 〈µB ∗ µB, µ2·A′〉,
and we deal with the latter two inner products using regularity in an essentially
identical manner to the computation in Lemma 5.7, where we use the fact that
2 · A′ ⊂ B′ +B′ ⊂ B2ρ. Thus, by Lemma 4.5,
〈µA ∗ µB, µ2·A′〉 = 〈µA, µB ∗ µ2·A′〉
= 〈µA, µB〉+O(ρdα
−1µ(B)−1)
= µ(B)−1 +O(ρdα−1µ(B)−1),
and similarly
〈µB ∗ µB , µ2·A′〉 = µ(B)
−1 +O(ρdµ(B)−1).
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Thus
T (A,A′, A) = 〈µA/B ∗ µA/B, µ2·A′〉α
2α′µ(B)2µ(B′) + α2α′µ(B)µ(B′)
+O(ρdαα′µ(B)µ(B′)).
If we are not in the first case of the conclusion then, provided ρ is small enough,
this implies that
〈µA/B ∗ µA/B, µ2·A′〉 6 −
1
4µ(B)
−1.
By Parseval’s identity and the triangle inequality, this implies that∑
γ∈Ĝ
|µ̂A/B(γ)|
2|µ̂2·A′(γ)| >
1
4µ(B)
−1.
Since
∥∥µA/B∥∥22 6 α−1µ(B)−1 the contribution to this sum from any terms with
|µ̂2·A′(γ)| less than
1
8α is negligible compared to the right-hand side; thus∑
γ∈∆α/8(2·A′)
|µ̂A/B(γ)|
2|µ̂2·A′(γ)| ≫ µ(B)
−1.
The dyadic pigeonhole principle then gives that there is some η ≫ α such that∑
γ∈∆η(2·A′)\∆2η(2·A′)
|µ̂A/B(γ)|
2|µ̂2·A′(γ)| &α µ(B)
−1,
and the result follows. 
In much of the previous work on Roth’s theorem in the integers, the next natural
step after a result like Lemma 8.1 is to work with the function
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 restricted
to ∆η(2 ·A′), and prove structural results about this function. This is the approach
taken in [4], for example, and in an analytic sense would be the natural way to
proceed.
Unfortunately, the structural result for additively non-smoothing sets that is
vital to our argument relies on a delicate combinatorial argument, which operates
on sets, and does not seem to adapt well to ‘weighted indicator functions’, like the
function in the previous paragraph. In the model setting of Fn3 it is straightforward
to pass from this weighted indicator function to a genuine indicator function. When
G = Z/NZ, however, this is much harder to accomplish, largely due to the fact that
the set 2 ·A′ whose spectrum we are restricting to is supported on 2 · B′, which is
a much smaller set than the B occurring in the weight
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2.
We will therefore need to take somewhat of a technical detour that allows us to
pass from a large ‘mass’ of a weighted indicator function to a large set, which is
suitable for applying our structural result to. The first step is the following lemma,
which extracts a large set with good spectral properties from a large L2 Fourier
mass (at least, it either does so, or else we have found a strong density increment
for A).
Lemma 8.2. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B and
B′ be regular Bohr sets and suppose A ⊂ B has density α. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) and K > 1
be some parameters such that K 6 α−2. Suppose that ∆ is such that∑
γ∈∆+∆1/2(B′)
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 > δα−1µ(B)−1.
Finally, suppose that B′ ⊂ Bρ, where ρ 6 cα
4δ2/Kd log |∆|. Either
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(1) there exists some ∆′ ⊂ ∆ such that
(a) |∆′| &αδ/|∆| K
−1α−3 and
(b) if γ ∈ ∆′ then∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ |µ̂B′ |2 (γ)≫ δα−1|∆| µ(B)−1,
or
(2) A has a density increment of strength [1, 0; O˜αδ/|∆|(1)] relative to B
′, or
(3) A has a density increment of strength
[K1/2δ,K−1/2δ−1α−1; O˜αδ/|∆|(1)]
relative to B′.
Proof. Let Γ = ∆1/2(B
′). By assumption,
〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 , 1∆+Γ〉 > δα−1µ(B)−1.
We decompose ∆+Γ as a disjoint union8 ⊔γ∈∆(γ+Γ(γ)), where Γ(γ) ⊂ Γ, so that∑
γ∈∆
∑
λ∈Γ(γ)
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ + λ)∣∣2 > δα−1µ(B)−1.
Let the inner sum be denoted by F (γ), and note that trivially
F (γ) 6
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ 1Γ(γ)≪ ∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ |µ̂B′ |2 (γ).
We similarly have F (γ) 6
∥∥µA/B∥∥22 6 α−1µ(B)−1. By dyadic pigeonholing there
exists some α−1 > κ≫ δα−1/ |∆| and ∆′ ⊂ ∆ such that
|∆′| &αδ/|∆| κ
−1δα−1 and if γ ∈ ∆′ then F (γ)≫ κµ(B)−1.
For brevity, we adopt the convention that all logarithmic losses in the & and O˜(·)
notation for the remainder of this proof will be logarithmic in αδ/ |∆|.
If this occurs for some κ 6 Kδα2 then we have |∆′| & K−1α−3, and we are in
the first case of the lemma. We will therefore henceforth assume that κ > Kδα2.
Discarding elements if necessary, we may assume that |∆′| . κ−1δα−1, while a
similar lower bound also holds. We next note that
(3) 〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 , 1∆′ ∗ |µ̂B′ |2〉 & δα−1µ(B)−1.
By Lemma 4.9 with B′′ = B′ρ′ where ρ
′ = cα4δ2/Kd log |∆| for some small constant
c > 0 (chosen in particular such that B′′ is regular) we deduce that
(4) 〈|f̂ ′|2, 1∆′〉 & δα
−1,
where f ′ = (α−11A − 1B)µ′ and µ′ is either µB′+z or µB′′+z for some z. In what
follows we will suppose that this occurs with µ′ = µB′′+z, the other case being
similar. Let f ′′(x) = f ′(x+ z), so that f ′′ is supported on B′′.
If ‖f ′′‖1 > 3, say, then A has a density increment of strength [1, 0;O(1)] relative
to B′′. Since B′′ has the same rank as B′, and |B′′| > (δα/2Kd)O(d), it follows
that A has a density increment of strength [1, 0; O˜(1)] relative to B′, and we are in
the second case.
8The existence of such a disjoint union easily follows from a greedy algorithm, for example.
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We therefore suppose that ‖f ′′‖1 6 3. It follows that ‖f
′′‖22 6 ‖f
′′‖∞ ‖f
′‖1 ≪
α−1µ(B′′)−1. Furthermore, from (4) we trivially have
‖f ′′‖21 > ‖f̂
′′‖2∞ & κ > Kδα
2.
Importantly, the quantity ‖f ′′‖21 ‖f
′′‖−22 µ(B
′′)−1 that is used in Corollary 7.11 is
& δα3, so that any logarithmic losses incurred in this parameter are O˜(1).
We now apply the dyadic pigeonhole principle to (4) and conclude that, since
‖f ′′‖1 ≪ 1 and |∆
′| . κ−1δα−1, there exists some 1 > ε & κ1/2 > (Kδ)1/2α such
that
|∆ε(f
′′) ∩∆′| & ε−2δα−1.
We now apply Corollary 7.11 to ω = 1∆ε(f ′′)∩∆′ with B
′ replaced by B′′′ = B′′ρ′′
where ρ′′ = c′′αδ/d, say, for some sufficiently small constant c′′ > 0. This produces
some ∆′′ ⊂ ∆′ of size |∆′′| & ε−1δα−1 and dimension dim(∆′′; ∆1/2(B
′′′)) . ε−1
(note that this conclusion holds trivially if the condition |∆ε(f ′′) ∩∆′| & ε−1 re-
quired to apply Corollary 7.11 is not met). If necessary, we remove elements from
∆′′ to ensure that the upper bound |∆′′| . ε−1δα−1 also holds (note that this will
not affect our dimension bound). We then remove ∆′′ from ∆′ and, provided at
least half of ∆′ remains, repeat the above argument from equation (3).
Continuing in this fashion, we obtain some ∆′′1 , . . . ,∆
′′
r , disjoint subsets of ∆
′,
such that
r∑
i=1
|∆′′i | >
1
2 |∆
′| & κ−1δα−1
along with associated 1 > εi & κ
1/2 such that for 1 6 i 6 r we have
ε−1i δα
−1 & |∆′′i | & ε
−1
i δα
−1
and dim(∆′′i ; ∆1/2(B
′′′)) . ε−1i .
By the dyadic pigeonhole principle we may find some I ⊂ {1, . . . , r} such that
there exists some 1 > ε & κ1/2 such that for all i ∈ I we have 2ε > εi > ε, and∑
i∈I
|∆′′i | & |∆
′| .
In particular,
εκ−1 & |I| & εκ−1.
We now let r′ = ⌈K1/2α |I|⌉ (so that certainly 1 6 r′ 6 |I|), and let ∆′′ be the
union of any r′ of the ∆′′i for i ∈ I. In particular,
|∆′′| & κ−1K1/2δ
and, recalling that we are assuming κ > Kδα2, since ε≫ κ1/2,
dim(∆′′; ∆1/2(B
′′′)) . max
(
ε−1,K1/2κ−1α
)
. K−1/2δ−1α−1.
By Lemma 7.8 the set ∆′′ is O˜(K−1/2δ−1α−1)-covered by ∆1/2(B
′′′), and hence
certainly ∆′′ + Γ is O˜(K−1/2δ−1α−1)-covered by Γ + ∆1/2(B
′′′). If we choose
B′′′′ = B′′′ρ′′′ with ρ
′′′ = c′′′/d for some suitable constant c′′′ > 0 then by Lemma 4.8
Γ +∆1/2(B
′′′) ⊂ ∆1/2(B
′′′′),
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and so ∆′′ + Γ is O˜(K−1/2δ−1α−1)-covered by ∆1/2(B
′′′′). Observe that since
∆′′ ⊂ ∆ we have that ⊔γ∈∆′′(γ + Γ(γ)) ⊂ ∆′′ + Γ, and so in particular∑
∆′′+Γ
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 > ∑
γ∈∆′′
F (γ).
It follows that ∑
∆′′+Γ
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 & κµ(B)−1 |∆′′| & K1/2δµ(B)−1,
and hence by Lemma 5.7 A has a density increment of strength
[K1/2δ,K−1/2δ−1α−1; O˜(1)]
relative to B′′′′. Using the fact that B′′′′ = B′ρ˜ for some ρ˜ > (cαδ/d)
O(1), we deduce
that A has a density increment of the same strength (possibly with a worse constant
in the third parameter) relative to B′, and we are in the third case. 
The set produced by Lemma 8.2 has large size and good spectral properties, but
it is vital for both the structural result on additively non-smoothing sets, and also
the spectral boosting arguments that follow, that it also have strong orthogonality
properties. We therefore now prove the following, which applies Lemma 8.2 in an
iterative fashion to find such orthogonality.
Lemma 8.3. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B and
B′ be regular Bohr sets of rank d. Suppose that A ⊂ B has density α and A′ ⊂ B′
has density α/2 6 α′ 6 2α. Suppose that B′ ⊂ Bρ where ρ 6 c/d.
Let η ∈ (0, 1) be some parameter and suppose that ∆ ⊂ ∆η(A′) is such that∑
γ∈∆
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 > δα−1µ(B)−1.
Let 1 6 K 6 α−2 be some parameter, and suppose that B(1) and B(2) are regular
Bohr sets, each of rank d, such that B(1) ⊂ B′ρ′ and B
(2) ⊂ B
(1)
ρ1 where ρ
′, ρ1 6
cα4δ2η3/Kd.
Then either
(1) there exists a ∆1/2(B
(1))-orthogonal subset ∆′ ⊂ ∆ such that
(a) |∆′| &αδη K
−1α−3, and
(b)
∥∥∥1∆′ ∗ ∣∣µ̂B(2) ∣∣2∥∥∥
∞
6 2, and
(c) for all γ ∈ ∆′ +∆1/2(B
(1))∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ ∣∣µ̂B(2) ∣∣2 (γ) &αδη K−1δη4α−2µ(B)−1,
or
(2) A has a density increment of strength [1, 0; O˜αδη(1)] relative to B
(2), or
(3) A has a density increment of strength [K1/2δ,K−1/2δ−1α−1; O˜αδη(1)] rela-
tive to B(2).
Proof. Let B(3) = B
(2)
ρ2 and B
(4) = B
(3)
ρ3 where ρ2 = c2η
3α2/d and ρ3 = c3/d for
some small absolute constants c2, c3 > 0 chosen later, in particular chosen such that
both Bohr sets are regular. Let Γi = ∆1/2(B
(i)).
Provided ρ3 6 c/d for some sufficiently small constant c > 0, Lemma 4.8 implies
that Γ3−Γ3 ⊂ Γ4. Similarly, supposing ρ2 6 c/d, we can ensure that Γ1 ⊂ Γ3. Let
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L > 1 be some parameter to be chosen later. All logarithmic losses in this proof
are with respect to αηδ/L. For convenience, for Λ ⊂ Ĝ let
F (Λ) =
∑
γ∈Λ
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 .
We will iteratively construct a sequence of ∆˜j and ∆j , both subsets of ∆, as
follows. We begin with ∆˜0 = ∆, and ∆0 = ∅.
9 Suppose then that we have
constructed ∆˜j and ∆j for some j > 0. If
(5) F (∆j + Γ2) >
1
L
δα−1µ(B)−1
then we exit the iterative procedure – we will return to this case below.
Otherwise, we let ∆˜j+1 = ∆\(∆j+Γ2) and let ∆˜′j+1 be a maximal Γ3-orthogonal
subset of ∆˜j+1. Since ∆˜j+1 ⊂ ∆ ⊂ ∆η(A′), by Lemma 7.3, provided ρ′ 6 cδη/d for
some sufficiently small constant c > 0, we have |∆˜′j+1| . η
−2α−1 (note in particular
that this upper bound is independent of j).
Observe that, by induction, we have
F
(
∆˜j+1
)
>
(
1−
j + 1
L
)
δα−1µ(B)−1.
In particular, if j + 1 6 2L then this is at least 12δα
−1µ(B)−1. By maximality and
Lemma 7.2 we have that ∆˜j+1 ⊂ ∆˜′j+1 + Γ3 − Γ3 ⊂ ∆˜
′
j+1 + Γ4. In particular,
F
(
∆˜′j+1 + Γ4
)
> 12δα
−1µ(B)−1.
By Lemma 8.2 either we are in one of the two density increment cases, or there
is some ∆j+1 ⊂ ∆˜′j+1 such that |∆j+1| & K
−1α−3 (note that this lower bound is
also independent of j). We then continue this iterative construction until either
j + 1 > 2L or (5) holds.
Suppose that we have performed this iterative construction at least 2L times.
This means we have produced at least 2L disjoint ∆1, . . . ,∆2L, each of which is
Γ3-orthogonal, and moreover such that ∆i is disjoint from ∆j + Γ2 for all j < i,
and |∆i| & K−1α−3 for 1 6 i 6 2L.
If we let ∆′ = ⊔2Li=1∆
′
i then we claim that ∆
′ is Γ1-orthogonal. Indeed, if not,
then there exist two distinct γ1, γ2 ∈ ∆′ and some λ1, λ2 ∈ Γ1 such that
γ1 + λ1 = γ2 + λ2.
If there is some 1 6 i 6 2L such that γ1, γ2 ∈ ∆i then this contradicts the Γ3-
orthogonality of ∆i. Otherwise, without loss of generality, there is some i < j such
that γ1 ∈ ∆i and γ2 ∈ ∆j . Since
γ2 = γ1 + λ1 − λ2 ⊂ ∆i + Γ1 − Γ1 ⊂ ∆i + Γ2
this contradicts the fact that ∆j is disjoint from ∆i + Γ2.
We have thus shown that ∆′ is Γ1-orthogonal. In particular, since ∆
′ ⊂ ∆η(A′),
we have that |∆′| . η−2α−1. By construction, however,
|∆′| &
L
K
α−3,
9We are using the convention that ∅+∆ = ∅ for any set ∆.
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and hence L . Kα2η−2. In particular, if we choose L sufficiently large (but still
satisfying L . Kα2η−2) then this is a contradiction, and hence the above iterative
procedure must exit with (5) for some j < 2L.
Suppose then that
F (∆j + Γ2) >
1
Lδα
−1µ(B)−1.
In this case, we apply Lemma 8.2 once again, which produces some ∆′j ⊂ ∆j such
that |∆′j | & K
−1α−3 and if γ ∈ ∆′j then∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ ∣∣µ̂B(2) ∣∣2 (γ)≫ δα−1L |∆j |µ(B)−1 & K−1δη4α−2µ(B)−1.
We now note that if γ ∈ Γ1 then, by the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.8, for
any λ ∈ Ĝ
µ̂B(2)(γ + λ) = µ̂B(2)(λ) +O(ρ1d).
In particular, if γ = γ1 + γ2 with γ1 ∈ ∆′j and γ2 ∈ Γ1, then∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ ∣∣µ̂B(2) ∣∣2 (γ) =∑
λ
∣∣µ̂A/B(λ)∣∣2 ∣∣µ̂B(2)(γ + λ)∣∣2
=
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ ∣∣µ̂B(2) ∣∣2 (γ1) +O(ρ1dα−1µ(B)−1).
Provided ρ1 6 cα
2δ2η3/d, for some sufficiently small constant c > 0, we therefore
have, for any γ ∈ ∆′j + Γ1,∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ ∣∣µ̂B(2) ∣∣2 (γ) & δη2µ(B)−1.
Furthermore, suppose that there exists some γ such that
1∆′j ∗
∣∣µ̂B(2) ∣∣2 (γ) = ∑
λ∈∆′j
∣∣µ̂B(2)(γ − λ)∣∣2 > 2.
It follows by the pigeonhole principle (and recalling that |∆j | . η−2α−1) that there
must exist at least two λ1, λ2 ∈ ∆′j such that both γ−λ1 and γ−λ2 lie in ∆ε(B
(2))
for some ε & η2α, and in particular,
λ1 − λ2 ∈ ∆ε(B
(2))−∆ε(B
(2)).
Provided ρ2 6 cη
3α2/d, however, for some sufficiently small constant c > 0, the
right-hand side is contained inside Γ3, which contradicts the Γ3-orthogonality of
∆j . Finally, we note that trivially ∆
′
j is Γ1-orthogonal (since ∆
′
j ⊂ ∆j which is
Γ3-orthogonal), and hence we are in the first case of the lemma. 
Finally, we combine the lemmas proved thus far into the following proposition,
the conclusions of which have been chosen to fit neatly with the hypotheses of
Proposition 11.4. Roughly speaking, this proposition states that, given A ⊂ B
with density α, either
(1) α is large, or
(2) A has many three-term arithmetic progressions, or
(3) A has a suitable density increment, or
(4) we can find a large set of characters with good spectral and orthogonality
properties which is additively non-smoothing.
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Proposition 8.4. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let
k, h, t > 1 be some parameters.
Let B be a regular Bohr set of rank d and suppose A ⊂ B has density α. Let
B′ = Bρ be a regular Bohr set, where ρ 6 cα
2/d, and assume that A′ ⊂ B′ has
relative density α′ satisfying α/2 6 α′ 6 2α. Either
(1) (large density) α≫ 1/k2, or
(2) (many progressions) T (A,A′, A)≫ α3µ(B)µ(B′), or
(3) A has a density increment of strength either
(a) (small increment) [1, α−1/k; O˜α(h log t)] or
(b) (large increment) [α−1/k, α−1+1/k; O˜α(h log t)]
relative to B′, or
(4) (non-smoothing large spectrum) there exists a set ∆ such that
(a)
α−3+O(1/k) ≪ |∆| .α α
−3,
(b) we can choose ρT and ρB satisfying
ρT ≫ α
O(1)(c/td)O(h) and ρB ≫ (α/d)
O(1)
such that if we let B′′ = 2 · B′ρB and B
′′′ = 2 ·B′ρT ,
ΓT = ∆1/2(B
′′′) and ΓB = ∆1/2(B
′′)
then there is an additive framework Γ˜ of height h and tolerance t be-
tween ΓT and ΓB,
(c) ∆ is 14 -robustly (τ, k
′)-additively non-smoothing relative to Γ˜ for some
α2−O(1/k) ≫ τ ≫ α2+O(1/k) and k > k′ ≫ k, and
(d) for all γ ∈ ∆+ ΓT∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ ∣∣µ̂B′′′′ ∣∣2 (γ)≫ α2+O(1/k)µ(B)−1,
where B′′′′ = B′′′ρ′ for some ρ
′ ≫ (α/d)O(1), and
(e) ∥∥∥1∆ ◦ ∣∣µ̂B′′′′ ∣∣2∥∥∥
∞
6 2.
Proof. We will need a few levels of nested Bohr sets in this proof, and introduce
the following shorthand. We write B(0) for B′. For higher indices, B(i+1) = B
(i)
ρi+1
for some ρi+1 which will be described on its introduction, but in particular always
chosen so that B(i+1) is regular. For brevity, we also use K to denote α−1/k. We
also note now that if B = Bohrν(Γ) is a regular Bohr set then 2 ·B (as a set) is the
Bohr set Bohrν′(2 · Γ), where ν′(2γ) = ν(γ). In particular it has the same size and
rank, and for any λ ∈ (0, 1), we have 2 · Bλ = (2 · B)λ. Furthermore, if B′ ⊂ Bρ,
then 2 ·B′ ⊂ B2ρ by the triangle inequality.
By Lemma 8.1 either we are in the second case or there is some η ≫ α such that∑
γ∈∆η(2·A′)
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 &α η−1µ(B)−1.
Suppose first that this is true for some η > 12K
−1. In this case, we apply
Corollary 7.11 with 2 · B′ in place of B, the function f chosen to be 12·A′ , with
2 ·B(1) in place of B′, with ρ1 = cα
2/d for some suitably small constant c > 0, and
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the weight function ω given by ω =
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 restricted to ∆η(2 ·A′). This produces
some ∆ of dimension dim(∆;∆1/2(2 · B
(1))) .α K such that∑
γ∈∆
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 &α µ(B)−1.
By Lemma 7.8 the set ∆ is O˜α(K)-covered by ∆1/2(2 · B
(1)). Lemma 5.7 then
implies that A has an increment of strength [1,K; O˜α(1)] relative to 2 ·B(1). Since
2·B(1) has the same rank as B′, and
∣∣2 · B(1)∣∣ = ∣∣B(1)∣∣ > (ρ1/4)d |B′| by Lemma 4.4,
this implies that A has an increment of strength [1,K; O˜α(1)] relative to B
′, and
we are in the third case.
Suppose now that 12K
−1 > η > K2α. By Corollary 7.12 with δ = ηK, and
otherwise the same inputs as in the previous case, there is a set ∆ such that
dim(∆;∆1/2(2 · B1)) .α η
−1K 6 K−1α−1 and∑
γ∈∆
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 &α Kµ(B)−1.
As in the previous case, an application of Lemma 7.8 followed by Lemma 5.7 implies
that A has an increment of strength [K,K−1α−1; O˜α(1)] relative to 2·B1, and hence
again relative to B′, and we are in the third case.
We may therefore assume that α≪ η 6 K2α, and so in particular,∑
γ∈∆˜
∣∣µ̂A/B(γ)∣∣2 &α K−2α−1µ(B)−1,
where ∆˜ = ∆cα(2 ·A′) for some absolute constant c > 0.
We fix ρ1 = c1α/d and let ρ2 be chosen such that B
(2) is a regular Bohr set and
between ΓT = ∆1/2(2 ·B
(2)) and ΓB = ∆1/2(2 ·B
(1)) there is an additive framework
of height h and tolerance t, as produced by Lemma 6.2, which ensures that such a
ρ2 can be chosen satisfying ρ2 > (c2/td)
4h for some absolute constant c2 > 0.
In this case we apply Lemma 8.3 with ∆ replaced by ∆˜, η being some suitably
small constant multiple of α, A′ being replaced by 2 ·A′, B′ being replaced by 2 ·B′,
δ satisfying δ &α K
−2, K being replaced by K6, B(1) being replaced by 2 · B(2),
and B(2) being replaced by 2 · B(3), where ρ3 is some small constant multiple of
α7/K10d.
This either produces a density increment for A such that the third case of the
proposition holds, or else produces some ∆ which satisfies most of the conditions
of the final case of the lemma (with B′′′′ being 2 · B(3)). It remains to show that
we can assume that ∆ is 14 -robustly (τ, k
′)-additively non-smoothing relative to Γ˜
for some suitable τ and k′.
Let ∆′ ⊂ ∆ be of size |∆′| > 14 |∆|. We will show that, with a suitable choice
of τ and k′ (independent of ∆′) the set ∆′ is (τ, k′)-additively non-smoothing.
By construction, ∆ is ΓT -orthogonal, and hence certainly ∆
′ is. Furthermore,
by Lemma 7.10, provided ρ1 6 c1α/d for some absolute constant c1 > 0, if
∆′′ ⊂ ∆′ ⊂ ∆cα(2 ·A′) then
(6) E4(∆
′′; ΓB)≫ α
5 |∆′′|
4
&α
α2+O(1/k)
|∆′|
|∆′′|
4
.
In particular, we can choose τ = α2+C/k for some absolute constant C > 0
such that the second condition of additive non-smoothing is met (note that we can
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assume that log(1/α) 6 α−1/k or else we are in the first case of the proposition).
Let
e2m =
∥∥∥1(m)∆′ ◦ 1(m)∆′ ◦ ∣∣µ̂2·B(3) ∣∣2∥∥∥
∞
|∆′|
1−2m
.
We will show that we can assume that
e4 6 α
2−O(1/k), e6 6 α
4−O(1/k), and e8 6 α
6−O(1/k).
In particular, since ΓT ⊂ ∆1/2(B
(3)), it follows that for n ∈ {2, 3, 4} we have∥∥∥1(n)∆′ ◦ 1(n)∆′ ◦ 1ΓT ∥∥∥
∞
≪ α2(n−1)−O(1/k) |∆′|
2n−1
.
It follows from this that there exists some k > k′ ≫ k such that, with τ chosen
as above, the requisite upper bounds on the energies are all met, and hence ∆′
is (τ, k′)-additively non-smoothing as required. (Note that we can assume that
log(1/τ) 6 τ−1/k or else we are in the first case of the proposition.)
It remains to prove the stated upper bounds for e4, e6, and e8. We will show
that if these fail then we have a density increment for A. We note first that
e2m |∆
′|
2m−1
=E
x
µ2·B(2) ◦ µ2·B(2)(x)
∣∣∣}1∆′(x)∣∣∣2m .
In particular,
e2 |∆
′| = 〈1∆′ ◦ 1∆′ ,
∣∣µ̂2·B(2) ∣∣2〉 6 |∆′| ∥∥∥1∆′ ◦ ∣∣µ̂2·B(2) ∣∣2∥∥∥
∞
6 2 |∆′| .
We now use Ho¨lder’s inequality to see that for any measure µ and f : G→ C, and
1 6 n 6 m,
E
x
µ(x) |f(x)|2n 6
(
E
x
µ(x) |f(x)|2
)m−n
m−1
(
E
x
µ(x) |f(x)|2m
) n−1
m−1
.
In particular, combined with the fact that
|∆′|
2n−1
= |∆′|
m−n
m−1
(
|∆′|
2m−1
) n−1
m−1
,
it follows that
em−12n 6 e
m−n
2 e
n−1
2m .
In particular, using the fact that e2 6 2, if any of e4 > Lα
2, or e6 > Lα
4, or
e8 > Lα
6 hold, then for any m > 5,
e2m > (
1
2L
1
3α2)m−1.
In particular,
E2m(∆
′;
∣∣µ̂2·B(2) ∣∣2) &α α3+O(1/k)(12L 13α2)m−1 |∆′|2m .
Let T be some parameter to be chosen later, and µ = µ(2·B(2))1+Tρ4 ∗µ
(T )
2·B(4)
, where
ρ4 = c/Td for some small constant c > 0. By Lemma 4.6 we have µ2·B(2) 6 2µ,
and hence
E2m(∆
′;
∣∣µ̂2·B(4) ∣∣2T ) &α α3+O(1/k)(12L 13α2)m−1 |∆′|2m .
In particular, provided we choose T = Cm⌈log(L/α)⌉ for some suitably large con-
stant C > 0, we have
E2m(∆
′; ∆1/2(2 · B
(4))) &α α
3+O(1/k)(12L
1
3α2)m−1 |∆′|
2m
.
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We will now apply Lemma 7.9 to ω = 1∆′ and Γ = ∆1/2(2 · B
(4)), with m =
C⌈log(2/α)⌉ and ℓ = CL−
1
6α−1 for some large absolute constants C > 0 (since
we will choose L = α−O(1/k) the condition |∆′| > 2ℓ follows from the fact that
|∆′| ≫ α−3+O(1/k)). In particular, provided we choose C sufficiently large, the
second case of Lemma 7.9 cannot hold, and hence there exists some ∆′′ ⊂ ∆′ such
that
|∆′| &α L
1/6α−2+O(1/k) and dim(∆′; ∆1/2(2 ·B
(4))) .α L
−1/6α−1.
We now apply Lemma 5.8 which produces a density increment of strength
[L1/6αO(1/k), L−1/6α−1; O˜α(1)]
relative to B(4). If we choose L = α−C
′/k for some suitably large absolute constant
C′ then this in particular produces a density increment of strength [α−1/k, α−1+1/k; O˜α(h log t)]
relative to B′. Thus either we have produced a large density increment, or else the
required upper bounds for the energies of ∆′ hold, and the proof is complete. 
9. Structure of non-smoothing sets
In this section we prove the key structural result about sets with near-optimal
relationships between their additive energies, so-called additively non-smoothing
sets. Before the statement we give an intuitive idea of the kind of result we are
after. The first such structural result was proved by Bateman and Katz [1], and both
the philosophy and methods of that paper have heavily influenced our approach.
Additively non-smoothing sets. Consider a set ∆ (in any finite abelian group,
for this sketch). Suppose that
E4(∆) = 〈1∆ ◦ 1∆, 1∆ ◦ 1∆〉 = τ |∆|
3
.
Two applications of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply that E8(∆) > τ
3 |∆|7.
A structural result for additively non-smoothing sets gives structural information
about sets where this lower bound is (almost) sharp. Note that we are making
no assumptions about the size of τ relative to ∆ (aside from the trivial bounds
1 > τ > |∆|−1). This is in contrast to much of additive combinatorics, which tends
to work in the regime where τ ≫ 1. For our application, when ∆ is a subset of a
spectrum, this is not relevant, since then we expect τ ≈ |∆|−2/3. The power of the
non-smoothing approach of Bateman and Katz is that it allows us to make strong
structural statements, even when the additive energy is very low.
To see what kind of conclusion we expect, consider the following two examples
of sets:
∆1 = H ⊕D and ∆2 =
L⊔
i=1
Hi,
where H and Hi are subgroups (and the Hi are all the same size, say |Hi| ≈ K),
and D is ‘dissociated’ in some appropriate sense. For ∆1, we expect that ∆1+∆1 =
H ⊕D⊕D. On H , we have 1∆1 ∗ 1∆1 ≈ |∆1|, and on the rest of ∆1+∆1, we have
1∆1 ∗ 1∆1 ≈ |H |. Therefore
E4(∆1) ≈ |H | |∆1|
2
+ |∆1 +∆1| |H |
2 ≈
1
|D|
|∆1|
3
.
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In particular, if |D| ≈ τ−1 and |H | ≈ τ |∆|, then ∆1 has E4(∆1) ≈ τ |∆1|
3
. More-
over, a similar calculation shows that
E8(∆1) ≈ |H | (|H |
3 |D|2)2 + |∆1 +∆1 +∆1 +∆1| |H |
6 ≈ τ3 |∆1|
7
.
In particular, ∆1 is additively non-smoothing. For ∆2, on the other hand, as-
suming the Hi are ‘spread out’ enough that they do not additively interact much
with each other,
∆2 +∆2 =
L⊔
i=1
Hi ∪
⊔
16i6=j6L
(Hi +Hj).
On the first part, which has size |∆2|, we have 1∆2 ∗ 1∆2 ≈ K. On the second part,
which has size L2K2 ≈ |∆2|
2
, we have 1∆2 ∗ 1∆2 ≈ 1. Therefore
E4(∆2) ≈ K
2 |∆2|+ |∆2|
2
.
In particular, if L ≈ τ−1/2, then E4(∆2) ≈ τ |∆|
3
. Similarly,
E8(∆2) ≈ K
6 |∆2|+ |∆2|
4 ≈ τ3 |∆2|
7
,
and hence ∆2 is also additively non-smoothing.
Note that ∆1 and ∆2, although highly structured sets, have qualitatively differ-
ent kinds of structure. The former is the union of ≈ τ−1 many cosets, each of which
is a translate of the same subgroup, while the latter is the union of ≈ τ−1/2 many
cosets, each of which comes from a different subgroup, which do not interact much.
The philosophy behind the structural results for additive non-smoothing sets is
that these two kinds of structure (and natural interpolations between the two) are
the only ways that a set can be additively non-smoothing. This applies, quite cru-
cially, whatever the size of τ . The important thing is that the ratio (E8(∆)/ |∆|
7)/(E4(∆)/ |∆|
3)3
is small, not the size of the energies themselves.
To motivate the form our structural theorem takes, note that in both ∆1 and
∆2 there is a set X ⊂ ∆i and a subgroup H ⊂ ∆i such that |X | |H | ≈ τ |∆|
2 and
E(X,H) ≫ |X | |H |2. Indeed, for ∆1 we take X = ∆1 and H to be the H in its
construction, and for ∆2 we take X = H = Hi for some arbitrary 1 6 i 6 L.
This is the type of structural result we will prove: we show that for any ad-
ditively non-smoothing set we can find such X and H . It is possible to then
apply some further techniques of additive combinatorics, such as the asymmetric
Balog-Szemere´di-Gowers lemma, and use the fact that E(X,H) is near-maximal, to
deduce further, more rigid, structural properties of ∆. Indeed, this is the approach
taken by Bateman and Katz. We have found this simpler energy form to be more
flexible, and in particular it combines well with the spectral boosting method.
The statement of the structural theorem. The following is a precise form of
the structural result described above. Since we cannot obtain information on the
actual additive energy of spectra, but only on their energy relative to spectra of
Bohr sets, we need a structural result that is flexible enough to apply to relative
energies. For this we need the objects we are taking energy relative to to themselves
be highly structured, which is captured by the definition of an additive framework.
Theorem 9.1. There is a constant C > 0 such that the following holds. Let
h, t, k > 2 and τ 6 1/2 be some parameters. Let Γ˜ be an additive framework of
height h and tolerance t, and suppose that ∆ is 12 -robustly (τ, k)-additively non-
smoothing relative to Γ˜, where h 6 C−1 log log k/ log log log k and t > C log k.
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There are X,H ⊂ ∆ and some 1 > δ ≫ τ such that
(1)
|H | ≍ δ |∆|
and for some z
H + z ⊂ {x : 1X ◦ 1X ◦ 1ΓT (x)≫ |X |},
(2)
|X | ≍ τδ−1 |∆| ,
and
(3)
〈1X ◦ 1X , 1H ◦ 1H ◦ 1ΓT 〉 ≫ |H |
2 |X | .
All implicit error bounds are polynomial in th2kτ−
1
log log k−
1
h .
We remark that, although we apply this theorem to subsets of Ĝ, the methods
are entirely elementary and ‘physical’ – that is, at no point do we apply the Fourier
transform or its inverse, and instead repeatedly apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity and the pigeonhole principle. In some sense the result would be more naturally
stated for subsets of G, but since we will apply it to sets of frequencies, we have
presented it in the language of Ĝ for consistency.
We will apply this theorem with h ≍ log log k/ log log log k and t ≍ log k, and so
the implicit constants are polynomial in 2kτ−
log log log k
log log k . Part of the poor quality of
this bound is due to the need to work with the approximate nature of an additive
framework. If one carried out the proof that follows in the non-relative case, when
the additive framework is trivial and all associated Γ(i)s are just {0}, then the
constants would be polynomial in kτ−
1
log k . This is unlikely to be optimal – it
is natural to conjecture that the result should hold with constants bounded by a
polynomial in kτ−1/k. This would have little effect on our final result, however,
without further refinements to the rest of the methods used in this paper.
The proof of this theorem is quite delicate, even without the need to work with
relative energies throughout. We therefore begin with a sketch of the argument in
the non-relative case (when all involved Γ(i) are = {0}) for orientation purposes.
The non-relative case. As this is a sketch, we will be deliberately vague with
notation, and make liberal use of the ≪ and ≈ notation to hide various constants.
We begin with a set ∆ with energy
E4(∆) = 〈1∆ ◦ 1∆, 1∆ ◦ 1∆〉 ≈ τ |∆|
3 ,
for which the higher energy E8 is almost as small as possible, relative to the E4
energy, so that E8(∆) ≪ τ3 |∆|
7. Our goal is to find some X,H ⊂ ∆ such that
|X | |H | ≈ τ |∆|2 such that E(X,H)≫ |X | |H |2.
We first note that by dyadic pigeonholing onE4(∆) =
∑
x 1∆◦1∆(x)
2 there exists
some 1 > δ ≫ τ such that |S| ≈ τδ−2 |∆|, where S = {x : 1∆ ◦ 1∆(x) ≈ δ |∆|}. It
follows that
〈1∆, 1S ∗ 1∆〉 = 〈1S , 1∆ ◦ 1∆〉 ≫ δ |∆| |S| .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
〈1∆, (1S ∗ 1∆)
2〉 ≫ δ2 |∆| |S|2 .
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Expanding out the left-hand side gives∑
a,b∈S
∑
x∈∆
1∆(x − a)1∆(x− b).
We now let F (a, b) denote the inner sum and dyadically pigeonhole again over
the pairs (a, b), so that we find some G ⊂ S × S on which F (a, b) ≈ η |∆|, and
|G| ≈ η−1δ2 |S|2. Note that since F (a, b) 6 1∆ ◦ 1∆(a) we have η ≪ δ.
If η is significantly smaller than δ, then we consider D = {a − b : (a, b) ∈ G},
and note that, since F (a, b) 6 1∆ ◦ 1∆(a − b), if x ∈ D then 1∆ ◦ 1∆(x) ≫ η |∆|.
Furthermore,
〈1S ◦ 1S , 1D〉 > |G| ≫ η
−1δ2 |S|2 .
By the definition of S and the fact that E8(∆)≪ τ3 |∆|
7
we have
〈1S ◦ 1S, 1S ◦ 1S〉 ≪ (δ |∆|)
−4E8(∆)≪ τ
3δ−4 |∆|3 ,
and so, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, |D| ≫ τη−2 |∆|. It follows that, on at
least half of D, say, we must have 1∆ ◦ 1∆(x) ≪ η |∆|. We have therefore found
some D such that |D| ≈ τη−2 |∆| and if x ∈ D then 1∆ ◦ 1∆(x) ≈ η |∆|.
This is the same kind of data that we began the argument with, with D replacing
S, except that δ has been replaced by the smaller η. We now iterate the entire
argument from the beginning, until we find some δ where the corresponding η
satisfies η ≈ δ. Since we also have the trivial estimate
δ |∆| |S| ≪ 〈1S , 1∆ ◦ 1∆〉 6 |∆|
2 ,
and hence the upper bound |S| ≪ δ−1 |∆|, if |S| ≈ τδ−2 |∆| then δ ≫ τ . In
particular, the δ parameter cannot decrease indefinitely, and hence this argument
must terminate (after a reasonable number of steps) in the case η ≈ δ.
In this case, we have some G ⊂ S×S of size |G| ≫ δ |S|2 such that F (a, b) ≈ δ |∆|
if (a, b) ∈ G. In particular there exists some a ∈ S and S′ ⊂ S of size |S′| ≈ τδ−1 |∆|
such that, if we let ∆′ = ∆ ∩ (∆ + a), then |∆′| ≈ 1∆ ◦ 1∆(a) ≈ δ |∆| and, since
1∆′ ◦ 1∆(b) = F (a, b) ≈ δ |∆|,
〈1S′ , 1∆′ ◦ 1∆〉 ≈ |∆
′| |S′| ≈ τ |∆|2 .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,∑
a,b∈∆′
∑
x∈S′
1∆(x− a)1∆(x − b)≫ |∆
′|
2
|S′| .
Simple pigeonholing shows that this sum must be concentrated where the inner sum
is ≈ |S′| ≈ τδ−1 |∆|, and thus since the inner sum is also at most 1∆ ◦ 1∆(a− b) we
have shown that
〈1∆′ ◦ 1∆′ , 1T 〉 ≫ |∆
′|
2
,
where
T = {x : 1∆ ◦ 1∆(x)≫ τδ
−1 |∆|}.
We now remove ∆′ from ∆ and repeat the entire argument with ∆\∆′, provided
this is at least half of ∆ still. Continuing in this manner, we arrive at disjoint
∆1, . . . ,∆K ⊂ ∆, each of size |∆i| ≈ δi |∆|, and an associated Ti such that Si ⊂
{x : 1∆ ◦ 1∆(x)≫ τδ
−1
i |∆|} and
〈1∆i ◦ 1∆i , 1Ti〉 ≫ |∆i|
2
.
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By dyadic pigeonholing yet again, we can assume that there is some δ along with
≫ δ−1 many i for which δi ≈ δ, and thus all the Ti are the same set, say T .
Now, since
〈1T , 1∆i ◦ 1∆i〉 ≫ δ
2 |∆|2 ,
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality∑
x,y∈T
∑
a∈∆i
1∆i(a− x)1∆i(a− y)≫ δ
3 |∆|3 .
The left-hand side is ∑
x∈T
〈1T , 1∆i ◦ 1∆i,x〉,
say. We now sum this over all δ−1 many i. Let F (x) =
∑
i |∆i,x| ≪ 1∆◦1∆(x). The
inner product is bounded above by δ |∆|F (x), and so the contribution from those
x such that F (x)≫ τδ−1 |∆| is negligible. Furthermore, since |T | ≪ τ−1δ2 |∆|, we
can restrict to those x such that the inner product is ≈ τ |∆|2. That is, we have
T ′ ⊂ T such that |T ′| ≈ τ−1δ2 |∆|3 and if x ∈ T ′ then
〈1T ,
∑
i
1∆i ◦ 1∆i,x〉 ≈ τ |∆|
2
.
By a couple of applications of dyadic pigeonholing we can find Tx ⊂ T and η
such that |Tx| ≈ δη−1 |∆| and∑
i
1∆i ◦ 1∆i,x(y) ≈ ητδ
−1 |∆|
for y ∈ Tx. Using the fact that E8(∆) ≪ τ
3 |∆|7 in a similar fashion to the above,
moreover, we can deduce that η ≈ 1.
We now fix some x ∈ T with an associated T ′ ⊂ T of size |T ′| ≈ δ |∆| on which,
with ∆′i = ∆i,x, ∑
i
1∆i ◦ 1∆′i(y) ≈ τδ
−1 |∆| .
Note that, by the above,
∑
i |∆
′
i| = F (x) ≈ τδ
−1 |∆|. By the pigeonhole principle
(and relabelling if necessary) there exists some M such that for all 1 6 i 6M ,
〈1T ′ , 1∆i ◦ 1∆′i〉 ≈M
−1τ |∆|2
and |∆′i| ≈ M
−1τδ−1 |∆|. Summing over all 1 6 i 6 M and applying the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality, ∑
16i,j6M
〈1∆i ∗ 1∆′j , 1∆j ∗ 1∆′i〉 ≫ τ
2δ−1 |∆|3 .
In particular, using the trivial fact that
〈1∆i ∗ 1∆′j , 1∆j ∗ 1∆′i〉 6 |∆i| |∆
′
i|
∣∣∆′j∣∣≪M−2τ2δ−2 |∆|3
for any 1 6 i, j 6M , there exists some 1 6 j 6M and ≫M many i such that
〈1∆i ∗ 1∆′j , 1∆j ∗ 1∆′i〉 ≫M
−2τ2δ−1 |∆|3 .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
〈1∆i ∗ 1∆′j , 1∆i ∗ 1∆′j〉 ≫M
−2τ2δ−1 |∆|3 .
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Taking the union of all the ∆i, we have found someH (namely ∆
′
j) andX (the union
of the ∆i) such that |H | ≈ M−1τδ−1 |∆|, |X | ≈ Mδ |∆|, so that |X | |H | ≈ τ |∆|,
and E(X,H)≫ |X | |H |2.
The proof of relative structure. We now begin the proof of Theorem 9.1 proper
by establishing the following simple, but crucial, lemma.
Lemma 9.2. Let Γ,Γ′ be arbitrary sets, and suppose that A is any Γ′-orthogonal
set. Then for any a, b and non-negative functions f, g∑
x∈A
f ◦ 1Γ(a+ x)g ◦ 1Γ′(b + x) 6 (f ◦ g) ◦ 1Γ−Γ′(a− b).
Proof. The left-hand side we write as∑
x∈A
∑
v∈Γ′
∑
u∈Γ
f(a+ x+ u)g(b+ x+ v).
For t ∈ A+ Γ′ let vt be the v such that t = x+ v with x ∈ A and v ∈ Γ′, which is
unique by orthogonality. We can then write the above as∑
t∈A+Γ′
∑
w∈Γ−vt
f(a+ t+ w)g(b + t)
which is at most ∑
w∈Γ−Γ′
f ◦ g(w + a− b) = (f ◦ g) ◦ 1Γ−Γ′(a− b). 
The following lemma allows us to find a subset of an additively non-smoothing
set ∆ with some structure. This corresponds to the first part of the sketch above.
Lemma 9.3. There is a constant C > 0 such that the following holds. Let h, t, k > 2
and τ 6 1/2 be some parameters. Suppose that Γ˜ is an additive framework of height
h and tolerance t, and that ∆ is (τ, k)-additively non-smoothing relative to Γ˜, where
h 6 C−1 log log k/ log log log k and t > C log k.
There is some δ ≫ τ2 and ∆′ ⊂ ∆ and S such that
S ⊂ {x : 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ(x) > δ |∆|},
|S| ≍ τδ−1 |∆| |Γ| ,
|∆′| ≪ δ |∆| ,
and
〈1∆′ , 1S ∗ 1∆+Γ〉 ≫ τ |∆|
2 |Γ| ,
where Γ = Γ(i)+ ℓ1Γ
(i+1)+ · · · ℓjΓ(i+j) for some 2 6 i 6 h and 0 6 j 6 h− i, where∑
ℓr 6 t. Here all the implied constants are polynomial in
th2kτ−
1
log log k−
1
h .
The proof is iterative and quite delicate (and is where the requirements for an
additive framework come from), and we defer it to the following section. For now,
we show how the structural Theorem 9.1 follows from Lemma 9.3.
All bounds implicit in the ≫ and ≍ notation will be, for the remainder of this
section only, up to polynomial losses in th2k
1/2
τ−
1
log log k−
1
h .
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Proof of Theorem 9.1. We begin by applying Lemma 9.3, which produces some
∆1 with associated S1, δ1, and Γ1. If |∆1| >
1
2 |∆| then we stop. Otherwise we
apply Lemma 9.3 to ∆\∆1, and repeat. Importantly, the fact that ∆ is robustly
(τ, k)-additively non-smoothing ensures that ∆′ ⊂ ∆ remains (τ, k)-additively non-
smoothing provided |∆′| > 12 |∆|. We may therefore continue to apply Lemma 9.3
until we find disjoint ∆1, . . . ,∆K (with associated Si, δi, and Γi satisfying the
conclusions of Lemma 9.3) such that |∪∆i| >
1
2 |∆|.
By dyadic pigeonholing, we may find ≫ K many 1 6 i 6 K such that the
associated δi all lie in the same dyadic range, say 2δ > δi > δ, and furthermore the
sum of all the corresponding |∆i| is≫ |∆|. In particular, since |∆i| ≪ δi |∆| ≪ δ |∆|
for all such i, we have K ≫ δ−1. By a further dyadic pigeonholing we may assume
that all the associated Γi are the same, say Γ
′ (since there are O(hth) many possible
Γi, the implicit loss is only a factor of O(1) according to our conventions in this
section). For brevity, let Γ = Γ(1). Reducing K if necessary, we will henceforth
assume that all δi and Γi satisfy these restrictions.
Observe that it is an immediate consequence of our definitions of additive frame-
work and additively non-smoothing that ∆ (and hence any subset of ∆) is, in
particular, both Γ′ and Γ-orthogonal. This means that we can freely interchange
1∆+Γ and 1∆ ∗ 1Γ, for example.
For the moment, fix some such 1 6 i 6 K, and note that
〈1∆i , 1Si ∗ 1∆+Γ′〉 ≫ τ |∆|
2 |Γ′| ,
where |Si| ≍ τδ−1 |∆| |Γ′|. By the popularity principle, there is a set ∆′i ⊂ ∆i on
which 1Si ∗ 1∆+Γ′ ≍ |Si|, with |∆
′
i| ≫ |∆i|, and by the popularity principle again,
there is S′i ⊂ Si on which 1∆′i ◦ 1∆+Γ′ ≫ δ |∆|, and |S
′
i| ≫ |Si|.
Let S′′i ⊂ S
′
i be a maximal Γ-orthogonal subset, so that S
′
i ⊂ S
′′
i + ΓT (since
Γ− Γ ⊂ ΓT ). In particular
〈1∆′i+Γ′ ◦ 1∆, 1S′′i ∗ 1ΓT 〉 > 〈1∆′i+Γ′ ◦ 1∆, 1S′i〉 ≫ τ |∆|
2 |Γ′| ,
and so |S′′i | ≫ τδ
−1 |∆|, where we have used the ΓT -orthogonality of ∆ to bound
‖1∆ ∗ 1ΓT ‖∞ 6 1, and the fact that |∆i| ≪ δ |∆|. We now use the fact that
1Γ′ ≪ |Γ|
−1 1Γ ◦ 1Γ (using that Γ′ ⊂ Γ(2) − Γ(2)) to see that, since S′′i ⊂ S
′
i and so
〈1∆′i+Γ′ ◦ 1∆, 1S′′i 〉 ≫ δ |∆| |S
′′
i | ,
we have
〈1∆′i+Γ ◦ 1S′′i +Γ, 1∆〉 ≫ τ |∆|
2 |Γ| .
By the popularity principle there is a subset S˜i ⊂ S′′i +Γ on which 1∆′i+Γ◦1∆ ≫ δ |∆|
and |S˜i| ≫ τδ
−1 |∆| |Γ|. Discarding elements if necessary, we will henceforth assume
that |S˜i| ≍ τδ−1 |∆| |Γ|, and note that
〈1∆′i+Γ ◦ 1∆, 1S˜i〉 ≫ τ |∆|
2 |Γ| .
By dyadic pigeonholing, there exists some 1 > ηi ≫ τ and some ∆˜i ⊂ ∆′i + Γ on
which 1S˜i ∗ 1∆ ≈ ηi |∆|, say, and |∆˜i| ≫ τη
−1
i |∆| |Γ|. In particular,∑
x∈∆i+Γ
1S˜i ∗ 1∆(x)
2 ≫ ηiτ |∆|
3 |Γ| .
We carry out the above procedure for each 1 6 i 6 K, obtaining an associated
ηi. By a further dyadic pigeonholing, reducing K by a factor of O(1) if necessary,
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we can assume that all the ηi are in the same dyadic range, so that 2η > ηi > η, say.
We therefore have, summing over all such i, using the fact that the ∆i are disjoint
subsets of ∆, which is Γ-orthogonal, and that S˜i ⊂ S = {x : 1∆+Γ ◦ 1∆ ≫ δ |∆|},∑
i
∑
x∈∆i+Γ
1S ∗ 1∆(x)
2 ≫ ηδ−1τ |∆|3 |Γ| .
The left-hand side is at most
E(S,∆) =
∑
x
1S ∗ 1∆(x)
2,
which is by the non-smoothing property,
≪ (δ |∆|)−2〈1∆+Γ ∗ 1
(2)
∆ , 1∆+Γ ∗ 1
(2)
∆ 〉 ≪ δ
−2τ2 |∆|3 |Γ| .
It follows that η ≪ τδ−1. Since |∆′i| ≪ δ |∆| and ∆˜i ⊂ ∆
′
i + Γ satisfies |∆˜i| ≫
τη−1 |∆| |Γ|, we also have η ≫ τδ−1, so that we may henceforth assume that η (and
in particular each ηi) is ≍ τδ−1.
Now let Gi be the set of pairs (a, b) ∈ ∆′i × Γ such that a + b ∈ ∆˜i. Since we
have ∑
x∈S˜i
∑
(a,b)∈Gi
1∆(a+ b− x) = 〈1S˜i , 1∆˜i ◦ 1∆〉 ≫ η |∆| |∆˜i| ≫ τ |∆|
2 |Γ| ,
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,∑
(a1,b1)∈Gi
(a2,b2)∈Gi
∑
x∈S˜i
1∆(a1 + b1 − x)1∆(a2 + b2 − x)≫ τδ |∆|
3 |Γ| ,
and hence in particular,
∑
a1,a2∈∆′i
∑
b1∈Γ
1(a1,b1)∈Gi
∑
x∈S˜i
1∆(a1 + b1 − x)1∆+Γ(a2 − x)
≫ τδ |∆|3 |Γ| .
The inner bracketed sum is ≪ 1S˜i ∗ 1∆(a1 + b1), and hence by our choice of ∆˜i
is ≪ τδ−1 |∆|. Furthermore, since |∆′i| ≪ δ |∆|, we can also further restrict the
summation to those pairs (a1, a2) such that the bracketed sum is≫ τδ−1 |∆|, losing
only a constant factor on the right-hand side. Since the bracketed sum is also
≪ 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ(a1 − a2 + b1), this shows that
〈1∆′i ◦ 1∆′i+Γ, 1T 〉 ≫ δ
2 |∆|2 |Γ| ,
where
T = {x : 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ(x)≫ τδ
−1 |∆|}.
By the popularity principle, there is some ∆′′i ⊂ ∆
′
i on which 1T ∗1∆′i+Γ ≫ δ |∆| |Γ|
such that |∆′′i | ≫ δ |∆|.
We perform a similar manoeuvre, now beginning with the inequality
〈1∆′′i , 1Si ∗ 1∆+Γ′〉 ≫ τ |∆|
2 |Γ′| ,
which holds since ∆′′i ⊂ ∆
′
i, and ∆
′
i was constructed so that 1Si ∗ 1∆+Γ′ ≫
τδ−1 |∆| |Γ′| pointwise on ∆′i. As above, by dyadic pigeonholing, we can find
some 1 > ηi ≫ τ and some ∆˜i ⊂ ∆
′′
i + Γ
′ such that 1Si ∗ 1∆ ≈ ηi |∆|, and
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|∆˜i| ≫ τη
−1
i |∆| |Γ
′|. Once again considering this over all i, reducingK by dyadic pi-
geonholing again if necessary, and using the fact that Si ⊂ {x : 1∆+Γ′ ◦1∆ ≫ δ |∆|},
we may assume that ηi ≍ τδ−1 for all i.
If we let Gi ⊂ ∆′′i × Γ
′ be the set of pairs such that a + b ∈ ∆˜i then again, by
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,∑
a1,a2∈∆′′i
∑
b1∈Γ′
1(a1,b1)∈Gi
(∑
x∈Si
1∆(a1 + b1 − x)1∆+Γ′(a2 − x)
)
≫ τδ |∆|3 |Γ′| .
As above, since the inner sum is bounded above by 1Si ∗ 1∆(a1 + b1) ≪ τδ
−1 |∆|,
it follows that
〈1∆′′i ◦ 1∆′′i +Γ′ , 1T ′〉 ≫ δ
2 |∆|2 |Γ′| ,
where
T ′ = {x : 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ′(x)≫ τδ
−1 |∆|}.
In particular, recalling the condition placed on ∆′′i , we have
〈1∆′′i , (1T ′ ∗ 1∆′′i +Γ′)(1T ∗ 1∆′i+Γ)〉 ≫ δ
3 |∆|3 |Γ| |Γ′| ,
and so, in particular, using ∆′i,∆
′′
i ⊂ ∆i,
〈1∆i , (1T ′ ∗ 1∆i+Γ′)(1T ∗ 1∆i+Γ)〉 ≫ δ
3 |∆|3 |Γ| |Γ′| .
The above is true for ≫ δ−1 many 1 6 i 6 K.
Changing the order of summation, we can write this as∑
x∈T ′
〈1T , 1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≫ δ
3 |∆|3 |Γ| |Γ′| ,
where ∆i,x = ∆i ∩ (∆i + Γ′ + x), so that
∑
i |∆i,x| =
∑
i 1∆i+Γ′ ◦ 1∆i(x) = F (x),
say. We now sum over all ≫ δ−1 many i. It follows that
(7)
∑
x∈T ′
〈1T ,
∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≫ δ
2 |∆|3 |Γ| |Γ′| .
The inner product is, for fixed x ∈ T ′, bounded above by ≪ δ |∆| |Γ|F (x). We
now claim that the contribution to (7) from those x such that F (x) > Cτδ−1 |∆|
for some sufficiently large C (which still satisfies C ≪ 1) is negligible. Indeed, let
T ′′ ⊂ T ′ be the set of those x ∈ T ′ such that F (x) 6 Cτδ−1 |∆|. If∑
x 6∈T ′′
〈1T ,
∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 >
1
2
∑
x∈T ′
〈1T ,
∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉
then ∑
x 6∈T ′′
F (x)≫ δ |∆|2 |Γ′| ,
and so ∑
x 6∈T ′′
F (x)2 ≫ Cτ |∆|3 |Γ′| .
For C sufficiently large, since F (x) 6 1∆+Γ′ ◦ 1∆(x), this contradicts the fact that∑
x
F (x)2 ≪ 〈1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ′, 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ′〉 ≪ τ |∆|
3 |Γ′| .
Therefore ∑
x∈T ′′
〈1T ,
∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≫ δ
2 |∆|3 |Γ| |Γ′| .
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Furthermore, since
〈1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ′ , 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ′〉 ≪ τ |∆|
3 |Γ′| ,
we have |T ′′| 6 |T ′| ≪ τ−1δ2 |∆| |Γ′|. In particular, by the popularity principle,
there is T ′′′ ⊂ T ′′ on which the inner product is ≫ τ |∆|2 |Γ|, such that
(8)
∑
x∈T ′′′
〈1T ,
∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≫ δ
2 |∆|3 |Γ| |Γ′| .
In particular, for x ∈ T ′′′, we have F (x) ≍ τδ−1 |∆| and
〈1T ,
∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≍ τ |∆|
2 |Γ| .
For each fixed x ∈ T ′′′ we perform a dyadic pigeonholing to find some 1 > κx ≫ τ
and Tx ⊂ T such that
|Tx| ≫ κ
−1
x δ |∆| |Γ|
and ∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ(y) ≈ κxτδ
−1 |∆| for all y ∈ Tx.
We then dyadically pigeonhole yet again to ensure that the contribution to (8) is
dominated by T ′′′′, say, which is the set of those x ∈ T ′′′ such that 2κ > κx > κ for
some 1 > κ≫ τ . Therefore,
(9)
∑
x∈T ′′′′
∑
y∈Tx
(∑
i
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ(y)
)1/2
≫ κ−1/2δ5/2τ−1/2 |∆|5/2 |Γ| |Γ′| .
By Lemma 9.2 we have
1∆i,x ◦ 1∆i+Γ(y) =
∑
a∈∆i
1∆i+Γ(a− y)1∆i+Γ′(a− x)
6 1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γ−Γ′(x− y).
Furthermore,∑
i
∑
z
1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γ−Γ′(z)≪
∑
i
|∆i|
2 |Γ− Γ′| ≪ δ |∆|2 |Γ| ,
Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on (9),
〈1T ◦ 1T ′′′′ , 1T ◦ 1T ′′′′〉δ |∆|
2 |Γ| ≫ κ−1δ5τ−1 |∆|5 |Γ|2 |Γ′|
2
.
By the additive non-smoothing upper bound on the higher additive energy, however,
recalling the definitions of T and T ′, since T ′′′′ ⊂ T ′,
〈1T ◦ 1T ′′′′ , 1T ◦ 1T ′′′′〉 ≪ (τδ
−1 |∆|)−4〈1
(4)
∆ ∗ 1Γ ∗ 1Γ′ , 1
(4)
∆ ∗ 1Γ ∗ 1Γ′〉
≪ τ−1δ4 |∆|3 |Γ′|
2
|Γ| ,
and hence κ≫ 1.
We now fix some x ∈ T ′′′′, and choose T˜ ⊂ Tx with |T˜ | ≍ δ |∆| |Γ|, and let
∆′i = ∆i,x, so that F (x) =
∑
i |∆
′
i| ≍ τδ
−1 |∆| and∑
i
〈1T˜ , 1∆′i ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≍ τ |∆|
2 |Γ| .
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By the dyadic pigeonhole principle we may choose some 1 6 M ≪ δ−1 such that
(after relabelling) for all 1 6 i 6M we have
〈1T˜ , 1∆′i ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≍M
−1τ |∆|2 |Γ| .
This trivially implies a lower bound of |∆′i| ≫ M
−1τδ−1 |∆|, and by pigeonholing
further if necessary we can also assume that |∆′i| ≍ M
−1τδ−1 |∆| for 1 6 i 6 M .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality∑
16i,j6M
〈1∆i+Γ ∗ 1∆′j , 1∆j+Γ ∗ 1∆′i〉 ≫ δ
−1τ2 |∆|3 |Γ| .
By averaging, there exists some 1 6 j 6M and ≫M many i such that
〈1∆i+Γ ∗ 1∆′j , 1∆j+Γ ∗ 1∆′i〉 ≫M
−2δ−1τ2 |∆|3 |Γ| .
In particular, there is ∆′ ⊂ ∆ with |∆′| ≈M−1τδ−1 |∆| such that
〈1∆′ ◦ 1∆′, 1∆i+Γ ◦ 1∆i+Γ〉 ≫ δ |∆| |∆
′|
2
|Γ| .
We now let X = ⊔∆i, so that |X | ≍Mδ |∆| and
〈1X+Γ ◦ 1X+Γ, 1∆′ ◦ 1∆′〉 ≫ |X | |∆
′|
2
|Γ| .
In particular, there is some translate of ∆′, say ∆′ + z, such that
〈1X+Γ ◦ 1X+Γ, 1∆′+z〉 ≫ |X | |∆
′| |Γ| .
By the popularity principle there existsH ⊂ ∆′ such that 1X+Γ◦1X+Γ(x)≫ |X | |Γ|
for all x ∈ H + z, and |H | ≫ |∆′|. Since 1Γ ◦ 1Γ ≪ |Γ| 1ΓT , we in particular have
H + z ⊂ {x : 1X ◦ 1X+ΓT ≫ |X |}.
Finally, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
〈1X+Γ ◦ 1X+Γ, 1H ◦ 1H〉 ≫ |X | |H |
2 |Γ| ,
and the third part of the structural theorem follows by again using 1Γ◦1Γ ≪ |Γ| 1ΓT
(and replacing δ by M−1τδ−1). 
10. Finding a structured piece
In this section we prove Lemma 9.3. We have already given a sketch of how
to proceed in the previous section, but since we must work within an additive
framework which is only approximately structured, the iteration takes some care.
We will need to work between multiple levels of the framework Γ˜.
For the rest of this section, let h, t, k > 2 and τ ∈ (0, 1) be some fixed parameters,
∆ be a fixed set, and Γ˜ be a fixed additive framework of height h and tolerance
t, such that ∆ is (τ, k)-additively non-smoothing relative to Γ˜. In particular, this
implies that whenever ∆′ ⊂ ∆ and Γ′ ⊂ ΓT the set ∆′ is Γ′-orthogonal, which we
will make frequent use of.
To help structure the argument, we introduce the notion of ‘viscosity’. To provide
some motivation, we note that if ∆ has E4(∆) ≈ τ |∆|
3
, then if Sδ = {x : 1∆ ◦
1∆(x) ≈ δ |∆|}, we must have |Sδ| ≪ τδ−2 |∆|. We refer to Sδ as a symmetry
set at ‘depth’ δ. If |Sδ| is close to this maximum size, then this is some kind of
‘thickness’ at depth δ, and so we refer informally to the ratio |Si| /τδ−2 |∆| as the
‘viscosity’ at depth δ. By the dyadic pigeonhole principle we can be sure of finding
some depth 1 > δ ≫ τ with high viscosity (that is, &τ 1). It does not matter much
at what depth this occurs. Indeed, we cannot hope to control at which depth a
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high viscosity occurs, as can be seen by considering the examples of structured sets
given in the previous section. For those examples, it can be checked that ∆1 has
high viscosity at depths 1 and τ , and ∆2 has high viscosity at depth τ
1/2.
We will require a relative version of viscosity that operates on multiple levels
of an additive framework simultaneously. To this end, we introduce the following
definition. Let S denote the collection of symmetric subsets of Ĝ that contain 0.
Definition 10.1 (Multiscale viscosity). Let ε ∈ [0, 1], ~δ ∈ [0, 1]n and ~Γ ∈ Sn for
some n > 1. We say that ∆ has viscosity ε at depths (~δ, ~Γ) if there exist
∆ = ∆0 ⊃ ∆1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ ∆n
such that, for 1 6 i 6 n,
|∆i| > ε |∆| ,
and the sets
Si = {x : 2δi |∆| > 1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γi(x) > δi |∆|},
satisfy
|Si| > ετδ
−2
i |∆| |Γi|,
and, for 1 < i 6 n and x ∈ ∆i,
1Si−1 ∗ 1∆i−1+Γi−1(x) >
1
2δi−1 |Si−1| .
Note that it follows from the trivial bound
∑
x∈Si
1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γi(x) 6 |∆i|
2 |Γi|
that δi > ετ for each i.
The reader should think of ε as being≫ 1, as it will remain throughout the proof
(up to polynomial losses in th2kτ−
1
log log k−
1
h ). The most important role that ε plays
is in giving a lower bound for the size of Si – its dual role in lower bounding the
size of ∆i is far less important, and we use it to control both largely for simplicity.
The sets Γi need not be the same as the levels Γ
(i) of the additive framework,
but will be closely related to these. In fact, we begin by showing that we have high
viscosity at some depth with the level Γ(1).
Lemma 10.2. There exists some 1 > δ1 > τ/4 such that ∆ has viscosity τ
O(1/k)
at depth
(
δ1,Γ
(1)
)
.
Proof. By the definition of additive non-smoothing,
〈1∆ ◦ 1∆, 1∆ ◦ 1∆ ◦ 1ΓB〉 > τ |∆|
3 .
Since 1Γ(1) ◦1Γ(1) >
1
2 |Γ
(1)| 1ΓB by the definition of additive framework, this implies
that
〈1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ(1) , 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ(1)〉 >
1
2τ |∆|
3 |Γ(1)|.
(Recall that ∆ is Γ(1)-orthogonal, since it is ΓT -orthogonal.) By dyadic pigeonhol-
ing, we get some 1 > η > τ/4 and a set S of size
|S| &τ τη
−2 |∆| |Γ(1)|
such that
2η |∆| > 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γ(1)(x) > η |∆| for all x ∈ S.
This immediately implies the conclusion, with ∆1 = ∆ and δ1 = η (note that
the final condition of multiscale viscosity is vacuously true when n = 1), since by
assumption log(1/τ) 6 τ−1/k. 
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The following lemma allows us to extend the number of scales on which we have
high viscosity, using the levels of the additive framework. We recall that S denotes
the collection of symmetric subsets of Ĝ that contain 0.
Lemma 10.3. Let 1 6 n < h. Suppose that ∆ has viscosity ε at depths (~δ, ~Γ), where
δ ∈ [0, 1]n and ~Γ ∈ Sn, and ε 6 min(12 , τ
1/k), where Γn − Γn ⊂ ΓT . Then there ex-
ists 1 > δn+1 > ετ such that ∆ has viscosity ε
O(1) at depths
(
(~δ, δn+1), (~Γ,Γ
(n+1))
)
.
Proof. By definition
〈1∆n , 1Sn ∗ 1∆n+Γn〉 = 〈1Sn , 1∆n ◦ 1∆n+Γn〉 > δn |Sn| |∆| .
By dyadic pigeonholing there exists some η > δn/2 and some ∆n+1 ⊂ ∆n such that
if x ∈ ∆n+1 then
1Sn ∗ 1∆n+Γn(x) > η |Sn| ,
and |∆n+1| &δn η
−1δn |∆|.
In particular,∑
a,b∈Sn
∑
x∈∆n+1
1∆n+Γn(x− a)1∆n+Γn(x− b) = 〈1∆n+1, (1Sn ∗ 1∆n+Γn)
2〉
> η2 |Sn|
2 |∆n+1| .
The innermost sum is at most 1∆n ◦ 1∆n ◦ 1Γn−Γn(a − b) by Lemma 9.2 and the
Γn-orthogonality of ∆n+1 (which is guaranteed since Γn ⊂ ΓT and ∆ itself is ΓT -
orthogonal), and hence
〈1Sn ◦ 1Sn , 1∆n ◦ 1∆n ◦ 1Γn−Γn〉 > η
2 |Sn|
2 |∆n+1| .
By the definition of Sn it follows that
〈1
(3)
∆ ◦ 1
(3)
∆ ∗ 1Γn ∗ 1Γn , 1Γn−Γn〉 > δ
2
nη
2 |Sn|
2 |∆|2 |∆n+1| .
Since Γn − Γn ⊂ ΓT , the non-smoothing assumption gives that the left-hand side
is at most τ2−1/k |∆|5 |Γn|2, and hence, using the various bounds we have on the
sizes involved,
τ2−1/k |∆|5 |Γn|
2 &δn δ
2
nη
2 · ε2τ2δ−4n |∆|
2 |Γn|
2 · |∆|2 · η−1δn |∆|
and so, after simplifying,
η .δn τ
−1/kε−2δn.
By the robust energy lower bound in the definition of non-smoothing, and the fact
that 1Γ(n+1) ◦ 1Γ(n+1) >
1
2 |Γ
(n+1)|1ΓB , writing ν = |∆n+1| / |∆| we see that
〈1∆n+1 ◦ 1∆n+1+Γ(n+1) , 1∆n+1 ◦ 1∆n+1+Γ(n+1)〉 >
1
2τν
4 |∆|3 |Γ(n+1)|.
By dyadic pigeonholing, there exists some 1 > δn+1 > τν
2/4 such that if
Sn+1 = {x : 2δn+1 |∆| > 1∆n+1 ◦ 1∆n+1+Γ(n+1)(x) > δn+1 |∆|}
then
|Sn+1| &τν τν
4δ−2n+1 |∆| |Γ
(n+1)|.
The conclusion now follows, since δn > ετ (as follows from the definition of viscos-
ity), log(τ−1) 6 τ−1/k, and
ν &δn ε
2τ1/k,
and so all implicit constants are at worst polynomial in ε. 
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The following lemma either produces a new viscosity vector at some depth vector
which is smaller (lexicographically in ~δ), or else finds a large structured piece of ∆.
Lemma 10.4. Let ν ∈ [0, 1] be a parameter, and suppose that n > 2 and ~Γ ∈ Sn
satisfies Γi − Γi+1 ⊂ ΓT and |Γi − Γi+1| 6 2 |Γi| for all 1 6 i < n. Suppose further
that ε 6 min(12 , τ
1/k).
If ∆ has viscosity ε at depths (~δ, ~Γ) then either
(1) for some 1 6 i < n there is δ′i 6 νδi such that ∆ has viscosity ε
O(1) at
depths (~δ′, ~Γ′) with
~δ′ = (δ1, . . . , δi−1, δ
′
i)
and
~Γ′ = (Γ1, . . . ,Γi−1,Γi + Γi+1),
or
(2) for every 1 6 i < n we have
δi+1 ≫ ε
O(1)νδi
and there is ∆′i ⊂ ∆ with |∆
′
i| ≪ δi |∆| and S
′
i+1 ⊂ Si+1 with
τδ−1i+1 |∆| |Γi+1| &τ
∣∣S′i+1∣∣ > εO(1)τδ−1i+1 |∆| |Γi+1|
such that
〈1∆′i ◦ 1∆i+1+Γi+1 , 1S′i+1〉 > ε
O(1)νδi |∆|
∣∣S′i+1∣∣ .
Note that in the first case of the conclusion, we keep only the first i components of
the depth vectors and discard the rest; the point is that the depth δi has decreased
at scale i, so the overall depth vector has decreased lexicographically.
Proof. Fix some 1 6 i < n. By construction,
〈1∆i+1 , 1Si+1 ∗ 1∆i+1+Γi+1〉 = 〈1Si+1 , 1∆i+1 ◦ 1∆i+1+Γi+1〉 > δi+1 |∆| |Si+1| .
It follows that, since 1Si ∗ 1∆i+Γi(x) ≫ δi |Si| for x ∈ ∆i+1,
〈1∆i+1 , (1Si ∗ 1∆i+Γi)(1Si+1 ∗ 1∆i+1+Γi+1)〉 ≫ δiδi+1 |Si| |Si+1| |∆| .
The left-hand side can be expanded as∑
a∈Si
∑
b∈Si+1
∑
x∈∆i+1
1∆i+Γi(x− a)1∆i+1+Γi+1(x− b).
Let the innermost sum be denoted by Fi(a, b). By the Γi+1-orthogonality of ∆i+1
and Lemma 9.2,
Fi(a, b) 6 1∆i ◦ 1∆i+1 ◦ 1Γi−Γi+1(b− a).
By dyadic pigeonholing there exists some 1 > ηi ≫ δiδi+1 and Gi ⊂ Si×Si+1 such
that |Gi| &τ η
−1
i δiδi+1 |Si| |Si+1| such that if (a, b) ∈ Gi then 2ηi |∆| > Fi(a, b) >
ηi |∆|.
Let D = {a− b : (a, b) ∈ Gi}, so that
〈1Si ◦ 1Si+1 , 1D〉 > |Gi| &τ η
−1
i δiδi+1 |Si| |Si+1| .
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By assumption, and using the upper bound from additive non-smoothing, and the
fact that Γi ⊂ ΓT ,
〈1Si ◦ 1Si+1 , 1Si ◦ 1Si+1〉 6 (δiδi+1 |∆|
2
)−2
∥∥1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γi ∗ 1∆i+1 ◦ 1∆i+1+Γi+1∥∥22
6 τ3−1/kδ−2i δ
−2
i+1 |∆|
3 |Γi+1|
2 |Γi| .
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, therefore,
|D| &τ
η−2i δ
2
i δ
2
i+1 |Si|
2 |Si+1|
2
τ3−1/kδ−2i δ
−2
i+1 |∆|
3 |Γi| |Γi+1|
2
and so, after simplifying and recalling the lower bounds on the sizes of Si and Si+1,
|D| &τ ε
4τ1/kτη−2i |∆| |Γi| &τ ε
4τ1/kτη−2i |∆| |Γi − Γi+1| ,
since |Γi| ≫ |Γi − Γi+1|. We claim that, if ηi is sufficiently small, then this means
we are in the first case of the lemma. Indeed, since Γi − Γi+1 ⊂ ΓT , the upper
bound on energies from additive non-smoothing gives
〈1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γi−Γi+1 , 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γi−Γi+1〉 6 τ
1−1/k |∆|3 |Γi − Γi+1| .
It follows from the lower bound on the size of D that there exists a C .τ ε
−4τ−2/k
such that, if
D′ = {x ∈ D : 1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γi−Γi+1(x) 6 Cηi |∆|},
then |D′| > 12 |D|. Furthermore, if x ∈ D then
1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γi−Γi+1(x) > 1∆i+1 ◦ 1∆i+Γi−Γi+1(x) > ηi |∆| .
In particular, by dyadic pigeonholing, there exists some Cηi > δ
′
i > ηi such that
the set
S′i = {x : 2δ
′
i |∆| > 1∆i ◦ 1∆i+Γi−Γi+1(x) > δ
′
i |∆|}
has size &τ ε
4τ1/kτη−2i |∆| |Γi − Γi+1|.
If ηi 6
ν
C δi for some 1 6 i < n, therefore, we are in the first case of the lemma,
with the set Si being replaced by S
′
i and all the auxiliary ∆j for j 6 i and Sj for
j < i remaining the same.
Otherwise, we have that ηi ≫ εO(1)νδi for all 1 6 i < n. Note that, since
F (a, b) 6 1∆i+1◦1∆i+1+Γi+1(b)≪ δi+1 |∆|, this in particular implies that ε
O(1)νδi ≪
δi+1 for all 1 6 i < n. Furthermore, since a ∈ Si, we have
Fi(a, b) 6 1∆i+1 ◦ 1∆i+Γi(a)≪ δi |∆| ,
and so ηi ≪ δi. Therefore, with Gi ⊂ Si × Si+1 as above, we have
|Gi| &τ δi+1 |Si| |Si+1|
and if (a, b) ∈ Gi then
Fi(a, b) = 1∆i,a ◦ 1∆i+1+Γi+1(b)≫ ε
O(1)νδi |∆| ,
where ∆i,a = ∆i+1 ∩ (∆i+Γi+ a). Note that, since a ∈ Si, we have |∆i,a| ≪ δi |∆|.
Applying the pigeonhole principle to Gi there must exist some a ∈ Si which
appears in many pairs (a, b) ∈ Gi – that is, there is some S′i+1 ⊂ Si+1 such that∣∣S′i+1∣∣ &τ δi+1 |Si+1| &τ ετδi+1 |∆| |Γ|
with (a, b) ∈ Gi for all b ∈ S′i+1. Discarding elements if necessary, we may suppose
that ∣∣S′i+1∣∣ .τ τδi+1 |∆| |Γ|
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also. We let ∆′i = ∆i,a, so that
〈1S′i+1 , 1∆′i ◦ 1∆i+1+Γi+1〉 ≫ ε
O(1)νδi |∆|
∣∣S′i+1∣∣ ,
and we are in the second case of the lemma. 
We now couple this with Lemma 10.3 and a pigeonholing argument to obtain
the following.
Lemma 10.5. There is a constant C > 0 such that the following holds. Let ν ∈
[0, 1] be some parameter, and suppose that ~Γ ∈ Sh satisfies 2Γi − 2Γi+1 ⊂ ΓT and
|Γi − Γi+1| 6 2 |Γi| for all 1 6 i < h. Suppose further that ε 6 min(
1
2 , τ
1/k).
If ∆ has viscosity ε at depths (~δ, ~Γ) then either
(1) there exists 1 6 i < h and (~δ′, ~Γ′) ∈ [0, 1]h × Sh such that ∆ has viscosity
εC
h
at depths (~δ′, ~Γ′) with
δ′j = δj for 1 6 j < i and δ
′
i 6 νδi,
and
Γ′j = Γj for 1 6 j < i,
Γi = Γi + Γi+1, and Γj = Γ
(j) for i < j 6 h,
or
(2) there exists 1 6 i < n together with 1 > δ > εO(1)τ , such that there is
∆′ ⊂ ∆ with
|∆′| ≪ ε−O(1)ν−1δ |∆|
and
S ⊂ {x : 1∆ ◦ 1∆+Γi+1(x) > δ |∆|}
with
τδ−1 |∆| |Γi+1| &τ |S| > ε
O(1)τδ−1 |∆| |Γi+1|
such that
〈1∆′ ◦ 1∆+Γi+1 , 1S〉 > ε
O(1)τO(1/h)νδ |∆| |S| .
Proof. We apply Lemma 10.4 to ∆, with n = h. Suppose that we are in the first
case, so that there exists some 1 6 i < h together with δ′i 6 νδi such that ∆ has
viscosity εO(1) at depths (~δ′, ~Γ′) with
~δ′ = (δ1, . . . , δi−1, δ
′
i)
and
~Γ′ = (Γ1, . . . ,Γi−1,Γi + Γi+1).
We now extend this scale vector (which has length i) to one of length h using
repeated applications of Lemma 10.3, which produces the first case.
Suppose then that we are in the second case of Lemma 10.4. By the definition of
multiscale viscosity all the δi in the depth vector ~δ must lie in the range [ετ, 1]. In
particular, by the pigeonhole principle, there must exist some 1 6 i < h such that
δi+1 6 (ετ)
− 1h−1 δi. The second case of the lemma now follows, using the fact that
∆i+1 ⊂ ∆, choosing S = S′i+1 and δ = δi+1, and recalling the bound in Lemma 10.4
that δi+1 ≫ ε
O(1)νδi. 
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To prove Lemma 9.3 we now iteratively apply Lemma 10.5. Note that the second
case of Lemma 10.5 immediately implies the conclusion of Lemma 9.3 with Γ =
Γi+1 and the implied constants being bounded by ε
−O(1)ν−1τ−O(1/h). It remains
to verify that this iteration must exit in the second case at some point, with an
appropriate choice of ν, and with ε being appropriately bounded (and with Γi+1
being of the specified form).
We now explain the iteration process. Let ν > 0 be some fixed parameter, to be
chosen later, and let C > 0 be some large absolute constant, also to be chosen later.
We will recursively define a sequence of triples (εj , ~δj , ~Γj) for j = 0, 1, . . . such that
(1) (~δj , ~Γj) is a depth vector of length h,
(2) ∆ has viscosity εj at depths (~δj , ~Γj),
(3) ε0 6 min(
1
2 , τ
1/k) and εj+1 = ε
Ch
j ,
(4) for each j > 1 there exists some 1 6 i < h such that
δj,r = δ(j−1),r for 1 6 r < i and δj,i 6 νδ(j−1),i
and
(5) for 1 6 i 6 h,
Γj,i = Γ
(i) + ℓj,i,1Γ
(i+1) + · · · ℓj,i,(h−i)Γ
(h)
where ℓj,i,r > 0 are integers satisfying
∑
i
∑h−i
r=1 ℓj,i,r 6 j.
We generate (ε0, ~δ0, ~Γ0) by applying Lemmas 10.2 to find viscosity at some depth
vector of length 1, which we then extend to length h via repeated applications
of Lemma 10.3. In particular, ∆ has viscosity ε0 at some depth vector (~δ0, ~Γ0)
of length h, with Γ0,i = Γ
(i), where ε0 = min(
1
2 , τ
Ch/k), provided C is chosen
sufficiently large. Note that τC
h/k > τ provided h 6 c log k for some sufficiently
small constant c > 0, which we can ensure by the hypotheses of Lemma 9.3.
Suppose then that j > 0 and we have constructed (εj , ~δj, ~Γj) satisfying the above
conditions. Suppose that
4j + 2 6 t.
We will apply Lemma 10.5 to this triple. We first verify that the hypotheses of
Lemma 10.5 hold. That εj 6
1
2τ
1/k holds immediately. By condition (5), for
1 6 i 6 h,
Γj,i ⊂ Γ
(i) + jΓ(i+1) ⊂ (j + 1)Γ(i).
In particular, by the definition of additive framework, for 1 6 i < h,
2Γj,i − 2Γj,i+1 ⊂ 2Γ
(i) + tΓ(i+1)
⊂ 3Γ(i)
⊂ ΓT .
Similarly, for 1 6 i < h,
|Γj,i + Γj,i+1| 6 |Γ
(i) + tΓ(i+1)|
6 2|Γ(i)|
6 2 |Γj,i| .
Thus all the conditions of Lemma 10.5 are satisfied. If the second conclusion of
Lemma 10.5 holds, then we stop the construction at (εj , ~δj , ~Γj). As we shall see, in
this case, we have satisfied the conclusion of Lemma 9.3 as required.
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Suppose then that the first conclusion of Lemma 10.5 holds. We claim that this
produces a new triple (εj+1, ~δj+1, ~Γj+1) that satisfies the conditions above. Indeed,
this first conclusion produces some such triple, with
εj+1 = (εj)
Ch ,
such that ∆ has viscosity εj+1 at depths (~δj+1, ~Γj+1). Condition (4) is part of
the conclusion of Lemma 10.5. Finally, to check condition (5), we note that there
exists some 1 6 i0 < h such that Γj+1,i = Γj,i for 1 6 i < i0, that Γj+1,i = Γ
(i) for
i0 < i 6 h, and
Γj+1,i0 = Γj,i0 + Γj,i0+1
= Γ(i0) +
h−i0∑
r=1
ℓj,i0,rΓ
(i0+r) + Γ(i0+1) +
h−i0−1∑
r=1
ℓj,i0+1,rΓ
(i0+1+r)
= Γ(i0) +
h−i0∑
r=1
ℓj+1,i0,rΓ
(i0+r),
say. In particular,∑
16i6h
h−i∑
r=1
ℓj+1,i,r 6
∑
16i6i0+1
h−i∑
r=1
ℓj,i,r + 1 6 j + 1,
as required.
We will choose ν such that this constructive process must halt in at most j steps,
where j satisfies
Ch(j+1) 6 k1/2 and 4j + 2 6 t.
It follows that
εj > ε
Chj
0 > 2
−k1/2τ1/k
1/2
.
In particular, at such j, the condition 4j+2 6 t required for the above construction
is met, and hence the only reason that the constructive process cannot continue
is that the second conclusion of Lemma 10.5 holds instead. This is exactly the
conclusion of Lemma 9.3, with the implicit errors polynomial in εjντ
1/h. Since
εj > 2
−k1/2τ1/k
1/2
, these errors are polynomial in 2−k
1/2
τ1/k
1/2+1/hν. We will
choose ν > 2−k
1/2
τO(1/ log log k), and hence Lemma 9.3 is proved.
Let
N =
⌊(
c′
log k
h
)1/h⌋
,
for some small absolute constant c′ > 0, and let ν = (2−k
1/2
τ2)1/N . We will show
that this constructive process must halt in at most Nh−1 steps. Note that our
conditions on h and t guarantee that
Ch(N
h−1+1) 6 k1/2 and 4Nh−1 + 2 6 t
as required, provided that we choose c′ > 0 sufficiently small (depending on C)
and the constant in the statement of Lemma 9.3 sufficiently large (depending on
C and c′). Furthermore, our upper bound on h ensures that N ≫ log log k, and so
ν > 2−k
1/2
τO(1/ log log k) as required.
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Finally, suppose, for a contradiction, that we have carried out this constructive
process at least Nh−1 times. We will use the following elementary combinatorial
lemma.
Lemma 10.6. Let N, r > 1 and suppose that n > N r. If we colour {1, . . . , r} by
the integers {1, . . . , r} then there is some interval I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and some 1 6 i 6 r
such that I contains at least N integers coloured i, and no integers coloured j < i.
Proof. We use induction on r. It is clear that, when there is only one colour,
n = N suffices. Suppose then that h > 2, and we have coloured {1, . . . , n} with the
colours {1, . . . , r}. If there are N integers in {1, . . . , n} all receiving the colour 1,
then we are done. Otherwise, by the pigeonhole principle, we can find some subset
of consecutive integers of size > n/N which contains only the colours {2, . . . , r}.
By induction, we are done, provided n/N > N r−1. 
We colour the integers {1, . . . , Nh−1} by the integers {1, . . . , h− 1} by assigning
the colour i to j if the triple (εj , ~δj , ~Γj) satisfies condition (4) with this i. By
Lemma 10.6 there exists some 1 6 i < h and interval I ⊂ {1, . . . , Nh−1} such that
at least N many j ∈ I are coloured i and no integers in I are coloured i′ < i.
Let (ε, ~δ, ~Γ) be the constructed triple at the first element of I, and (ε′, ~δ′, ~Γ′) be
the constructed triple at the final element of I. We claim that
δ′i 6 ν
Nδi.
Indeed, an occurrence of condition (4) for some i′ > i does not change δi, and
an occurrence of condition (4) for i (which must happen at least N times, by
construction of I) reduces δi by a factor of ν.
In particular, δ′i 6 ν
N . As noted in the definition of multiscale viscosity, however,
we must have δ′i > ε
′τ . Therefore
2−k
1/2
τ2 > νN > ε′τ > 2−k
1/2
τ1+1/k
1/2
,
which is a contradiction. The proof of the structural theorem is (at last!) complete.
11. Spectral boosting
We now come to the final substantial part of the proof. From what we have
established so far, we can deduce that either A has many arithmetic progressions,
or there is a suitable density increment, or there is an orthogonal subset of the
α-large spectrum of A of size roughly |∆| ≈ α−3 which is additively non-smoothing.
The structural result of the previous section means that we can find X,H ⊂ ∆ of
sizes |X | ≈ δ−1α−1 and |H | ≈ δα−3, for some 1≫ δ ≫ α2, such that the (relative)
energy between X and H is ≫ |X | |H |2. Furthermore, since H is contained in a
large symmetry set, we know that the (relative) dimension of H is ≪ 1.
If we just use the fact that H is a subset of the α-level spectrum of A then we
can deduce that A has a density increment of strength [δα−1, 1], by considering
the Bohr set which approximately annihilates all characters in H . This alone is
insufficient – but by removing H from ∆ and repeatedly applying the structural
lemma to find many disjoint such H , then taking the union of the resulting H , we
could convert this into a density increment of strength [δα−2+c, α−1+c] for some
c > 0, say. This would be strong enough for our purposes, except for the case when
δ ≈ α2.
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To break past the logarithmic barrier we need to extract more information about
H – we will show that, in a certain sense, H behaves as if it is a subset of an η-level
spectrum, where η is much larger than α. This is, of course, not true for arbitrary
subsets of ∆, but it is true for subsets that enjoy a greater than expected amount
of additive structure.
The proof of such a result is elementary, the key input being judicious appli-
cations of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Parseval’s identity. The following
spectral boosting lemma is the form that we require for our present purposes – the
statement is more technical than enlightening, largely owing to the need to make
all statements relative to Bohr sets, but we hope that the heuristic discussion in
Section 3 gives the essence of what is going on.
Lemma 11.1. There is a constant C > 0 such that the following holds. Let
B,B′, B′′ be regular Bohr sets of rank d and suppose that A ⊂ B has density
α ∈ (0, 1/2]. Let Γ = ∆1/2(B
′) and Γ′ = ∆1/2(B
′′). Let K > 2 be some parameter.
Suppose that X is a Γ-orthogonal set such that
(1) if γ ∈ X + Γ then
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ |µ̂B′′ |2 (γ) > K−1α2µ(B)−1,
(2) there is some m > 2 and κ ∈ (0, 1) such that
E2m(X ; |µ̂B′′ |
2
) 6 (κ |X |)2m,
and
(3) there is a set H which is of dimension dim(H ; Γ′) 6 d′ such that
(a) 〈1H ◦ 1H , |µ̂B′′ |
2〉 6 2 |H | and
(b)
〈1X ◦ 1X , 1H ◦ 1H ◦ 1Γ〉 > K
−1 |X | |H |2 ,
and
(4)
〈
∣∣µA/B ◦ µA/B∣∣2m′ , µB′ ◦ µB′〉1/2m′ 6 Kµ(B)−1
for some m′ > C log(K |H | /α).
There exists some
η ≫ K−O(1)αO(
1
m )
such that the following holds.
There is a regular Bohr set B′′′ ⊂ B′′ of rank at most d+ 2d′ and size
|B′′′| > (ηα/dd′)O(d+d
′) |B′′| ,
along with a set T such that
µA/B ◦ µA/B(x) > ηκ
−1α2µ(B)−1 |H | for all x ∈ T
(and in particular µA/B ◦ µA/B(x) > 0 for x ∈ T ) and
µB′′(T + z) > ηκ
−1α2 |H |
for some z ∈ B′ +B′.
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Proof. For brevity, let f = µA/B ◦ µA/B and g = f · ||1H |
2, so that, since by
orthogonality 1X ∗ 1Γ = 1X+Γ,
〈ĝ, 1X ◦ |µ̂B′′ |
2〉 = 〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ∗ 1H ◦ 1H , 1X ◦ |µ̂B′′ |2〉
> K−1α2µ(B)−1〈1H ◦ 1H , 1X ◦ 1X+Γ〉
> K−2α2µ(B)−1 |X | |H |2 .
By Ho¨lder’s inequality followed by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
〈ĝ, 1X ◦ |µ̂B′′ |
2〉2m = 〈g, |1X(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)〉
2m
6 〈|g| , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉
2m−2〈|g| , (µB′′ ◦ µB′′)||1X |
m〉2
6 〈|g| , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉
2m−2〈|g|2 , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉E2m(X ; |µ̂B′′ |
2
).
It follows that
〈|g| , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉
2m−2〈|g|2 , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉 > (K
−2κ−1α2µ(B)−1 |H |2)2m.
Since
〈|g|2 , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉 = 〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ ∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ∗ 1H ∗ 1H ◦ 1H ◦ 1H , |µ̂B′′ |2〉
6
∥∥∥µ̂A/B2∥∥∥2
1
‖1H‖
4
1
6 α−2µ(B)−2 |H |4 ,
it follows that, taking 1/(2m− 2) roots,
〈|f | ||1H |
2, µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉 >
(
K−2κ−1α3
) 1
m−1 K−2κ−1α2µ(B)−1 |H |2
= c0κ
−1α2µ(B)−1 |H |2 ,
say. Since 〈f, ||1H |2(µB′′ ◦µB′′)〉 = 〈
∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 , 1H ◦ 1H ◦ |µ̂B′′ |2〉 > 0, we may restrict
this inner product to T ′, the set of those x such that f(x) > 0, without much loss.
That is, using the fact that max(x, 0) = (x+ |x|)/2, we have
〈1T ′ |f | ||1H |
2, µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉 >
c0
2 κ
−1α2µ(B)−1 |H |2 .
Since
(10)
∥∥∥||1H |2(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)∥∥∥
1
= 〈1H ◦ 1H , |µ̂B′′ |
2〉 6 2 |H |
we can further restrict this inner product to the set T of those x ∈ T ′ where
f(x) > c8κ
−1α2µ(B)−1 |H |, yielding the lower bound
〈1T |f | ||1H |
2, µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉 >
c0
4 κ
−1α2µ(B)−1 |H |2 .
We now use Ho¨lder’s inequality to bound the left-hand side above by
〈|f |2m
′
, µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉
1/2m′〈1T , ||1H |
2+ 2
2m′−1µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉
1−1/2m′ .
The first factor is, by assumption, at most Kµ(B)−1. The second is at most
|H |
1
m′ 〈1T , ||1H |
2µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉
1−1/2m′ .
Provided m′ is sufficiently large, therefore, we have
〈1T , ||1H |
2(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)〉 >
c0
8K
κ−1α2 |H |2 .
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We will now construct B′′′, which will be a Bohr set such that ||1H |2(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)
is approximately invariant under shifts by B′′′, as follows. By Lemma 7.8 there is
a set Λ0 of size |Λ0| 6 2d′ such that every γ ∈ H can be written as the sum or
difference of at most 2d′ elements from Λ0 and 2 elements from Γ
′. Suppose that
B′′ is a Bohr set with width function ν and frequency set Γ0. We define the Bohr
set B′′′ as the Bohr set with frequency set Γ0 ∪ Λ0 and width function
ν′(γ) =
{
ε
dν(γ) if γ ∈ Γ0 and
ε
2d′ if γ ∈ Λ0,
where we take the minimum of these widths if γ lies in Γ∩Λ0, and ε 6 1/2 will be
chosen later, but in particular chosen such that B′′′ is regular. This new Bohr set
has rank at most d+ 2d′, and by Lemma 4.4 satisfies
|B′′′| > (ε/dd′)O(d+d
′) |B′′| .
As in the proof of Lemma 5.7, our choices ensure that if λ ∈ H and t ∈ B′′′ then
|1− λ(t)| ≪ ε. In particular, for any x ∈ G and t ∈ B′′′,
|1H(x+ t) =
∑
λ∈H
λ(x+ t) = |1H(x) +O(ε |H |).
Therefore, for any fixed t ∈ B′′′,
E
x
∣∣∣||1H(x+ t)|2µB′′ ◦ µB′′(x+ t)− ||1H(x)|2µB′′ ◦ µB′′(x)∣∣∣
is equal to
E
x
||1H(x)|
2 |µB′′ ◦ µB′′(x+ t)− µB′′ ◦ µB′′(x)|+O(ε |H |
2
).
Furthermore, by regularity of B′′ and Lemma 4.5 (and since B′′′ ⊂ B′′ε/d),
E
x
|µB′′ ◦ µB′′(x + t)− µB′′ ◦ µB′′(x)| ≪ ε.
Combining these estimates and averaging over t ∈ B′′′ yields∥∥∥(||1H |2(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)) ∗ µB′′′ − ||1H |2(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)∥∥∥
1
≪ ε |H |2 .
It follows that
〈1T ∗ µB′′′ , ||1H |
2(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)〉 = 〈1T , ||1H |
2(µB′′ ◦ µB′′)〉+O
(
ε |H |2
)
>
c0
16K
κ−1α2 |H |2 ,
provided we choose ε = c′c20α
2/K for some sufficiently small constant c′. Using
(10) once again, and the fact that the support of µB′′ ◦µB′′ is B′′+B′′, yields some
z ∈ B′′ +B′′ such that
1T ∗ µB′′′(z) >
c0
32K
κ−1α2 |H |
as required. 
In a simplified sense, averaging over T , the conclusion of Lemma 11.1 is saying
something like
〈µA/B ◦ µA/B , 1T 〉 ≫ κ
−1α2 |H |µ(B)−1µ(T ).
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Assuming certain regularity properties, it is straightforward to deduce from this
that
‖1A ∗ µT ‖∞ > (1 + Ω(κ
−1α2 |H |))α.
Unfortunately, T is not itself a Bohr set, so this is not a suitable density increment
condition to proceed with the next stage in our proof. Fortunately, however, (some
translate of) T is a subset of a Bohr set of positive density, at least provided
κ≪ α2 |H |, which will be the case in our application.
We therefore require a further argument that converts a ‘density increment’ on
a positive density subset of a Bohr set into a genuine density increment on another
(slightly smaller) Bohr set. This is achieved using an almost-periodicity result,
which originated in the work of Croot and the second author [10], and the proof of
which takes place entirely in physical space. The type of almost-periodicity we will
use is the following L∞ almost-periodicity result proved in [23, Theorem 5.4].
Lemma 11.2. Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Let C,M,L ⊂ G, and let B ⊂ G be a regular Bohr
set of rank d. Suppose |C + S| 6 K |C| for a subset S ⊂ B with µB(S) > σ > 0,
and assume η := |M | / |L| 6 1. Then there is a regular Bohr set B′ ⊂ B of rank at
most d+ d′ and size
|B′| > (εη/dd′)O(d+d
′) |B| ,
where
d′ ≪ ε−2 log2(2/εη) log(2/η) log(2K) + log(1/σ),
such that
‖µC ∗ µM ∗ 1L ∗ µB′ − µC ∗ µM ∗ 1L‖∞ 6 ε.
The following lemma is designed to be applied in the regime where both ν and
µB′(T ) are ≫ 1 (as will be delivered by the conclusion of Lemma 11.1 in our
application), and the statement and proof should be read with that in mind.
Lemma 11.3. There exists some constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let
B and B′ be regular Bohr sets of ranks d and d′ respectively. Suppose that A ⊂ B
has density α, and that ν ∈ (0, 1/2) is some parameter such that B′ ⊂ Bρ where
ρ 6 cνα2/d.
Suppose that T ⊂ B′ is such that, for some translate A′ = A+ z of A,
〈1T , 1A ◦ 1A′〉 > (1 + ν)α
2µ(B)µ(T ).
There is a regular Bohr set B′′ ⊂ B′ of rank at most d′ + d′′ and size
|B′′| > (ναµB′ (T )/d
′)O(d
′+d′′) |B′| ,
where
d′′ .α (νµB′(T ))
−2 log3(2/νµB′(T )),
such that
‖1A ∗ µB′′‖∞ > (1 +
ν
32 )α.
Proof. Let B⋆ = B′ρ′ be a regular Bohr set, where ρ
′ will be chosen later, but in
particular chosen such that B⋆ is regular. In particular, B⋆ ⊂ Bρ so that, by the
regularity of B,
‖1B ∗ µB⋆ − 1B‖1 ≪ ρdµ(B).
In particular,
〈1T ∗ 1A′ , 1A〉 = 〈1T ∗ 1A′ , 1A(1B ∗ µB⋆)〉+O(ρdµ(B)µ(T )).
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Provided ρ 6 cνα2/d for some sufficiently small c > 0, therefore,
〈1T ∗ 1A′ , 1A(1B ∗ µB⋆)〉 > (1 +
ν
2 )α
2µ(B)µ(T ).
We now write
1A(1B ∗ µB⋆) =
1
|B⋆|
∑
y∈B
1A∩(B⋆+y)
to deduce that
(11)
1
|B⋆|
∑
y∈B
〈1T ∗ 1A′ , 1A∩(B⋆+y)〉 > (1 +
ν
2 )α
2µ(B)µ(T ).
Let Y ⊂ B be the set of those y ∈ B such that |A ∩ (B⋆ + y)| > ν32α
2 |B⋆|. The
contribution to the left-hand side of (11) from those y ∈ B\Y is at most
|B|
|B⋆|
·
ν
32α
2 |B⋆|
N
µ(T ) = ν32α
2µ(B)µ(T ),
and hence
(12)
1
|B⋆|
∑
y∈Y
〈1T ∗ 1A′ , 1A∩(B⋆+y)〉 > (1 +
ν
4 )α
2µ(B)µ(T ).
Similarly,
α = 〈1A, µB〉
= 〈1A, µB ∗ µB⋆〉+O(ρd)
=
1
|B| |B⋆|
∑
y∈B
|A ∩ (B⋆ + y)|+O(ρd)
=
1
|B| |B⋆|
∑
y∈Y
|A ∩ (B⋆ + y)|+O(ρd) + E
where E 6 ν32α
2. Provided ρ 6 cνα/d for some sufficiently small constant c > 0,
we can ensure that the total error term here is at most ν16α, and hence
(13) (1 + ν4 )α
2µ(B)µ(T ) > (1 + ν8 )αµ(B)µ(T )
1
|B| |B⋆|
∑
y∈Y
|A ∩ (B⋆ + y)| .
Combining (12) and (13) and averaging over y ∈ Y we find some y ∈ Y such that,
if we let A′′ = A ∩ (B⋆ + y), then
〈1T ∗ 1A′ , 1A′′〉 > (1 +
ν
8 )αµ(A
′′)µ(T ).
Since T ⊂ B′ and A′′ ⊂ B⋆ + y, we can replace A′ by A′ ∩ (B′ + B⋆ + y) without
affecting the value of the inner product. Furthermore, by the regularity of B′, we
can replace A′ by A′′′ = A′ ∩ (B′ + y), with an error of at most
µ((B′ +B⋆)\B′)µ(A′′)≪ ρ′d′µ(A′′)µ(B′),
which is at most ν16αµ(A
′′)µ(T ), provided ρ′ 6 cναµB′(T )/d
′ for some sufficiently
small constant c > 0. In particular,
〈1T , 1A′′ ◦ 1A′′′〉 > (1 +
ν
16 )αµ(A
′′)µ(T ).
As an immediate consequence, |A′′′| > (1 + ν16 )α |T |. We may further assume that
|A′′′| 6 2α |B′|, or else we are done, letting B′′ = B′.
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We now apply Lemma 11.2 relative to B⋆c/d′ for some small constant c > 0, with
the choices
C = −A′′ M = A′′′ L = T and ε = ν64µB′(T ),
noting that we may take (on choosing S = B⋆c/d′ and using regularity to bound
|−A′′ +B⋆c/d′ | 6 |B
⋆ +B⋆c/d′ | 6 2 |B
⋆|)
K 6 2
|B⋆|
|A′′|
6 64ν−1α−2 and η =
|A′′′|
|T |
> α,
where we recall that since y ∈ Y we have |A′′| > ν32α
2 |B⋆|. We therefore produce
a new regular Bohr set, B′′, of rank at most d′ + d′′ and size at least
|B′′| > (εη)O(d
′+d′′)|B⋆c/d′|
> (ναµB′ (T )/d
′)O(d
′+d′′) |B′| ,
where
d′′ .α (νµB′(T ))
−2 log3(2/νµB′(T )),
such that
‖1T ◦ 1A′′ ∗ 1A′′′ ∗ µB′′ − 1T ◦ 1A′′ ∗ 1A′′′‖∞ 6 εµ(A
′′)µ(A′′′)
= ν64µB′(T )µ(A
′′)µ(A′′′)
6 ν32αµ(A
′′)µ(T ),
and so
〈1T , 1A′′ ◦ 1A′′′ ∗ µB′′〉 > (1 +
ν
32 )αµ(A
′′)µ(T ).
The claim follows after bounding the left-hand side above by
‖1A′′ ◦ 1T ‖1 ‖1A′′′ ∗ µB′′‖∞ = µ(A
′′)µ(T ) ‖1A′′′ ∗ µB′′‖∞ .

We now combine these lemmas and the structural result on non-smoothing sets
into the following proposition, which extracts a suitable density increment from a
large set with both spectral and non-smoothing properties.
Proposition 11.4. There is a constant C > 0 such that the following holds. Let
B, B′, and B′′ be regular Bohr sets, all of rank d. Suppose that A ⊂ B has density
α and B′ ⊂ Bρ and B
′′ ⊂ B′ρ′ with ρ, ρ
′ 6 αC/d.
Let Γ = ∆1/2(B
′) and K, k > 2 be some parameters, along with some τ such
that Kα2 > τ > K−1α2. Suppose that Γ˜ is an additive framework of height h and
tolerance t with ΓT = Γ, where h 6 C
−1 log log k/ log log log k and t > C log k.
Suppose that
(1)
〈
∣∣µA/B ◦ µA/B∣∣2m , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉1/2m 6 Kµ(B)−1
for some m > C log(2/α),
(2) ∆ is a set of size Kα−3 > |∆| > K−1α−3 which is 14 -robustly (τ, k)-
additively non-smoothing relative to Γ˜,
(3) if γ ∈ ∆+ Γ then∣∣µ̂A/B∣∣2 ◦ |µ̂B′′ |2 (γ) > K−1α2µ(B)−1,
and
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(4) ∥∥∥1∆ ◦ |µ̂B′′ |2∥∥∥
∞
6 2,
If all of the above holds, then there exists some
M 6 (log(2/α)2kthKα−
1
log log k−
1
h )O(1)
such that either
(1) α >M−1 or
(2) A has a density increment of strength [α−1/k, α1+1/k; O˜α/m(1)] relative to
B′′, or
(3) A has a density increment of strength [M−1,M ; O˜α(1)] relative to B
′′.
In following this proof, it may be useful to bear in mind that we will be applying
this with K = α−O(1/k).
Proof. There are no new ideas in the proof of this proposition – it is largely a
matter of chaining together the tools we have assembled so far, and verifying that
the technical hypotheses of each are satisfied.
We first give a brief sketch. We apply the structural result Theorem 9.1 to deduce
that in the additively non-smoothing set ∆ we can find a pair of subsets X and H
with appropriate energy properties. We would like to apply the spectral boosting
Lemma 11.1, but to do so we need an upper bound on the 2m-fold relative additive
energy of X . We therefore first argue that if such a bound is violated then we
can find a large subset of X (and hence in particular of ∆) where we have smaller
than expected dimension. We can then remove this piece from ∆, and repeat the
argument from the beginning. Eventually, either we find some X which allows us
to apply Lemma 11.1, or else we have found a large subset of ∆ with smaller than
expected dimension. In either case we can find a suitable density increment.
Let us begin. We first note that we can assume that K 6 α−1 and α 6 1/4,
say, or else we are trivially in the first case. In particular, this ensures that
τ 6 1/2. For the rest of this proof, all implicit constants are polynomial in
m log(2/α)th2kKα−
1
log log k−
1
h . We apply Theorem 9.1 to find some X,H ⊂ ∆ such
that, for some δ ≫ α2 and both |H | ≍ δ |∆| and |X | ≍ τδ−1 |∆|, and furthermore
〈1X ◦ 1X , 1H ◦ 1H ◦ 1Γ〉 ≫ |H |
2 |X | .
Furthermore, for some z,
H + z ⊂ {x : 1X ◦ 1X ◦ 1Γ(x)≫ |X |}.
By Lemma 7.13 we deduce that H + z, and hence H itself, has Γ′-dimension O(1),
where Γ′ = ∆1/2(B
′′), provided ρ′ is sufficiently small (which our assumption that
ρ′ 6 αC/d guarantees, or else we are in the first case).
If |X | 6 12 |∆|, then we apply the structural theorem again to ∆\X – here we use
the observation that if ∆ is 14 -robustly (τ, k)-additively non-smoothing and ∆
′ ⊂ ∆
has size |∆′| > 12 |∆| then ∆
′ is 12 -robustly (τ, k)-additively non-smoothing.
We then repeat this process, obtaining a disjoint collection X1, . . . , Xn of subsets
of ∆ with the above properties (for possibly different δi) until |X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn| >
1
2 |∆|. By dyadic pigeonholing there is some I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and δ ≫ α
2 such that
for i ∈ I we have 2δ > δi > δ and∑
i∈I
|Xi| ≍ |∆| .
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Since |Xi| ≍ τδ−1 |∆| for all i ∈ I, we have in particular that |I| ≍ τ−1δ. We
caution that the associated Hi are certainly not necessarily disjoint, but the above
dimension bound does hold for each of them.
Let κ ∈ (0, 1) be some parameter to be chosen later, and suppose that for all
i ∈ I
E2m(Xi; |µ̂B′′ |
2
) > (κ |Xi|)
2m.
Let L be some parameter to be chosen later, and let B′′′ = B′′ρ′′ for some ρ
′′ =
c/Ld where c > 0 is some sufficiently small absolute constant. By Lemma 4.6
we have µB′′ 6 2µ, with µ = µB′′
1+Lρ′′
∗ µ
(L)
B′′′ . In particular, provided we choose
L = C⌈m log(2/α)⌉ for some sufficently large absolute constant C > 0, we have
E2m(Xi; ∆1/2(B
′′′)) > (12κ |Xi|)
2m,
say. We now apply Lemma 7.9 with ω = 1Xi and ℓ = Cm⌈κ
−1⌉ for some large
constant C. The conditions of that lemma are met since |Xi| ≫ τδ−1 |∆| ≫ α−1δ−1,
and hence certainly |Xi| > 2ℓ, or else αδ ≫ κ and (as we will choose κ≫ δ1/2) we
are in the first case.
Provided we choose the constant C in the choice of ℓ sufficiently large, the second
case of Lemma 7.9 cannot hold, and hence there exists X ′i ⊂ Xi such that
|X ′i| ≫ κ |Xi| ≫ α
2δ−1κ |∆| ,
and dim(X ′i; Γ
′′)≪ κ−1, where Γ′′ = ∆1/2(B
′′′).
We now take the union of ⌊|I|1/2⌋ many copies of X ′i, to form a new set, say X
′.
Observe that |I|1/2 ≍ α−1δ1/2. By the disjointedness of the Xi,
|X ′| ≫ αδ−1/2κ |∆| ≫ α−2δ−1/2κ.
Furthermore, by Lemma 7.6, dim(X ′; Γ′′) ≪ α−1δ1/2κ−1. In particular, we can
choose some κ ≍ δ1/2 such that |X ′| > Kα−2−1/k and dim(X ′; Γ′′) 6 α−1+1/k.
Lemma 5.8, applied with ∆ replaced by X ′, implies that there exists some C0
which is polynomially bounded (by absolute constants) by log(2/α) such that A
has a density increment of strength [α−1/k, α−1+1/k;C0] relative to B
′′′, and since
B′′′ has the same rank as B′′ and
|B′′′| > (m log(2/α)d)−Cd |B′′|
for some absolute constant C > 0, it follows in particular that A has a density
increment of strength [α−1/k, α−1+1/k;C′0] relative to B
′′, where C′0 is polynomially
bounded (by absolute constants) by log(m/α), and we are in case (2).
We may therefore suppose that there exists some Xi such that
E2m(Xi; |µ̂B′′ |
2
) 6 (κ |Xi|)
2m.
We will apply spectral boosting to such anX (and its associatedH), and henceforth
omit the subscripts. All of the conditions of Lemma 11.1 are now met, with the
parameter K (in the language of that lemma) being O(1). Since m > C log(2/α)
for some large constant C, the η of the conclusion of Lemma 11.1 satisfies η ≫ 1.
We thus find some regular Bohr set B′′′ ⊂ B′′ of rank at most d+O(1) and size
|B′′′| > (α/d)O(d+1) |B′′| ,
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along with a set T such that (recalling κ ≍ δ1/2)
µA/B ◦ µA/B(x) > ηκ
−1α2µ(B)−1 |H |
≫ δ−1/2α2 |H |µ(B)−1
≫ δ1/2α−1µ(B)−1.
Since δ ≫ α2 there in particular exists some ν ≫ 1 such that µA/B ◦ µA/B(x) >
νµ(B)−1 for all x ∈ T (and furthermore ν > 0). Similarly, 1T ∗ µB′′′(z) ≫ 1 for
some z ∈ B′′ +B′′.
In particular, there exists T ′ ⊂ B′′′ such that µB′′′(T ′) ≫ 1 and T ′ + z ⊂ T for
some z ∈ B′′ +B′′. It follows that
〈µA/B ◦ µA/B, 1T ′+z〉 > νµ(B)
−1µ(T ′).
We now expand this, recalling the definition µA/B = µA − µB. By regularity of B,
and since T ′ + z ⊂ B′′ +B′′ ⊂ B2ρ,
〈µA ◦ µB, 1T ′+z〉 = µ(T
′)µ(B)−1 +O(ρdα−1µ(B)−1µ(T ′))
and trivially
〈µB ◦ µB, 1T ′+z〉 6 µ(T
′)µ(B)−1.
Provided ρ 6 cνα/d for some sufficiently small constant c > 0, we therefore have
〈µA ◦ µA, 1T ′+z〉 > (1 +
ν
2 )µ(T
′)µ(B)−1.
After we multiply both sides by α2µ(B)2 and translate one of the copies of A by z
this is precisely the hypothesis of Lemma 11.3, and hence A has a density increment
of strength [ν,O(1);C0] relative to B
′′′, and hence relative to B′′ as required, where
C0 is bounded polynomially (by some absolute constants) in terms of log(2/α). 
12. Concluding the proof
The following lemma stems from Bourgain’s work [6]; it will enable us to assume
that (a translate of) A is dense both in a Bohr set B and some narrower copy Bδ
simultaneously — or else we have a density increment (with no loss of rank).
Lemma 12.1. There is a constant c > 0 such that the following holds. Let B be a
regular Bohr set of rank d, let A ⊂ B have relative density α, let ε > 0 and suppose
B′, B′′ ⊂ Bρ where ρ 6 cαε/d. Then either
(1) (A has almost full density on both B′ and B′′) there is an x ∈ B such that
1A ∗ µB′(x) > (1− ε)α and 1A ∗ µB′′(x) > (1− ε)α, or
(2) (density increment) A has an increment of strength [ε, 0;O(1)] relative to
either B′ or B′′.
Proof. Provided ρ is chosen sufficiently small, Lemma 4.5 yields
|〈1A ∗ µB′ , µB〉 − 〈1A, µB〉| 6 ‖µB ∗ µB′ − µB‖1 6
1
4εα,
and similarly for B′′. Since 〈1A, µB〉 = α, this implies that
Ex∈B (1A ∗ µB′(x) + 1A ∗ µB′′(x)) > (2−
1
2ε)α,
and so there exists x ∈ B such that 1A ∗ µB′(x) + 1A ∗ µB′′(x) > (2−
1
2ε)α. With
such an x, if we do not have an increment of strength [ε, 0; 2] on either B′ or B′′,
then
1A ∗ µB′(x) > (2−
1
2ε)α− (1 +
1
2ε)α = (1− ε)α,
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and similarly for B′′, and so we are done. 
We now have everything we need to prove the main proposition, Proposition 5.5,
the proof of which is a simple combination of the technical tools we have established.
Proof of Proposition 5.5. We begin by applying Lemma 12.1 with two Bohr sets
B′ = Bρ and B
′′ = B′ρ′ , where ρ = cαε/d, and ρ
′ = c′α2/d where c and c′ are
small constants, chosen in particular so that both B′ and B′′ are regular, and ε =
c0α
C0
log log log k
log log k for some small constant 0 < c0 6 1/3 and large constant C0 > 0. If
the density increment holds, then we have a small increment as required. Otherwise,
the set A− x has density α′ and α′′ respectively in B′ and B′′, where both α′ and
α′′ lie in [(1 − ε)α, (1 + ε)α]. (Note that this ensures that α′/2 6 α′′ 6 2α′ as
required in Proposition 8.4.) In the rest of the argument, A′ = (A − x) ∩ B′ will
play the role of A, and A′′ = (A−x)∩B′′ the role of A′. Observe that both A′ and
A′′ are subsets of the same translate of A, and so a lower bound for T (A′, A′′, A′)
will give a lower bound for T (A) as required. Our choice of ε will ensure that any
density increment of strength [δ, d′;C] for A′ encountered in the argument will give
a density increment of strength [δ, d′; 2C] for A, and we therefore do not distinguish
between these.
We now apply Proposition 8.4, with h = ⌈c1 log log k/ log log log k⌉, and t =
⌈C2 log k⌉, for some suitable constants c1, C2 > 0. This means that either α≫ 1/k
2,
or the number of progressions is large, or we have a small increment, or we have
a large increment, or we have a large orthogonal subset of the spectrum which is
additively non-smoothing. Note that since h log t = O˜α(1), or else we have the first
case of the conclusion, the constants in the increments are all O˜α(1). We will not
repeat the further technical parts of the conclusions here, but note that they have
been constructed so that the hypotheses of Proposition 11.4 are met with some
K = α−O(1/k), τ ≫ α2+O(1/k), and k replaced by k′ such that k > k′ ≫ k (as can
be seen comparing their statements). The only hypothesis of Proposition 11.4 that
requires further verification is that
〈
∣∣µA/B ◦ µA/B∣∣2m , µB′′ ◦ µB′′〉1/2m 6 α−1/kµ(B)−1,
for some m = C⌈log(2/α)⌉, with C some large constant. If this fails, however, then
by Lemma 5.10 we have either a small or large density increment.
It remains to check that the conclusions of Proposition 11.4 imply the result.
The number M in that conclusion satisfies M = α−O(
log log log k
log log k ) by our choices of
parameters, or else α is large as in case (1) of our conclusion. Taking C large enough
in the lower bound for k, case (1) of Proposition 11.4 cannot hold. In case (2), we
get precisely a large increment, and in case (3) we get a small increment. These
increments are all for A′ but, provided the constants in the choice of ε were chosen
small enough, they yield increments of the same strength for A, and the proof is
complete. 
13. Speculative remarks
We conclude the paper by engaging in some speculation about the correct bounds
for Roth’s theorem on arithmetic progressions.
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The correct bounds. For brevity, let r(N) denote the maximal density of a subset
of {1, . . . , N} that contains no non-trivial three-term arithmetic progressions, so
that Theorem 1.1 states that
(14) r(N)≪
1
(logN)1+c
for some constant c > 0. It is extremely unlikely that this is the optimal upper
bound for r(N). For contrast, an elegant construction of Behrend [2] implies that,
for all sufficiently large N ,
(15) r(N)≫ exp(−O((logN)1/2)).
Although the construction is simple, and is almost 75 years old, this lower bound has
not been significantly increased. A slight improvement on Behrend’s construction
was found by Elkin [11], with an alternative approach by Green and Wolf [15], but
this does not change the form of the lower bound in (15).
We believe that the lower bound in (15) is much closer to the truth than the
upper bound in (14).
Conjecture 13.1. There exists some absolute constant c > 0 such that, for all
sufficiently large N ,
(16) r(N)≪ exp(−O((logN)c)).
This is a folklore conjecture that has circulated for some time, but to our knowl-
edge has not appeared explicitly in the literature before. Aside from the evidence
that the lower bound (15) has resisted improvement for many decades, we note
that (16) has been established for variants where we replace three-term arithmetic
progressions, solutions to x+ y = 2z, with solutions to similarly translation invari-
ant linear equations in more variables. For example, if instead of r(N) we consider
r′(N), the maximal density of a subset of {1, . . . , N} that contains no non-trivial
solutions to x+ y + z = 3w, then Schoen and the second author [23] have proved
r′(N)≪ exp(−O((logN)1/7)).
Furthermore, as mentioned in the introduction, the new polynomial method by
Croot, Lev, and Pach [9] has allowed Ellenberg and Gijswijt [12] to prove bounds
for the quantity analogous to r(N) over Fn3 corresponding to (16) with c = 1.
The strongest possible form of Conjecture 13.1, which may well be true, is that
one can take c = 1/2, which, by Behrend’s lower bound, would be best possible.
While we are confident that this conjecture holds for some c > 0, whether c = 1/2
is permissible is much more uncertain.
A path to better bounds. Although the proof in this paper delivers an upper
bound far short of the bound in Conjecture 13.1, the density increment method
used is, in principle, capable of delivering such bounds. For example, we believe
that it is true that, if B is a regular Bohr set of rank d and A ⊂ B has density α,
then either
(1) T (A)≫ exp(−O˜α(d log 2d))µ(B)
2 or
(2) A has a density increment of strength [1, 1; O˜α(1)] relative to B.
If this were established then a straightforward iteration (similar to the proof of The-
orem 3.1 in Section 5) would prove an upper bound of the shape (16). Indeed, if this
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dichotomy could be established with O(1) constants rather than O˜α(1) constants
then (16) would follow with c = 1/2, which would be the best possible bound.
Case (2) belongs to the regime of what we have called small increments, which
many steps of our argument are already capable of delivering. In particular, spectral
boosting does produce density increments of exactly this strength, provided the
various error parameters going into it are small enough. The methods of this paper
would, then, be strong enough to prove the above dichotomy (and hence prove
an upper bound of the strength of (16)), except for two significant quantitative
weaknesses:
(1) The bounds in the structural result Theorem 9.1 are quantitatively too
weak. For example, in the non-relative situation, we obtain bounds that
are polynomial in τ−O(1/ log k). This would need to be improved to bounds
that are polynomial in τ−O(1/k).
(2) In proving that our set ∆ of Proposition 8.4 is additively non-smoothing, we
used relatively crude estimates to argue that if the higher additive energies
of ∆ were too large, then we could obtain a large density increment. A
large density increment is unacceptable when trying to obtain bounds of the
strength (16), and so an alternative method of proving that ∆ is additively
non-smoothing would have to be found.
If the first obstacle were overcome but not the second this would have little
detectable influence on our upper bound (it would merely improve the value of the
constant c > 0, from something like 2−2
21000
to 2−1000). If better ideas were found
for showing that subsets of spectra are additively non-smoothing, addressing the
second obstacle, then this would have a much greater effect on our bounds, resulting
in something like
r(N)≪
1
(logN)ω(N)
for some function ω(N)→∞, even without any improvement in Theorem 9.1. As
mentioned above, we believe that if both deficiencies were addressed suitably then
bounds of the strength (16) would follow.
We finish with two conjectures, which attempt to highlight the gaps in our
knowledge of the additive structure of spectra. These conjectures are stronger
forms of the kinds of results we have used in this paper, and are consistent with all
the constructions of spectra that we are aware of.
These conjectures are only approximate, and we offer no precise implication
between either of them and improving the upper bound for r(N). Nonetheless, we
believe that any significant progress towards either of the two conjectures below
should, when combined with the structural and spectral boosting methods of this
paper, yield improvements to the upper bound for r(N).
In these conjecturesG can be interpreted as any finite abelian group (for example,
either Z/NZ or Fn2 ).
Conjecture 13.2. Let A ⊂ G be a set of density α and 1 > η ≫ α. If |∆η(A)| ≍
η−2α−1 then ∆η(A) is (τ, k)-additively non-smoothing for some τ &α η
2 and k ≫
log(2/η).
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Roughly, this conjecture states that any ∆η(A) which is of near-maximal size is
additively non-smoothing. The methods of this paper can show that either Con-
jecture 13.2 holds, or else A has a large density increment, but we believe that the
density increment option is unnecessary.
Conjecture 13.3. Let A ⊂ G be a set of density α and let η > 0. Then for any
1 > ε≫ η2 there exists a set ∆′ ⊂ ∆η(A) such that
|∆′| ≫ ε |∆η(A)| and dim(∆
′) .α εη
−2.
In this conjecture dimension should be interpreted as the size of the smallest
Λ ⊂ ∆′ such that
∆′ ⊂
{∑
λ∈Λ
ελλ : ελ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
}
.
For comparison, Chang’s lemma from [8] in particular implies that this is true when
ε = 1. Corollary 7.12 of this paper implies this conjecture in the range 1 > ε≫ η.
A proof of this conjecture in the final range η ≫ ε≫ η2 remains elusive.
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